–

6. Pushbacks at the border between Greece and Turkey
87. The Working Group was informed that a number of persons newly arrived in the Evros region
had been arrested, detained and summarily returned across the land border between Greece and
Turkey without being given the opportunity to apply for international protection in Greece. In
some cases, it was alleged that individuals had made previous attempts to cross the border, but
had been forcibly removed to Turkey in each case. Pushback practices are not permitted under
Greek law and are contrary to the right to seek asylum. The Working Group is therefore of the
view that detention for this purpose has no legal basis. The Working Group urges the
Government to promptly and fully investigate all allegations of such pushbacks, including any acts
of violence or ill-treatment that may have occurred during such incidents, and to ensure that
such practices do not occur in future.
88. The Working Group was informed that the European Border and Coast Guard Agency offered
an anonymous complaints mechanism. While the Government indicates that no complaints were
made through this mechanism in 2019 for irregular pushbacks, the Working Group considers that
it may be a useful means of ensuring that any allegations of pushbacks are received and
investigated by the appropriate authorities.
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I. Introduction
1.
At the invitation of the Government, the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention
conducted an official visit to Greece from 2 to 13 December 2019. The Working Group was
represented by José Antonio Guevara Bermúdez (Mexico, Chair-Rapporteur), Leigh
Toomey (Australia, Vice-Chair) and Sètondji Roland Adjovi (Benin) and accompanied by
staff from the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights. This
was the second official visit of the Working Group to Greece, the first visit having been
conducted in 2013 (see A/HRC/27/48/Add.2). The Working Group would like to thank the
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and the United
Nations Children’s Fund for the support provided prior to and during the visit.
2.
The Working Group extends its gratitude to the Government for inviting it to
undertake this visit and for its fullest cooperation. This includes securing all requested
meetings with stakeholders, providing relevant data and information and ensuring
unimpeded access to all places of detention. This is a strong foundation for the Working
Group to continue to provide advice and assistance to the authorities on detention practices.
3.
The Working Group met with officials from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the
Ministry of Citizen Protection, the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Labour and Social
Affairs, the Ministry of Shipping and Island Policy, the Hellenic Supreme Court of Civil
and Criminal Justice, the Supreme Court’s Public Prosecutor’s Office, the Public
Prosecutor’s Office in Thessaloniki, members of the Athens and Thessaloniki Bar
Associations, the National Centre for Social Solidarity, the National Coordinator for
Unaccompanied Minors, the Greek National Commission for Human Rights and the Greek
Ombudsman.
4.
The Working Group visited 21 places of deprivation of liberty in Attica (including
Athens), the Peloponnese, the island of Kos in the south Aegean, Thessaloniki and eastern
Macedonia and Thrace (see appendix). It was able to confidentially interview over 150
persons deprived of their liberty.
5.
The Working Group also recognizes various stakeholders within the country who
shared their perspectives on the arbitrary deprivation of liberty, including representatives of
civil society, lawyers and individuals currently deprived of liberty. The Working Group
thanks them for the information and assistance provided.
6.
The Working Group shared its preliminary findings on 13 December 2019. It
intends to continue its constructive dialogue with the Government on the issues presented in
the present report. This report takes into account information provided by the Government
on progress made since the Working Group’s previous visit, in 2013.

II. Overview of the institutional and legal framework
A.

International human rights obligations
7.
Greece is party to most major international human rights instruments, including the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the Optional Protocol to the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Second Optional Protocol to
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, aiming at the abolition of the death
penalty; the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment
or Punishment and its Optional Protocol; the Convention on the Rights of the Child and two
of its Optional Protocols; the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and its
Optional Protocol; the International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from
Enforced Disappearance; and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women and its Optional Protocol.
8.
Furthermore, the State has ratified or acceded to the Convention on the Prevention
and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, the Convention relating to the Status of
Refugees and the Protocol thereto, the Convention relating to the Status of Stateless
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Persons, the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 and the Protocols additional thereto,
the fundamental conventions of the International Labour Organization, the Rome Statute of
the International Criminal Court, and the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, supplementing the United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime.
9.
The State is not party to the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights
of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families, the Optional Protocol to the
Convention on the Rights of the Child on a communications procedure or the Optional
Protocol to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.
10.
Greece has been subject to the universal periodic review, having participated in two
cycles, in 2011 and 2016. Its third-cycle review is scheduled for 2021.

B.

National legal framework

1.

Constitutional protections
11.
The current Constitution was adopted in 1975 and revised most recently in 2019.
According to article 28 (1), international treaties ratified by Greece are an integral part of
domestic Greek law and prevail over any contrary provision of the law.
12.
The Constitution guarantees respect for and protection of the value of the human
being (art. 2); full protection of life, honour and liberty, irrespective of nationality, race,
language, or religious or political beliefs, for all persons living within the Greek territory
(art. 5 (2)); and the inviolability of personal liberty (art. 5 (3)). Furthermore, the
Constitution provides for freedom of opinion, expression, speech and the press (art. 14).
13.
The Constitution prohibits arrest or imprisonment without a reasoned judicial
warrant which must be served at the moment of the arrest or detention pending trial, except
when a person is caught in the act of committing a crime (art. 6 (1)). Article 7.4 provides
for compensation for unjust or unlawful deprivation of liberty.
14.
According to the Constitution, all persons are entitled to receive legal protection by
the courts and may plead their views concerning personal rights or interests, as specified by
law (art. 20 (1)). The right of a person to a prior hearing also applies in any administrative
action or measure adopted at the expense of the person’s rights or interests (art. 20 (2)).

2.

Penal Code and Criminal Procedure Code
15.
Defendants have the right to counsel and enjoy the presumption of innocence.
Depending on the seriousness of the offence, a detainee may be held in remand for up to
one year. According to article 87 of the Penal Code and article 371 (4) of the Criminal
Procedure Code, the term of pretrial detention and the time between the arrest and the order
of pretrial detention is deducted from the sentence.
16.
Rules of evidence apply in court, and witnesses are subject to cross-examination.
Detainees have unlimited access to their defence lawyer. Defendants may present witnesses
and evidence on their behalf, and question witnesses testifying against them. They have
access to evidence held by the authorities. They may appeal a court decision to a higher
court. Persons who have been detained on remand and subsequently acquitted are entitled
to request compensation if it has been established in the proceedings that they did not
commit the criminal offence for which they were detained.

3.

Laws concerning migration
17.
The new Law No. 4636/2019 on international protection codifies the legislation on
international protection and aims to reinforce legal certainty and efficiency. 1 The law
features more restrictive provisions in regard to the detention of applicants compared to
previous legislation.
1
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18.
More specifically, article 46 (2) introduces the possibility of detention even for
applicants who have not been in detention in view of return and deportation procedures
before becoming asylum seekers. Previous legislation provided that a detention order may
be issued only upon the recommendation of the Asylum Service, unless detention is ordered
on the basis that the applicant constitutes a danger for national security or public order. 2
However, article 46 (4) of the new law provides that the Asylum Service is merely
informed about the detention order, which is now issued by the competent police director in
all cases without the prior requirement for a recommendation by the Asylum Service.
19.
Article 46 (5) (b) of the new law removes the automatic judicial review of initial
detention orders and retains the remedy only for the prolongation of detention orders.
Article 46 also provides for an increase in the maximum initial detention period for which
asylum seekers may be held, from 45 to 50 days. The same change applies to orders to
extend the initial period of detention. It also extends the total maximum detention period
from 3 months to 18 months. Furthermore, the law explicitly provides that pre-removal and
asylum detention is counted separately for the purposes of calculating the maximum
detention period (art. 46 (5) (b)).
4.

Laws concerning psychiatric institutions
20.
Law No. 2071/1992 governs involuntary hospitalization in psychiatric institutions
(arts. 96–99). This legislation provides that patients may be hospitalized involuntarily only
when they have a psychiatric disorder and are incapable of taking decisions affecting their
health, and when failure to hospitalize them would be detrimental to their state of health.
Persons with a psychosocial condition may be hospitalized to prevent them from selfharming or harming others (ibid., art. 95).
21.
A district prosecutor may authorize placement upon the request of a spouse, parent,
relative or guardian and, in emergency cases, the placement procedure may be launched ex
officio, to be supported by medical opinions from two psychiatrists. 3
22.
Patients admitted on an involuntary basis have the right to be heard in person by the
court during the placement or appeal (ibid., arts. 96 (6) and 97). Patients are entitled to legal
assistance in placement proceedings. They may be represented by someone acting in their
interests.
23.
A reform of the law governing involuntary hospitalization was launched in late 2017
and is ongoing.

III. Positive measures and initiatives
A.

Ratification of international human rights instruments
24.
The Working Group welcomes the State’s ratification of the Optional Protocol to the
Convention against Torture on 11 February 2014 and the designation of the Greek
Ombudsman as the national preventive mechanism. Regular independent oversight over all
places of deprivation of liberty has a significant role in reducing the incidence of arbitrary
detention. The Working Group calls upon the national preventive mechanism to strengthen
its efforts to visit in a more regular manner all places of deprivation of liberty. The Working
Group also urges the Government to increase its efforts to engage constructively with the
national preventive mechanism, especially on the implementation of its recommendations.

2
3

Law No. 4375/2016, article 46 (3).
If a second psychiatrist’s opinion cannot be obtained, the second opinion may be supplied by a doctor
with another related specialization (Law No. 2071/1992, art. 96).
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B.

Alternatives to detention
25.
The Government has underlined that it applies alternative forms of detention, such
as the obligation to report regularly to the authorities.
26.
Under the amended Penal Code (Law No. 4619/2019), penalties have been reduced
and the use of non-custodial measures is encouraged. Article 52 reduces the maximum
penalty to 15 years for all offences, with the exception of life sentences. Sentences in youth
detention facilities range from six months to five years if the normal sentence applicable is
up to 10 years’ imprisonment, and from two to eight years for a life sentence or other
sentence (art. 54). Article 55 provides for community service alternatives, while minor
offences punishable by fines only are no longer prosecuted.
27.
While the Working Group acknowledges that these provisions are positive steps
forward, it emphasizes that there is still considerable scope for their implementation and
encourages the Government to expand the use of non-custodial measures.

C.

Provisions for early release
28.
The Working Group was informed that prisoners who had served a percentage of
their sentence were eligible for early release from detention. Under article 105B of the
Penal Code, convicts may be released when they have served two fifths of the required time
to be served in the case of a sentence up to five years, and three fifths of the required time
in the case of a sentence of between 5 and 20 years.
29.
In addition, according to article 105B of the Penal Code, convicts who work, attend
school or participate in vocational training are eligible for a reduction in their sentence to
reflect the time spent working or attending these programmes. Up to two days are deducted
from the sentence for every day of occupational or educational activity undertaken.
Prisoners working in agricultural detention establishments and the Central Warehouse of
Prison Material are paid for their work (art. 43 of the Penitentiary Code).
30.
Furthermore, certain categories of prisoners are eligible for early release. According
to article 105 (1) of the Penal Code, persons over the age of 70 years who have been
sentenced to up to 15 years’ imprisonment serve the sentence or the remainder of the
sentence at home. In addition, under article 105B (4) of the Code, each day of detention
spent working by prisoners suffering from a number of serious health conditions is
considered to count as two days of their sentence. The same applies to prisoners with a
disability rate of 50 per cent or more, who cannot work or who require assistance; prisoners
with a disability rate of 67 per cent or more; detainees who are prohibited by the opinion of
a disability certification centre from taking up work or employment; prisoners who are
being treated in medical institutions and whose treatment has lasted for at least four
months; detained mothers with minor children; prisoners participating in a treatment
programme for drug addiction; and prisoners detained in police stations or police division
offices. However, the Working Group met with one detainee aged 70 who had not benefited
from these provisions, and therefore encourages the Government to ensure that they are
uniformly applied in practice.
31.
The Working Group was informed that early release was implemented and was able
to confirm that assertion during its visits to detention facilities. For example, the Working
Group observed that, despite the challenging conditions at Korydallos Prison in Athens, the
authorities delivered educational programmes, including for the purposes of finishing high
school and studying at university, and various vocational projects that could be used to
reduce sentences.
32.
The reduction of sentences under these provisions is commendable as it provides
convicted persons with the ability to undertake work and gain new vocational and other
skills, and contributes to reintegrating them into society more quickly. These provisions are
also an important means of addressing the serious problem of overcrowding in detention
facilities. The Working Group urges the Government to continue to extend this practice as
much as possible.
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IV. Main findings concerning the right to personal liberty
33.
In determining whether the information provided, including from persons
interviewed during the visit, raised issues regarding the arbitrary deprivation of liberty, the
Working Group referred to the five categories of arbitrary deprivation of liberty outlined in
paragraph 8 of its methods of work (A/HRC/36/38).

A.

Deprivation of liberty in the context of the criminal justice system

1.

Presentation before a judicial authority
34.
The Working Group recalls that anyone arrested or detained on a criminal charge
has the right to be brought promptly before a judicial authority. According to article 87 of
Law No. 1756/88, the Public Prosecutor is a judicial authority independent of the courts
and the executive power. In the case of a crime or an arrest made by order of the
investigator, the Prosecutor refers the arrested person to the investigator. If it is a
misdemeanour, the Prosecutor may refer the accused immediately to the competent court
that is in session on that day, without a written preliminary hearing, and the court hears the
case on the same day. Exceptionally, when the court is unable to convene on the same day,
detention may be ordered for a maximum of 24 hours.
35.
During its visit, the Working Group ascertained that individuals are normally
presented before the Public Prosecutor within 24 hours of arrest. While this is
commendable, it considers that presentation before the prosecutorial authorities, whose role
is to prosecute rather than adjudicate each case, cannot be equated with presentation before
a judge as required under article 9 (3) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights. Given their role and interest in prosecuting cases, the Working Group considers that
prosecutorial authorities do not possess the requisite degree of independence to assess the
necessity and proportionality of detention. 4 The Working Group recommends that Greece
complies with its obligations under the Covenant.

2.

Pretrial detention
36.
Pretrial detention, according to Greek legislation, should be imposed only when
release under restrictive measures is deemed insufficient for the purposes of the criminal
proceedings. The Working Group notes, however, that the imposition of pretrial detention
is in practice automatic, as there is no individual assessment of whether detention is
necessary and proportionate, contrary to article 9 (3) of the Covenant. Pretrial detention
may also be imposed, exceptionally, for up to 18 months, contrary to article 6 (4) of the
Constitution, which stipulates that detention pending trial may not exceed one year in the
case of felonies or six months in the case of misdemeanours, and that these periods may be
extended for up to six months in exceptional cases only.
37.
The placement of pretrial detainees and their separation from convicted persons is
provided for in article 11 of the Penitentiary Code and in article 10 of the internal
regulations for the operation of detention centres. However, that separation was not in place
in any of the facilities visited. Failure to separate pretrial detainees and convicted prisoners
is contrary to article 10 (2) (a) of the Covenant and rule 11 (b) of the United Nations
Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (the Nelson Mandela Rules).
Pretrial detainees are also subject to the same treatment as those who have been convicted,
contrary to the presumption of innocence to which all persons are entitled prior to
conviction. Such a practice may amount to de facto punishment without conviction
(A/HRC/39/45/Add.1, para. 33).
38.
The Working Group recalls the concluding observations of the Committee against
Torture (CAT/C/GRC/CO/7, para. 37) and urges Greece to abide by its international
obligations to ensure that pretrial detention is exceptional, and that persons detained
4

Human Rights Committee, general comment No. 35 (2014) on liberty and security of person, para.
32.
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pending trial are separated from convicted persons and are not treated as though they were
convicted persons.
3.

Presumption of innocence
39.
The Working Group recalls that everyone charged with a criminal offence has the
right to be presumed innocent under article 14 (2) of the Covenant. The Working Group
received credible information concerning non-nationals in pretrial detention who had been
detained exclusively on the basis of police testimony, including when there was other
evidence that did not support their guilt. Similar instances were reported in cases of drugrelated crime and organized crime.
40.
The presumption of innocence imposes a burden on the prosecution of proving
charges beyond reasonable doubt. The Working Group urges the judicial authorities to
ensure that they afford accused persons the presumption of innocence and fair consideration
of all available evidence when making decisions to detain, regardless of the nationality of
the accused.

4.

Right to legal counsel
41.
Under article 33 of the internal regulations for the operation of detention centres,
detainees are entitled to legal support and assistance under specific conditions, including if
detainees declare that they are financially unable to exercise their defence rights. The
Working Group, however, was informed of cases in which detainees accused of
misdemeanours were not informed of their right to legal assistance, including legal aid. In
most instances, the detainees were brought before the Public Prosecutor without a lawyer
when pretrial detention was ordered. As a result, the detainees could not effectively defend
themselves and were not given a fair opportunity to contest their detention.
42.
The Working Group received information that detainees who were accused of
felonies, particularly in relation to serious drug offences, were informed of their right of
access to a lawyer of their choice or at no cost if they did not have sufficient means to
afford legal assistance. It recommends that the right to legal assistance be extended to all
persons who are accused of any type of crime, particularly misdemeanours.
43.
The Working Group encourages the Government to ensure that all persons are
promptly informed upon apprehension of their right to legal assistance, including
immediately after the moment of apprehension, by counsel of their choice or at no cost if
they cannot afford a lawyer.5 The authorities must also ensure that all persons deprived of
their liberty benefit from this right at any time during their detention (CAT/C/GRC/CO/7,
paras. 14–15).

5.

Provision of information in other languages
44.
According to articles 9 (2) and 14 (3) (a) of the Covenant, anyone who is arrested
has the right to be informed in a language that he or she understands of the reasons for the
arrest, and to be promptly informed of any charges. The authorities are required to inform
detained persons of their rights in a language that they understand, including the right to
legal counsel and to request a court to consider the legality of the detention.
45.
The authorities informed the Working Group that all detainees are informed of the
reasons for their detention, either orally or in writing. If the detained person is a foreign
national who does not understand the Greek language, care is taken to explain his or her
rights through an interpreter or consular authority. Individual informative sessions are
provided when necessary. Information bulletins in the language of the detainee are also
available, but were not visible in most of the sites visited. The Ministry of Citizen
Protection demonstrated printed materials with the rights of detainees explained in various
languages, but these materials do not appear to be consistently provided to detainees.
5
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46.
The Government also informed the Working Group that the list of interpreters is
compiled by the Misdemeanours Judges Council, following a recommendation by the
Public Prosecutor. There has been an effort to populate that list with interpreters for all
required languages, based on statistics and on the predetermined court session days of each
year. However, the Working Group received numerous reports that, despite efforts by the
authorities to expand the list of interpreters, there was a lack of interpreters and, as a result,
detainees were not informed in a language that they understood of the reasons for their
arrest, or their rights as detainees. According to article 14 (3) (f) of the Covenant, anyone
charged with a criminal offence has the right to the free assistance of an interpreter if he or
she cannot understand or speak the language used in court. While the challenges of
providing interpretation are considerable in a context in which persons of many different
nationalities and languages are in contact with the law, the Working Group urges the
Government to provide interpretation services to all persons who have been deprived of
their liberty.
6.

Short trials
47.
A fair trial requires time for the parties to present their evidence and, in particular,
for the accused person to be given adequate time to be heard pursuant to article 14 (1) and
(3) (b) and (d) of the Covenant. According to several credible reports, some criminal trials
have been short, ranging from a few minutes to a few hours, and have been concluded in a
single day. There is often no opportunity for the accused to address the court, while law
enforcement agents are extensively heard. This practice is in direct violation of the right to
a fair trial, including the principle of equality of arms. The Working Group calls upon the
Government to ensure that the accused is given adequate time to present a defence and to
address the court.

7.

Overcrowding of detention facilities
48.
The Working Group notes that severe overcrowding remains an issue in most
detention facilities.
49.
It welcomes the Government’s efforts to address the problem of overcrowding, such
as the construction of new facilities and the priority examination of detainee requests for
transfer to agricultural detention establishments and the Central Warehouse of Prison
Material.
50.
The Working Group invites the Government to continue its efforts and considers
that overcrowding could be further addressed by reducing the use of pretrial detention,
establishing new, separate facilities for pretrial detainees and implementing alternative
measures to detention.

8.

Conditions of detention
51.
During its visits to detention facilities, the Working Group noted that the conditions
were in some instances better for Greek nationals than for foreign nationals. At some prison
facilities, the wards in which Greek nationals were detained appeared to be significantly
less crowded than wards housing non-European nationals. In addition, several non-Greek
detainees reported serious health issues requiring urgent medical attention that had not been
granted by the authorities.
52.
The Working Group was also informed, however, of other cases of vulnerable
individuals and groups who had received appropriate individualized treatment from the
authorities, including persons who had been accused of or had committed serious sexual
offences that required protective measures, and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and
intersex persons. The Working Group invites the Government to ensure consistent
application of individualized treatment in all places of detention.
53.
Furthermore, the Working Group is concerned that, in general, and despite current
efforts by the authorities to meet the staffing needs of the special regional clinics in
detention facilities, the medical services located in prisons are understaffed, which could
result in a higher risk of deaths in custody. According to rule 24 of the Nelson Mandela
Rules, prisoners should enjoy the same standards of health care that are available in the
9
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community, and should have access to necessary health-care services free of charge without
discrimination.
54.
Having visited detention facilities related to the criminal justice system, including
police stations and prisons, the Working Group concludes that, currently, they do not
generally meet international standards, particularly the Nelson Mandela Rules, owing to
overcrowding, lack of adequate cleaning and sanitary services, and inadequate or nonexistent health services. The lack of satisfactory conditions of detention often affects a
detainee’s ability to participate in the criminal proceedings and to present an effective
defence and appeal.6 It is therefore important for the Government to address the conditions
within detention facilities as a matter of priority.
9.

Monitoring of places of detention
55.
In accordance with article 6 of the Penitentiary Code, all detainees are being
informed on their admission to the detention facility about their rights and the possible
ways to address any violation. The Working Group identified, however, a general lack of
awareness among detainees as to how to submit a complaint in relation to their detention
and the conditions in which they were held. There is no visible mechanism in places of
deprivation of liberty, such as a telephone number or relevant contact details, to present
claims to the Greek Ombudsman on violations of human rights. Many detainees also
reported that there were few visits, if any, to their places of detention by relevant
monitoring mechanisms. The Working Group urges Greece to consider establishing a
hotline for reporting in the prisons, taking into account the need for confidentiality of
complaints; to display information about the hotline throughout the prisons; and to provide
sufficient funding for regular and independent monitoring and oversight of places of
detention.

B.

Detention of persons in the context of migration
56.
The Working Group recognizes the challenges involved in respecting international
human rights standards in the current context of mass migration into the country and the
arrival of large numbers of people seeking international protection. Following the closure of
the borders along the Balkan corridor and the adoption of the statement by the European
Union and Turkey in March 2016, the administrative detention of migrants has significantly
increased. In 2017, 68,112 persons were arrested for illegal entry or stay in Greece, 93,367
persons in 2018, and 123,710 persons in 2019. On 1 May 2020, 3,250 persons were in
detention in pre-removal detention centres, while 2,329 of them were under asylum
procedures. In addition, the total number of persons detained in facilities under the
competence of the Hellenic Police was 1,085.
57.
The Working Group visited 11 facilities in which asylum seekers could be deprived
of their liberty, including police stations, border guard stations and cells maintained by the
Hellenic Coast Guard, reception and identification centres and pre-removal detention
centres. It identified problems that could lead to arbitrary and prolonged deprivation of
liberty, including inadequate individual assessment of the appropriateness and necessity of
detention, and detention in inappropriate facilities such as police stations. Equally, the
Working Group identified gaps in the provision of interpretation and legal aid, resulting in
lack of access to judicial remedies against detention decisions. It notes with particular
concern the policy of geographical restriction on the movement of asylum seekers from the
islands and the lack of awareness among asylum seekers of the consequences of breaching
this restriction, namely placement in detention.

1.

Right to seek asylum
58.
According to the Government, the Hellenic Police has been given clear orders to
respect the right of detainees to submit an application for international protection and to
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exercise legal remedies. The authorities claim that no foreign citizen in detention who has
applied for international protection may be returned until the examination of the
application, since Greece fully respects the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees,
and the procedures in Directive 2013/32/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council
of 26 June 2013 on common procedures for granting and withdrawing international
protection, which have been incorporated into national law.
59.
The Hellenic Coast Guard and UNHCR signed a memorandum of understanding in
September 2014, which was renewed in 2018. The memorandum is aimed at protecting and
safeguarding the fundamental rights of migrants and refugees, in accordance with
international, European and national law. Furthermore, representatives of civil society and
UNHCR have access to detention areas and access is not generally hindered in practice.
60.
According to the authorities, foreign citizens in detention are provided with
information notes, and booklets and other resources are available online, so that they are
informed in a language that they understand of their rights regarding detention and the
asylum procedure. The presence of an interpreter is also standard, with interpreters
appointed by the Government or provided by non-governmental organizations (NGOs).
61.
During its on-site visits and interviews, the Working Group observed that many
detainees did not understand their right to apply for asylum and the corresponding
procedure, with some individuals incorrectly believing that the process was initiated when
they were fingerprinted. There was no established scheme for providing legal aid during the
first-instance asylum application, and interpretation was not consistently provided, with
asylum seekers relying on second-hand information from fellow applicants.
62.
The Working Group was informed that no information was provided by the police to
detainees on their right to apply for international protection or on the procedural stages, and
that such information was provided by non-governmental actors only. No further
information appears to be provided regarding the time limits for detention. In addition, both
the original detention decisions and their reviews, following ex officio review by the
judicial authorities, are drafted in Greek only. Most pre-removal detention centres do not
have interpretation services, and when interpreters are available, they do not provide
interpretation throughout all procedural steps and everyday issues or translate all documents
involved, especially given the high number of detainees in many pre-removal detention
centres.
63.
Furthermore, some persons who had been detained on separate criminal charges but
were also applying for asylum informed the Working Group that they experienced
significant barriers to pursuing their claims when they were unable to attend their
interviews with the Asylum Service owing to their detention. The Working Group was
informed that such criminal charges could affect the determination of the asylum claim.
64.
The right to seek asylum is recognized under article 14 (1) of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. In addition, as the Working Group recognized in its revised
deliberation No. 5 on deprivation of liberty of migrants, the right to personal liberty extends
to all persons at all times, including migrants and asylum seekers, irrespective of their
citizenship, nationality or migratory status (A/HRC/39/45, annex, para. 7). All detained
migrants must have access to legal representation and interpreters.
2.

Protective custody
65.
Article 19 of Presidential Decree No. 220/2007 obliges the competent authorities to
undertake all the necessary measures for the representation of unaccompanied minors. This
entails informing the prosecutor for minors or, when there is no such prosecutor, the
prosecutor at the local first-instance court, who acts as a temporary guardian. Moreover,
Law No. 4554/2018, which entered into force on 1 March 2020, foresees that all
unaccompanied minors in Greece are assigned a professional guardian. The process of
hiring such guardians is ongoing. Interim arrangements include the participation of
authorized representatives from NGOs as guardians. The Working Group encourages the
relevant authorities to ensure that this process is completed as a matter of priority.
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66.
According to article 118 of Presidential Decree No. 141/1991, children can be
placed under protective custody until they are referred to appropriate reception facilities or
until they are reunited with the persons responsible for them. Protective custody does not
always amount to detention but, in practice, it has mostly been implemented through the
detention of children in pre-removal detention facilities or police stations. In some cases,
children have been reportedly placed under protective custody in hospitals, also under the
care or supervision of the police.
67.
The number of children in protective custody remains high. According to data from
the National Centre for Social Solidarity, as at 30 April 2020, there were 276 minors in
protective custody. The Centre prioritizes unaccompanied minors in administrative
detention for placement in alternative emergency accommodation or proper shelters.
However, the Government points to the considerable lack of such accommodation for the
purposes of covering the needs of all unaccompanied minors. The Working Group
welcomes the recent increase in total capacity for the long-term accommodation of
unaccompanied minors. By May 2020, while there was a total of 5,009 unaccompanied
minors in the country, there were 1,699 places in long-term accommodation and 659 in
short-term accommodation.
68.
The Working Group confirmed the existing substantial burden on shelter facilities,
which resulted in many unaccompanied children being held in protective custody, in
unacceptable conditions, in facilities that were not appropriate for the detention of children,
such as police stations and pre-removal facilities on the mainland. Although officials
appeared to be providing the best support available in the circumstances, the Working
Group noted that some children were held for prolonged periods, of more than two months,
in conditions similar to those of criminal detention, especially in police stations. These
children were held with adults, in dark cells, with no access to recreational or educational
activities, and no information on what would happen to them, which appeared contrary to
article 37 (c) of the Convention on the Rights of the Child. There is no maximum time limit
on the period for which a child may be held in protective custody.
69.
Furthermore, the Working Group was informed that the Public Prosecutor, as the
authority responsible for the care and security of the children under protective custody, did
not visit the children in the detention facilities.
70.
The Working Group was also informed of the appointment of the National
Coordinator for Unaccompanied Minors and was able to meet with her. The Coordinator
was in a newly created position for which she was still developing a plan. The Working
Group urges the authorities to ensure that the Coordinator has sufficient authority and
resources to take effective action to protect children.
71.
In February 2019, the European Court of Human Rights found that the automatic
placement of unaccompanied asylum-seeking children under protective custody in police
facilities, without taking into consideration the best interests of the child, violated article 5
(1) of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
(European Convention on Human Rights). 7 The Working Group urges the Government to
uphold its obligations under the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the European
Convention on Human Rights by putting an end to the detention of children under
protective custody in police stations or other facilities related to the criminal or immigration
systems.
72.
The Working Group invites the Government to prioritize the best interests of each
child, and ensure that children who enter the country in an irregular manner are not
detained and are placed in facilities appropriate to their age. As the Greek Ombudsman has
observed, this could be achieved by transitioning to community-based care, foster care,
supported independent living, and the gradual reduction of institutional structures. The
Working Group welcomes the recent European Union initiative for the relocation of
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unaccompanied children from Greece, which led to the relocation of 59 children in April
2020.
3.

Age assessment
73.
According to article 14 (9) of Law No. 4375/2016, whenever there is doubt as to
whether a third-country national or stateless person is a minor, an age assessment is
undertaken and, until the assessment ruling is issued, the person is presumed to be a minor.
According to article 6 of Joint Ministerial Decision No. 92490/2013, age assessment is to
be conducted in three consecutive stages: clinical examination by a paediatrician;
psychological and social expert evaluation; and medical examination of skeletal age.
Article 6 (8) of the decision provides for procedural guarantees, including ensuring that the
person is represented throughout the procedure, obtaining consent and ensuring that the
primary consideration is the best interests of the child.
74.
The Working Group notes that these provisions are not being applied in practice. At
present, the police reportedly rely primarily on X-ray and dental examinations under the
third step of the age-assessment procedure. Persons claiming to be children are not
generally represented or informed of their rights in a language that they understand during
the assessment. In order to challenge the outcome of the assessment, the person must
submit an appeal to the secretariat of the reception and identification centre within 10 days
of notification of the decision, which poses difficulties for persons who cannot access the
relevant documentary proof of their age within such a short time frame.
75.
Joint Ministerial Decision 1982/2016 on the age-assessment procedures initiated by
the Asylum Service applies when there are serious doubts about the age of a person lodging
an application for international protection, with similar provisions and procedural
guarantees. A new joint decision is planned to be issued by the Minister of Migration and
Asylum and the Minister of Health in order to adopt a common approach for age
assessment in both the identification and the asylum procedures.
76.
Minors are thus being detained unnecessarily owing to inaccurate assessment
procedures, and are treated as and detained with adults. The Working Group recommends
that the authorities consistently apply the guarantees outlined above, particularly the
presumption that a person is a child unless the contrary can be proven. The Working Group
reiterates the Greek Ombudsman’s call to the Government in 2018 to put a complete end to
all administrative detention of migrants under the age of 18 years.

4.

Vulnerability assessment
77.
Greek law does not prevent the detention of vulnerable individuals or groups.
However, the law contains guarantees for such individuals. Under article 20 of Law No.
4636/2019 (as amended), vulnerable persons include minors, family members of victims of
shipwrecks, persons with disabilities, older persons, pregnant women, single-parent
families with minors, victims of trafficking, persons with severe health conditions, persons
with intellectual or psychosocial disabilities or mental health conditions, victims of torture,
rape or other severe forms of psychological, physical or sexual violence. The vulnerability
of an individual must be assessed by the Reception and Identification Service prior to
registration of an asylum application or during the asylum process, and is a factor in
determining whether to detain or prolong detention.
78.
According to article 46 (4) of Law No. 4636/2019, any relevant decision on a
person’s detention must be justified for each person.
79.
The determination of vulnerability has been critical to the immigration and asylum
procedures, at least until the entry into force of the new law on international protection,
under which the vulnerability assessment is no longer associated with the type of asylum
procedure to be followed. Before November 2019, if a person was determined to be part of
a vulnerable group specified in the legislation, the geographical restriction to remain on the
island at which he or she arrived or was registered was lifted, and the person could travel
freely within Greece without risk of arrest. The consideration of asylum applications was
also partially prioritized, for the most vulnerable groups.
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80.
Some of the vulnerable persons were detained in practice, however, and the
Working Group was informed of cases in which individuals did not undergo proper
identification of vulnerability and an individualized assessment prior to the issuance of a
detention order. There were also delays after the time of arrival in conducting the
vulnerability assessments, owing to understaffing and a lack of medical and psychosocial
experts.
81.
Under Law No. 4636/2019, individuals identified as belonging to a vulnerable
group, as specified in the amended provision, are now subject to highly accelerated asylum
procedures and their geographical restriction on the islands is not lifted before this is
completed. The authorities are urged to ensure the prompt examination of applications from
vulnerable individuals in practice.
5.

Opportunity to challenge detention and removal decision
82.
The authorities have pointed out that the right of foreign citizens to challenge
detention in case of expulsion is provided for in article 76 of Law No. 3386/2005, a right
that may be exercised at any time during detention.
83.
Asylum applications are submitted to the Asylum Service in the first instance. If the
application is rejected, the applicant may appeal the decision in the second instance before
an independent appeals committee. An appeal must be lodged within five days, during
border procedures. Legal aid is provided on appeal only and, if a person did not have his or
her own lawyer during the initial first-instance hearing and given that the Asylum Service
lawyers are unable to meet all demands, it is practically impossible to find a lawyer within
the prescribed time in order to prepare for the appeal. Under article 92 (1) (c) of Law No.
4636/2019, the deadline for applications examined through the border procedures is 10 days
after the notification of the first-instance decision.
84.
The Working Group urges the Government to expand the availability of publiclyfunded legal aid so that persons seeking international protection have access to legal advice
at all stages of the process, from the moment of filing their application until a final
determination is made.
85.
Before the entry into force of Law No. 4636/2019, asylum seekers could lodge an
application for annulment of the second-instance decision before the administrative court of
appeal within 60 days of notification of the decision. However, the effectiveness of that
legal remedy was undermined by a number of obstacles, including the fact that only a
lawyer could file the application. Inadequate legal aid is provided for challenging a secondinstance negative decision on an asylum application, and the capacity of NGOs to file this
application is very limited given the number of persons in need of international protection.
In addition, the application for annulment would not automatically suspend deportation, and
there was no guarantee that the applicant would not be removed during lengthy delays in
the court hearing the matter.
86.
According to article 104 (4) of Law No. 4636/2019, any negative decision must not
lead directly or indirectly to refoulement. The independent appeals committee examines the
conditions for non-refoulement as specified in article 3 of the Convention against Torture,
article 7 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and articles 31 and 33
of the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees. In such a case, the independent
appeals committee provides the individual with an attestation for non-removal on
humanitarian grounds.

6.

Pushbacks at the border between Greece and Turkey
87.
The Working Group was informed that a number of persons newly arrived in the
Evros region had been arrested, detained and summarily returned across the land border
between Greece and Turkey without being given the opportunity to apply for international
protection in Greece. In some cases, it was alleged that individuals had made previous
attempts to cross the border, but had been forcibly removed to Turkey in each case.
Pushback practices are not permitted under Greek law and are contrary to the right to seek
asylum. The Working Group is therefore of the view that detention for this purpose has no
legal basis. The Working Group urges the Government to promptly and fully investigate all
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allegations of such pushbacks, including any acts of violence or ill-treatment that may have
occurred during such incidents, and to ensure that such practices do not occur in future.
88.
The Working Group was informed that the European Border and Coast Guard
Agency offered an anonymous complaints mechanism. While the Government indicates
that no complaints were made through this mechanism in 2019 for irregular pushbacks, the
Working Group considers that it may be a useful means of ensuring that any allegations of
pushbacks are received and investigated by the appropriate authorities.
7.

Legislative amendments and the announced policy on migration
89.
The Working Group notes the entry into force of Law No. 4636/2019 on 1 January
2020. The new provisions appear to introduce more restrictive procedures that may
compromise the general legal principle that detention of asylum seekers is exceptional and
should be resorted to only where provided for by law and where necessary to achieve a
legitimate purpose.
90.
According to article 46 of Law No. 4636/2019, persons applying for international
protection may be detained, if necessary, regardless of whether they apply for asylum while
in detention or not. In addition, as outlined above, the Asylum Service will no longer
provide a recommendation regarding the detention to the police.
91.
The Working Group also notes that the extension of the maximum detention period
for asylum seekers from 3 months to 18 months, which may reach 36 months if added to
immigration detention, appears to treat the detention of migrants and asylum seekers as the
rule and not the exception. The Working Group is concerned that these provisions are not in
accordance with the principles of proportionality, necessity and reasonableness, which
should govern measures of deprivation of liberty in the context of migration to ensure that
such detention is a measure of last resort.8
92.
The Working Group is aware of the Government’s plans to establish five new
centres on the islands of the northern Aegean at the sea borders with Turkey to create more
space to accommodate asylum seekers. It is unclear whether and to what extent these
centres will be closed centres, meaning that residents are in effect deprived of their liberty.
The Working Group received numerous allegations that the facilities, as created by the new
law and in accordance with the Government’s policy, will indeed be closed, as opposed to
de facto open centres such as the existing reception and identification centres. The
authorities have argued that the term “closed” means only that the entrance and exit of the
centre will be controlled.
93.
It is important to ensure that any new centres are open centres and do not reinforce
the practice of detaining asylum seekers. However, the plans also reportedly include the
creation of centres for unaccompanied minors staffed by doctors and psychologists, which
may be a positive development if they are not closed centres.

C.

Deprivation of liberty in the context of psychosocial disability and social
care
94.
The Working Group was informed that psychosocial disabilities are increasingly
common as a result of the economic crisis in recent years. The Ministry of Health is
prioritizing the deinstitutionalization of persons with psychosocial disabilities whenever
possible, which is commendable and has resulted in community-based care being made
available to more individuals. For example, Dromokaiteio Psychiatric Hospital in Attica
provides hospices, boarding houses and supported-living apartments to allow persons to
live independently in the community.
95.
With regard to the care institution for children and young adults with disabilities in
Lechaina, the Working Group encourages the Government to continue with the
deinstitutionalization process and to provide it with sufficient resources and personnel to
8

Revised deliberation No. 5, paras. 12–13.
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enable the institution to fully comply with the Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities.
96.
However, psychiatric clinics and units within hospitals continue to receive many
involuntary admissions; indeed, approximately 60 per cent of admissions to Dromokaiteio
Psychiatric Hospital are involuntary. According to the Ministry of Health, out of a total
21,500 cases of psychiatric hospitalization in 2018, 8,300 were involuntary commitments.
97.
The procedure for involuntary admission is problematic in several respects,
including the fact that police officers are frequently required, by order of the Public
Prosecutor, to arrest persons who have been reported by relatives or neighbours to have a
psychosocial disability, rather than the detention being carried out by appropriately
qualified medical personnel. Additionally, according to Law No. 2071/1992, following an
assessment of the mental health of such individuals, a court must consider the involuntary
admission within 10 days. However, lengthy delays are reportedly common, and when the
matter is heard, the proceedings are usually not conducted in the presence of the individual
concerned or of his or her legal counsel. Lastly, while involuntarily admitted individuals are
given a statement of their rights upon admission, they frequently do not have access to a
lawyer to challenge their mental health assessment, either because they do not have the
capacity to contact legal counsel themselves or because they are unaware of or unable to
understand this right.
98.
A draft law is currently being developed in relation to the deprivation of liberty of
persons with psychosocial disabilities, and the Working Group urges the Government to
address these issues as part of the development of that legislation. Such reforms could
include the automatic release of involuntarily admitted individuals if their case cannot be
reviewed by the courts within the statutory deadline of 10 days, and ensuring that a
guardian is appointed in cases where the individual does not have the capacity to represent
him or herself or is unable to seek the assistance of a lawyer.
99.
Reportedly, some individuals are detained involuntarily for prolonged periods, in
some cases for years. This is often because the individuals have no family or other
community support. While this can be a means of providing care, such cases must remain
under regular review by the courts so that involuntary admission does not become indefinite
deprivation of liberty against the will of the individual concerned.
100. Lastly, the Working Group was informed that the legal basis for the involuntary
admission of persons with psychosocial disabilities to private clinics was unclear owing to
the absence of a ministerial decision covering private facilities. It is important that this gap
in the law is addressed promptly, given the increasing use of private clinics. The Ministry
of Health should also conduct regular visits to all places where persons with psychosocial
disabilities are held to monitor the length and conditions of involuntary admission and to
bring cases that may amount to arbitrary deprivation of liberty to the attention of the Public
Prosecutor and the courts. In this regard, the Working Group urges the authorities to visit
the Athina Vrilissia Psychiatric Clinic as a matter of priority to ensure that the conditions in
which persons are housed are significantly improved, and that the length of time of all
admissions is closely monitored.

V. Conclusions
101. The Working Group commends the Government for its willingness to submit
itself to scrutiny through the visit, and considers that the findings in the present
report will support the Government in addressing situations of arbitrary deprivation
of liberty.
102. Positive changes are being made across Greece in relation to the deprivation of
liberty, including the ratification of the Optional Protocol to the Convention against
Torture, the designation of the Greek Ombudsman as the national preventive
mechanism, the introduction of alternatives to detention into legislation, and the use of
provisions allowing for early release.
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103. However, problems within the criminal justice system place defendants at risk
of arbitrary detention, namely:
(a)
While individuals are normally presented before the Public Prosecutor
within 24 hours of arrest, such presentation before the prosecutorial authorities
cannot be equated with presentation before a judge as required under article 9 (3) of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights;
(b)
The use of pretrial detention is widespread, as individual assessment of
whether detention is necessary and proportionate does not take place in practice.
Pretrial detainees and convicted persons are not held separately, contrary to article 10
(2) (a) of the Covenant and rule 11 (b) of the Nelson Mandela Rules;
(c)
There have been instances of failure to respect the right to the
presumption of innocence, contrary to article 14 (2) of the Covenant, in which nonnationals in pretrial detention were detained exclusively on the basis of police
testimony, including when other evidence was available;
(d)
There has been an inability to universally guarantee the right to legal
assistance, including legal aid, as detainees accused of misdemeanours have not always
been informed of this right;
(e)
There have been significant challenges in providing interpretation to
foreign nationals, resulting in difficulty guaranteeing that anyone who is arrested is
informed in a language that he or she understands of the reasons for the arrest, and is
promptly informed of any charges, in accordance with articles 9 (2) and 14 (3) (a) of
the Covenant;
(f)
Short trials have been held, giving rise to potential breaches of article 14
(1) and (3) (b) and (d) of the Covenant, under which the accused person should be
given adequate time to be heard;
(g)
Conditions of detention, including overcrowding, at facilities related to
the criminal justice system do not generally meet international standards, which may
affect a detainee’s ability to participate in criminal proceedings and to present an
effective defence. In some facilities, the conditions of detention appeared to be better
for Greek nationals than for foreign nationals;
(h)
There is a general lack of awareness among detainees as to how to
submit a complaint in relation to their detention and the conditions in which they are
held, and few visits, if any, are conducted by relevant monitoring mechanisms.
104. Challenges with regard to respecting international human rights standards in
the current context of mass migration include lack of information for detainees on
their right to apply for international protection or on the procedural stages involved
in seeking asylum, unaccompanied minors being held in protective custody in
inappropriate facilities, deficiencies in the practical application of age- and
vulnerability-assessment procedures, obstacles to the remedy of challenging detention
and removal decisions, and allegations of pushbacks in the Evros region.
105. In relation to the full entry into force on 1 January 2020 of Law No. 4636/2019,
the Working Group notes that the new provisions appear to introduce more
restrictive procedures that may compromise the general legal principle that detention
of asylum seekers is exceptional.
106. While there is an ongoing commitment to prioritizing the deinstitutionalization
of persons with psychosocial disabilities, the procedure for involuntary admission is
problematic, as the arrest is frequently carried out by the police rather than by
qualified medical personnel. Frequent delays in consideration of involuntary
admissions by the courts and lack of access to a lawyer to challenge mental health
assessments were also identified. The legal basis for the involuntary admission of
persons with psychosocial disabilities to private clinics is unclear owing to the absence
of a ministerial decision covering private facilities.
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VI. Recommendations
107. The Working Group recommends that the State become a State party to the
International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and
Members of Their Families, the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of
the Child on a communications procedure and the Optional Protocol to the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.
108. The Working Group recommends that the Government take the following
measures in building upon its positive initiatives to address the arbitrary deprivation
of liberty:
(a)
Support the Greek Ombudsman – the national preventive mechanism –
to enable visits in a more regular manner to all places of deprivation of liberty across
the country, and engage with it on the implementation of its recommendations;
(b)
Implement provisions allowing for alternatives to detention and noncustodial measures, including Law No. 4619/2019;
(c)
Continue to extend the provisions for early release as much as possible,
ensuring that all those who work as part of such schemes are paid for their labour.
109. The Working Group recommends that the Government take the following
measures in relation to the criminal justice system:
(a)
Ensure that all persons arrested or detained on a criminal charge are
brought before a judicial authority, rather than the Public Prosecutor, within 48
hours, in compliance with article 9 (3) of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights;
(b)
Seek non-custodial measures whenever possible and ensure that persons
detained pending trial are separated from convicted persons and are not treated as
though they were convicted persons;
(c)
Ensure the presumption of innocence and fair consideration of all
available evidence when making decisions to detain, regardless of the nationality of
the accused;
(d)
Extend the right to legal assistance to all detainees, including those
accused of misdemeanours, and promptly inform them upon apprehension about the
right to legal assistance, including immediately after the moment of apprehension;
(e)

Provide interpretation services to all persons deprived of their liberty;

(f)
Provide the accused with adequate time to present a defence and to
address the court, taking into account the nature and complexity of the alleged
criminal offence;
(g)
Address overcrowding in detention facilities by reducing the use of
pretrial detention, establishing new, separate facilities for pretrial detainees and
implementing alternative measures to detention;
(h)
Address unsatisfactory conditions of detention and health services, and
the reportedly unequal treatment of Greek and other nationals;
(i)
Provide information to detainees on how to lodge complaints, including
by establishing a reporting hotline and publicly displaying information on the
complaints procedure while taking into account the confidentiality of complaints, and
by providing sufficient funding for regular and independent monitoring of places of
detention.
110. The Working Group recommends that the Government take the following
measures in relation to the deprivation of liberty in the context of migration:
(a)
Ensure that detention of asylum seekers is applied exceptionally and as
provided for by law, and that alternatives to detention are considered; that asylum
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applications are registered and examined on time; and that persons are not detained
in cases in which there is no reasonable prospect of return;
(b)

Give full effect to the right to seek asylum by:

(i)
Ensuring that no foreign citizen in detention who has applied for
international protection may be returned until the application has been
examined;
(ii)
In consultation with civil society and other organizations (for example,
bar associations), providing legal aid during the first-instance asylum
application, as well as interpretation services;
(iii) Ensuring that representatives from the Asylum Service visit detention
centres to assist those detained on criminal charges who are also applying for
asylum; in addition, ensuring that criminal charges do not affect the
determination of an asylum claim, consistent with the presumption of
innocence;
(c)
Address, as a matter of urgency, the situation of unaccompanied minors
who enter Greece in an irregular manner by:
(i)
Assigning a professional guardian to every unaccompanied minor, in
accordance with Law No. 4554/2018;
(ii)
Ending the detention of children under the protective custody scheme in
police stations or other facilities and ensuring that unaccompanied minors are
transitioned to community-based care, foster care, supported independent
living, and the gradual reduction of institutional structures;
(iii) Until the situation can be completely addressed, continuing to prioritize
the placement of unaccompanied minors in emergency accommodation or
shelters, which must be regularly visited by the Public Prosecutor;
(iv) Uniformly applying the provisions of Law No. 4375/2016 and Joint
Ministerial Decision No. 92490/2013 regarding age-assessment procedures,
particularly the presumption that a person is a child unless the contrary can be
proven;
(v)
Ceasing all administrative detention of migrants under the age of 18
years;
(d)
Conduct a thorough assessment of vulnerability prior to the issuance of a
detention order during immigration and asylum procedures, prioritizing the hiring of
staff to minimize delays after the time of arrival in conducting such assessment;
(e)
Provide sufficient opportunities to challenge detention and removal
decisions, including by expanding access to legal representation during the firstinstance hearing of asylum applications, extending the deadline for appealing firstinstance rejection of asylum applications, and ensuring that all avenues for such
challenges suspend the possibility of deportation until a final determination is made;
(f)
Promptly and fully investigate all allegations of pushbacks, including any
acts of violence or ill-treatment that may have occurred during such incidents, and
ensure that such practices do not occur in future.
111. The Working Group recommends that the Government take the following
measures in relation to the deprivation of liberty in the context of psychosocial
disability and social care:
(a)
Continue to prioritize deinstitutionalization whenever possible, making
greater use, in appropriate cases, of community-based care;
(b)
With regard to the care institution for children and young adults with
disabilities in Lechaina, continue with the deinstitutionalization process and provide it
with sufficient resources and personnel, in compliance with the Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities;
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(c)
Ensure that draft legislation addresses the problems identified in the
involuntary admission of persons, including introducing a requirement for the
automatic release of involuntarily admitted individuals if their case cannot be
reviewed by the courts within 10 days, and ensuring that a guardian is appointed in
cases where an individual does not have the capacity to represent him- or herself or is
unable to seek the assistance of a lawyer;
(d)
Ensure that admissions to all psychiatric institutions remain under
regular review by the Public Prosecutor and the courts to avoid indefinite deprivation
of liberty against the will of the individual concerned;
(e)
Introduce legislation to provide a legal basis for the involuntary
admission of persons with psychosocial disabilities to private clinics, and ensure that
the Ministry of Health conducts regular visits to all places where persons with
psychosocial disabilities are held in order to monitor the length and conditions of
involuntary admission.
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Appendix
Detention facilities visited
The Working Group visited 21 places of deprivation of liberty, including prisons
and a prison hospital, police stations; pre-removal detention centres; Hellenic Coast Guard
detention centres; a special detention establishment for youth; psychiatric hospitals.
Attica, including Athens, and Peloponnese regions
Amygdaleza pre-removal centre
Drapetsona police station
Dromokaiteio Psychiatric Hospital
Tavros pre-removal detention centre
Korydallos Prison I and II
Korydallos Prison Hospital
“Athina Vrilissia” Psychiatric Clinic
Lechaina care institution for children and young adults with disabilities
Hellenic Coast Guard detention centre in Piraeus
Island of Kos
Pili pre-removal detention centre
Kos detention establishment
Police station in Kos
Hellenic Coast Guard detention centre
Thessalonniki
Thessaloniki Sub-Directorate for Transit Detention of Criminal Cases & Guard
Department of Aliens’ Police
Diavata Prison
Police Station of White Tower
Police Directorate of Thessaloniki – Aliens’ Department/Migration Department of
Mygdonia
Eastern Macedonia and Thrace
Xanthi pre-removal detention facility
Paranesti (Drama) Pre-Removal Centre
Iasmos border police station
Ferres border police station
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On 27 February 2020, following statements from the Turkish authorities that the country’s borders with the
European Union (EU) would be opened, families and individuals from Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria and from
many other countries made a rushed journey to the border region with Greece. Pursued by Turkish and
international media, thousands seeking safety approached the border in scenes reminiscent of the 2015
mass irregular migration of asylum-seekers through Turkey’s western borders and onwards through the EU.
On 18 March 2016 EU countries and Turkey had agreed the ‘EU-Turkey deal’, 1 aimed at returning all those
arriving irregularly on the Greek islands – including asylum-seekers – back to Turkey. Turkey committed to
‘prevent new sea or land routes for illegal migration’. In exchange, EU member states among other things
agreed: to take one Syrian refugee from Turkey for every Syrian returned back to the country from the Greek
islands; adopt visa liberalisation measures for Turkish citizens; and mobilise significant financial support for
reception and other projects benefitting refugees in Turkey. The arrival of people at the land border in 2020
came nearly four years after the deal was signed, amid accusations by the Turkish authorities that the EU
had not honoured its agreement to provide a €6 billion contribution to hosting up to 3.6 million Syrian
refugees. These latter make up most of Turkey’s refugee and asylum-seeker population of four million
people.
The Turkish government’s announcement on 27 February that it was opening the border with the EU was
made concurrent with its “Spring Shield” military operation in Syria’s Idlib province, launched after at least
34 Turkish soldiers were killed in a single attack in that province. The Syrian military (supported by Russia)
had at that point advanced into the last stronghold controlled by Turkey-supported opposition armed groups.
Turkey requested NATO assistance with the “Spring Shield” operation.
The movement of people seeking safety via Turkey’s western borders was starkly different from 2015
movements – merely tolerated by Turkish authorities. In 2020, according to reports and in what appears a
calculated political gesture, Turkish border guards and security forces actively prevented access to the
Bulgarian border. At the same time, they encouraged and facilitated movement to the Greek border.
Whether to pressure the EU for support to Turkey in Syria, increase funding for hosting refugees or for
reasons of domestic politics, the move was reckless and destined to lead to harm for those who attempted
the journey. Amnesty International spoke to asylum-seekers and migrants, some of whom had arrived on
free buses, who stated they had understood from those operating the buses that the borders had been
completely opened and they would be able to walk through unrestricted. It was not clear who had paid for
these buses, and some people we interviewed explained they had given up their accommodation and spent
all their money to transport their families to the border.
The response from the Greek authorities was categoric. On 28 February Kyriakos Mitsotakis, the Greek
Prime Minister, tweeted “Significant numbers of migrants and refugees have gathered in large groups at the
Greek-Turkish land border and have attempted to enter the country illegally. I want to be clear: no illegal
entries into Greece will be tolerated.” Greece bolstered its ground border forces, sending in troops that used
tear gas, water cannons, plastic bullets against people attempting to cross the land border, and sent 52
ships to prevent arrivals to the islands.
Greece passed an emergency legislative Act on 2 March suspending new asylum applications for a month.
In consequence, at sea most new arrivals were held arbitrarily in port facilities and other areas, unable to
claim asylum and at risk of return to Turkey or to countries of ‘origin or transit’. Later on, Greece announced
Council of the European Union, “EU-Turkey Statement,” 18 March 2016, available at
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/pressreleases/2016/03/18-eu-turkey-statement/. The document is technically only a “statement,”
but as it is usually referred to as a “deal,” Amnesty International will use the latter term in this document.
1
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that due to the Covid-19 pandemic, asylum services stopped receiving claims. In the weeks following
Turkey’s announcement to open its borders with the EU, hostility, threats and attacks soared against
refugees, NGOs and journalists throughout the Greek islands. Greek authorities now face exceptional
challenges due to the Covid-19 pandemic, but all measures need to be taken to provide adequate medical
care to those in need.
Greece’s actions were initially supported by the EU, which, in the words of European Commission President
Ursula von der Leyen, thanked the country for being “Europe’s shield.” The Greek authorities had in brazen
violation of EU and international law temporarily suspended the right to seek asylum. In addition, evidence of
grave abuses by Greek border troops had mounted, including excessive use of force, beatings, use of live
ammunition and systematic pushbacks into Turkey.
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1. METHODOLOGY

This briefing covers events which occurred at the land border between Greece and Turkey between 27
February and 27 March and the situation in the Greek islands between 27 February and 23 March.
The briefing refers to migrants, potential asylum seekers and refugees in general terms, without prejudging
the status of each person which needs to be determined in a separate, individual procedure.
This briefing was finalised after Greece announced a full lockdown on 22 March in response to the Covid-19
pandemic. On 17 March, to address the risk of an outbreak, the Greek authorities implemented restrictions
on the movement of people living in refugee camps. The briefing acknowledges, but does not delve into, the
significant difficulties and risks that such limitations pose for the population of the camps, and the broader
risks posed by the pandemic for asylum-seekers, refugees and migrants across Greece.
The sections of this report that cover the situation at the Turkey-Greece land borders were produced through
on-the-ground research by an Amnesty International delegation on 4 and 5 March in Turkey’s Edirne
province, which borders Greece. We spoke to 21 men and 13 women seeking safety, and to NGOs and local
people in the border area. We requested a meeting with the Governor of Edirne province but did not receive
a positive reply. Amnesty International conducted telephone interviews with asylum-seekers, human rights
defenders and humanitarian organizations and others on both sides of the border before and after this time.
With regard to the situation on the Greek islands, this report is based on desk research and remote
interviews and exchanges with three people seeking safety (one man and two women), seven lawyers and
members of legal NGOs, two journalists, six other NGOs and agencies operating on the islands, and various
activists. Interviews with refugees and asylum seekers were conducted over the phone and through written
exchanges. Where possible, information was corroborated through copies of legal documents, photos and
videos.
When reporting extracts of interviews with refugees and migrants, only aliases are used save in cases
published widely or where consent was received, in which case full names are used.
In reporting information provided by organisations and lawyers some names are kept anonymous at their
request. For the desk-based research component, researchers consulted media and civil society reports in
Greek, Turkish and English, legislative acts in Greek, as well as EU and UN press releases, factsheets and
other NGOs’ and civil society reports. Background information used for this briefing was also gathered in the
course of a visit by Amnesty International researchers to the Greek islands of Lesvos and Samos between 816 February 2020.
Ahead of the publication of this briefing, relevant extracts of the text have been shared for comment with the
Greek and Turkish authorities in March 2020.
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2. UNLAWFUL
PUSHBACKS AND USE OF
FORCE BY GREEK
BORDER GUARDS

2.1 PUSHBACKS, BEATINGS AND ARBITRARY DETENTION
“I crossed the river and walked inside Greece for four days
and four nights before I was caught. They drove me to a
place where they beat me and took my phone and money,
2000 Lira, it was all I had. They took me back across the river
to Turkey and left me there without coat or shoes.”
“Mathab” from Deir ez-Zor, Syria on his experience of crossing into Greece on 4 March 2.

Testimonies by asylum-seekers to Amnesty International provided a consistent picture of how Greek border
forces implemented government policy to repel asylum seekers instead of taking their asylum claims.
Asylum-seekers who spoke to us and other NGOs reported widespread practices included beatings by
border guards with truncheons, periods of detention at sites in the border area ranging from hours to several
days, and returning groups of asylum-seekers to Turkey in boats across the Evros river. Amnesty
International has previously reported on very similar abuses by Greek border forces implementing pushbacks
in previous years. 3
Amnesty International spoke to 23 men and women from Afghanistan, Jordan, Iraq, Morocco, Pakistan and
Syria, all of whom had attempted to cross into Greece irregularly across the Evros river during the first week
of March. They explained that they had either been apprehended directly after crossing the river or after
walking through Greece for hours or in some cases up to four days. All of the 16 men whom Amnesty
International spoke with, bar one man who was already injured at the time that he was apprehended, said
that they had been beaten, most often with truncheons, with blows to the body or head but also with kicks
Interview 5 March
See for example Amnesty International Fear and Fences: Europe’s approach to keeping refugees at bay, pages 57-66. Index no: EUR
03/2544/2015 available at https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/EUR0325442015ENGLISH.PDF

2
3
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and punches. According to the testimonies, beatings occurred at the time people were apprehended while
being made to get into minibuses, and/or when they were held at detention sites in the border area. Some of
the people we spoke to had obvious trouble walking and bruises on their bodies or head injuries. We spoke
to a Syrian man after he had been pushed back from attempting to cross at the Pazarkule/Kastanies official
border crossing point who was only able to walk with the assistance of a friend after he had been struck, he
stated, by a Greek soldier using his gun. Asylum-seekers told Amnesty International that they were beaten by
border forces wearing either military uniform, police uniform or by individuals in plain clothes working in
cooperation with uniformed border forces. 4 A health professional working in Turkey’s border region told us
that asylum-seekers commonly requested medical assistance following alleged beatings by Greek border
guards, and that the numbers of people reporting such injuries had risen to an average of around 50 per day
in that location during the first week of March, up from an average of six or seven per day in previous
months. 5
Fifteen people seeking safety, including those with young children, told Amnesty International that they were
held in Greek detention facilities in the border area after being apprehended. None of those we spoke with
had been informed by the Greek authorities of the reason for their detention, given an opportunity to seek
asylum or provided access to lawyers during their detention. Detention periods described to Amnesty
International ranged from several hours to several days. All 15 that we spoke with recounted that some or all
their possessions, including phones, in some cases passports or other forms of identification, had been
taken and not returned by the detaining Greek authorities. Some men, sometimes boys, had had their
clothes or shoes taken from them. Asylum-seekers told Amnesty International that border forces also took
their money, in some cases thousands of dollars – all the money with which they and their families had
hoped to start a new life in Europe.
Interviewees told Amnesty International that they and their families were driven by Greek security forces in
minibuses to the Evros river border and taken across to the Turkish side in groups of 10-15 people. Some
reported remaining for several hours without clothes, shoes or phone (for communication) in cold
temperatures, posing a further risk to their health before they could receive assistance.

2.2 ABUSIVE USE OF “LESS LETHAL” WEAPONS
Greek border forces used tear gas extensively against groups of asylum-seekers and migrants, including
families with young children attempting to cross the border. On 4 March Amnesty International observed
Greek border guards using tear gas constantly over the three hours that our delegation monitored the
Pazarkule border gate. During this time several people returned to the Turkish side, visibly injured and
complaining of being hit by tear gas canisters fired by Greek border forces. Other reports were received of
use of projectiles and stun grenades that Amnesty International could not verify. A health professional
working in Turkey’s border region confirmed that some individuals had received medical treatment for
injuries consistent with use of plastic bullets. 6

2.3 DEATHS AND INJURIES RESULTING FROM USE OF
LIVE AMMUNITION
Asylum-seekers and migrants frequently reported to Amnesty International and other NGOs that Greek
border forces used live ammunition against them, both firing into the air and in their direction, as they
attempted to cross the border. We were shown a bullet allegedly fired by a Greek soldier at a group of
asylum-seekers as they attempted to cross the Evros river border south of the city of Edirne; allegedly, it
narrowly missed them as it lodged in a tree. The Turkish authorities claim that three people were killed as

In Greece, police forces – including border police – operates under the direction of the Ministry of Citizen Protection,
http://www.mopocp.gov.gr/main.php?lang=EN. On 12 March 2020 FRONTEX also sent additional assets at Greece’s land border. See:
https://frontex.europa.eu/media-centre/news-release/frontex-launches-rapid-border-intervention-on-greek-land-border-J7k21h . Greek army
forces in Evros were also enhanced during that period. See https://www.iefimerida.gr/ellada/ebros-enishyetai-stratos-epiheiriseis-sta-synora.
Further, it was reported that the Greek Supreme Court prosecutor ordered an investigation into news articles about the presence of
members of far-right groups on Evros and Lesvos. See: https://tvxs.gr/news/ellada/parembasi-areioy-pagoy-gia-toys-neonazi-ston-ebro-kaitis-pyrkagies5
Interview 4 March 2020.
6
Interview 4 March
4
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the result of use of force by Greek border forces and that 164 had been injured by 5 March. 7 A larger
number of shootings have been alleged by asylum-seekers and migrants but remain undocumented.
One well-documented case is that of Muhammad Gulzari, a 43-year-old Pakistani man who attempted to
cross into Greece at the Pazarkule/Kastanies border crossing point on 4 March. According to an official
statement by the Edirne Governor’s office he was shot in the chest and pronounced dead in hospital on the
same day, while five others were injured with gunshot wounds in the same incident. 8 Amnesty International
witnessed ambulances rushing from the scene at the time of the incident and spoke to a Pakistani man who
was uninjured but covered in blood and said that he helped carry his friend from the scene after he had
been shot. Amnesty International has received a copy of Muhammed Gülzari’s autopsy report which records
the fact that a 5mm 5,56 nub bullet was removed from his body. An investigation into the death by Turkish
prosecutors continues.
Another well-documented case is that of Muhammad al-Arab, a 22-year-old Syrian man, who also died in
the area. The research group Forensic Architecture documented his fatal shooting on 2 March after he
crossed into Greek territory. 9
A less reported case is that of Fatma. On 29 February Fatma, from Syria, was attempting to cross the river
Evros south of Edirne to enter Greece along with her husband and six children. Her husband Ahmed told
Amnesty International that their six children crossed the river in a boat first while he and his wife and others
waited on the Turkish side for the boat to return to take them across, but that as soon as the children
reached the Greek side of the river six soldiers arrived in two army vehicles. He explained what happened
next:
They fired in the air. My wife was afraid for our kids and wanted to go to them and she went into the river
and I went with her. The water at first reached our waist. I am about 1.70 cm and my wife is shorter than
me. The Greek soldiers shouted at us in a language I did not understand. I don’t think it was English. It must
have been Greek. We kept walking in the river towards the Greek side and as we reached just over halfway,
towards Greece, the water was at our shoulder and my wife’s neck. We raised our hands and kept walking
and as we got about 2 or 3 metres from the river bank the Greek soldiers were right in front of us, on the
riverbank, about 7 or 8 metres from us, pointing their rifles at us. They shot and we went into the water out
of fear. I saw one with a handgun and one with a rifle. I reached the riverbank and my wife was behind
me. The last sight I caught of her was when she was standing with her head above water about two meters
behind me. The soldiers came towards me, I tried to go back to get my wife but they grabbed me and
pushed me face down with my head away from the water so I could not see the river. I tried to get up but the
soldier put his rifle to my head so I could not move. In all they shot at least three times.
Ahmed told Amnesty International that he attempted to ask the Greek soldiers about what happened to his
wife but they did not answer. After he and his children were detained for four of five hours and their
possessions and his and his sons’ clothes taken from them, they were driven back to the river and put in a
wooden boat that brought them and others back to the Turkish side. Ahmed has returned to the scene to
discover what happened to his wife, and has been supported by lawyers in Turkey and Greece who
approached the authorities in both countries, but no information is available on the whereabouts of Fatma or
whether she was shot and killed, or injured or drowned in the river.

See Anadolu Agency
5 March, available
at https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/turkiye/icisleri-bakani-soylu-geri-itmeleri-engellemek-icin-meric-sinirina-bin-ozel-harekat-polisigetirecegiz/1755486
8
Press release by the Edirne Governorship 4 March, available at http://www.edirne.gov.tr/basin-aciklamasi9
See Forensic Architecture video The Killing of Mohammad al-Arab available at https://vimeo.com/395567226
7
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3. CONDITIONS IN
TURKEY

“We heard that the border was open, so we sold everything
we had and came here. Now our money is finished. We’ve
been here for six days.”
“Razan” a woman in her 30s part of family of six from Kirkuk, Iraq, sleeping at Edirne bus station

A wealth of evidence shows that the Turkish authorities facilitated and encouraged the movement of asylumseekers and migrants to the Greek border after President Erdogan’s 27 February announcement that the
country’s western borders would be opened. Amnesty International observed buses travelling towards the
border in convoy escorted by ambulance and police vehicles, state officials paying for fuel for buses and
gendarmerie officers disembarking people and instructing them to walk the short remaining distance to the
river Evros border. This facilitation continued during the first week of March, after abuses by Greek border
forces and deaths and injuries at the border had been reported. While after the first week of March the
authorities began to encourage and facilitate travel away from the border, interviewees also told Amnesty
International that they were provided with free bus transportation to the border but then required to pay
inflated sums for travel back. 10 Asylum-seekers and migrants also told us that they were told prior to
boarding buses that “the borders were open”; they had understood that they and their families would walk
through the official border gates unrestricted. 11 While states in any instance are required to ensure that the
rights of all people within their jurisdiction are upheld, the Turkish authorities in these circumstances could
be expected to have had a greater degree of preparedness to meet the needs of those who travelled to the
border area seeking safety.
The most severe shortage observed by Amnesty International in the border area was lack of decent shelter.
While there were instances of asylum-seekers and migrants being accommodated by the authorities, in a
sports centre, for instance, almost all of the people seeking safety that we spoke with had slept in the open in
the area close to the border. 12 We spoke with families who had spent up to five days sleeping in fields, some
with makeshift tents made with tarpaulin or plastic sheeting bought at inflated prices, with blankets, or
nothing at all. While transport had been provided for people to travel away from the border area as of 26
March an estimated five to six thousand people remained in the border area, groups of people were camped
out at the transit point of Istanbul’s main bus station and other areas of the city. People who had remained at
an informal camp told Amnesty International that on the morning of 27 March the Turkish authorities cleared
the informal camp, burning tents at the Pazarkule border gate. 13 The Turkish authorities reported that the

Interviews 4,5 March
Interviews 4, 5 March
12
Interviews 4,5 March
13
Interview 27 March
10
11
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camp had been cleared and that 5,800 people had been transferred to nine different locations where they
would remain in quarantine for 14 days as a precaution due to the spread of Covid-19. 14
Sanitation was also a significant problem, with many people camped in rural areas close to the border. The
Pazarkule border gate where thousands of people had gathered did have NGO-provided portable toilets and
hygiene kits, but as with other services they were far below the number required for such a large group of
people. An NGO representative told Amnesty International that the Turkish authorities had rejected a
proposal to install showers, and washing facilities were absent, an issue of heightened concern given fears
regarding the spread of Covid-19 and the particular vulnerability of asylum-seekers and migrants. 15 Despite
the best efforts of NGOs, food provision was also far below the level required, leaving people vulnerable to
opportunistic private vendors selling food items at vastly inflated prices. This situation in addition to
massively inflated prices for transport contributed to the destitution of already poor refugees effectively
trapped in the border area. 16

3.1 HARASSMENT OF JOURNALISTS
Amnesty International observed, and was told by journalists working in the border area that the Turkish
authorities attempted to stop effective independent reporting of the events taking place in the border area. 17
Journalists were prevented at various periods from filming or reporting at the Pazarkule border crossing point
and at Doyran, a village next to the river Evros border where crowds had gathered to attempt the border
crossing. A total of at least 13 international and independent Turkey media journalists were detained in both
locations, mostly on grounds of entering or filming in a first-degree prohibited military zone, despite the fact
that Turkish state media and government supporting media was present and filming at the same locations.
Most journalists were quickly released without formal proceedings, but on 28 February police detained
-based Rudaw news
agency. While Mehme
-trial
detention on unrelated but similarly baseless charges regarding his social media posts investigated by the
authorities after he was detained at the Pazarkule border area. 18

See for example Sendika.org
available at https://sendika63.org/2020/03/cadirlar-yakildi-pazarkule-bosaltildi-yunanistan-sinirindaki-multeciler-sessiz-sedasiz-illeregoturuldu-581793/
15
Interview 4 March
16
Interviews 4,5 March
17
Interviews 29 February – 6 March.
18
See amnesty statement at: https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/eur44/2037/2020/en/
14
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4. THE SITUATION ON THE
GREEK SIDE OF THE
BORDER

4.1 THE SUSPENSION OF THE RIGHT TO SEEK ASYLUM
IN GREECE AND THE EU’S RESPONSE
Greece responded to the situation unfolding at its land borders with Turkey with draconian measures across
the country, in blatant breach of the right to asylum and the principle of non-refoulement. On 2 March, a
new ‘Act of Legislative Content’ suspended the registration of asylum claims for a month for people entering
irregularly from 1 March, 19 so that they would be returned ‘without registration, to the country of origin or
transit’. However, Asylum Services were temporarily suspended on 13 March due to the Covid-19
pandemic. 20 Other measures taken in response to Turkey’s move 21 included the strengthening of border
control at land and sea employing ‘security forces and armed forces to the maximum level’, a request to the
EU’s Border and Coast Guard (EBCG) for the deployment of rapid border intervention teams (RABIT) and
one of support to the EU Council. 22 In response, the EU Commission mobilised 700 million Euros to support
Greece’s reception capacity and voluntary returns. Meanwhile, the EBCG arranged the deployment of assets
for 2 RABIT operations and patrol assets and was requested to support a programme on returns. 23 The
European Commission has so far refrained from recognising the illegality under EU law of Greece’s
suspension of asylum applications and ensuing returns. 24 EU Home Affairs commissioner Ylva Johansson
hinted that the Commission would look at Greece’s measures in light of derogations allowed under the
relevant EU acquis. 25

19

Act of legislative content on the ‘Suspension of the submission of asylum applications’, 2 March 2020, in Greek at:

http://www.immigration.gr/2020/03/pnp-anastolh-ths-ypovolis-aithseon-asylou.html?m=1.

The 'Act of Legislative Content’ ceased to apply on the 1 April 2020 as its duration was for a month. However, new arrivals and other
individuals will not be able to register asylum claim because the Asylum Service's administrative services have been temporarily suspended
since the 13 March following the Covid19 pandemic.
20
See http://asylo.gov.gr/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Announcement-Suspension-of-Services-to-the-Public-English.pdf
21 Measures agreed by the Greek Government Council on National Security (KYSEA). See

https://www.thenationalherald.com/289130/measures-to-guard-greeces-eastern-borders-to-be-stepped-up-to-maximumkysea-meeting-decides/
22

Notification pursuant to Article 78.3 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
European Commission, Press remarks by Vice-President Schinas on immediate actions to support Greece 4 March 2020, at:
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/STATEMENT_20_395.
24 The Guardian, ‘Greece warned by EU it must uphold the right to asylum’, 6 March 2020, at:
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/12/greece-warned-by-eu-it-must-uphold-the-right-to-asylum.
25 Permissible derogations under the EU Asylum Procedures Directive No. 2013/32, Articles Nos 6(5), 14(1), 31(3)(b), 49; ‘Return’
Directive No. 2008/115 at Article 18.
23
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According to UNHCR “neither the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees nor EU refugee law
provides any legal basis for the suspension of the reception of asylum applications”. 26 Indeed, the measures
enacted by Greece go well beyond derogations allowed under EU law. 27
We also question the legality of the deployment of EBCG’s assets given Greece’s suspension of asylum and
evidence of pushbacks, police abuses and violence at the border. 28

4.2 IMPACT ON INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS: PROSECUTION OF
ASYLUM-SEEKERS FOR IRREGULAR ENTRY AND
ARBITRARY DETENTION AT SEA BORDERS
Following the suspension of asylum, those entering Greece irregularly face prosecution for irregular entry and
prison sentences of up to four years, in a departure from previous practice where Greek courts refrained
from prosecuting such crime in cases involving asylum seekers. Since 1 March, the legal NGO HIAS has
assisted 10 cases where charges have been brought against people who arrived after 1 March and who are
barred from claiming asylum. In seven of these the defendants were subjected to speedy trials, charged with
3.5 years in detention and are now in prison. In three cases, those charged are unaccompanied minors,
currently awaiting trial in migration detention facilities. 29 Many more of these proceedings are likely to have
been brought across the country since 1 March.
In the absence of a functioning asylum system, new arrivals are unable to show ‘good cause’ for entering
irregularly. As such, such prosecutions are at odds with the prohibition of penalization of asylum-seekers and
refugees for irregular entry, under Article 31 of the 1951 Refugee Convention, 30 which covers prosecution
and detention for irregular entry. 31
Since the suspension of asylum applications, new arrivals were also no longer granted accommodation in
reception facilities for asylum-seekers, so authorities stopped transferring them to the hotspots on the
Aegean islands. As a result, for at least 10 days, most of those landed in Lesvos were transferred to the
‘Rodos’ navy ship docked in Mytilini and in the port area, which ultimately hosted 510 people, including
Syrians, Afghans, Somalis and Palestinians. 32 The group included 210 children, some of whom were
unaccompanied. People on the ‘Rodos’ were unable to claim asylum and were treated as irregular entrants
and fingerprinted. They were held in detention pending a decision to return them to their countries of origin
(repatriation), with no prior individual assessment, despite many of those onboard being nationals of
countries with well-documented human rights violations. Amnesty International is informed that decisions
were issued in cases of pregnant women, new mothers, who are protected from deportation under Greek
law, as well as elderly people, people with disabilities, children and people in other vulnerable situations. 33
On 13 March, people in this group were unexpectedly served decisions to return them to Turkey (currently
pending), under the EU-Turkey deal, in contrast with the original pre-repatriation detention orders issued
under the Act of Legislative Content of 2 March. Through these decisions the original detention orders were
extended. 34

26

UNHCR statement on the situation at the Turkey-EU border, 2 March 2020, at:

https://www.unhcr.org/uk/news/press/2020/3/5e5d08ad4/unhcr-statement-situation-turkey-eu-border.html. See also: UN
Office of the High Commissioner on Human Rights, UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants, ‘Greece: Rights violations
against asylum seekers at Turkey-Greece border must stop, 23 March 2020, at:

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25736&LangID=E
27

See: Amnesty International, ‘Greece: Inhumane asylum measures will put lives at risk’, 2 March 2020, at:

https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/greece-inhumane-asylum-measures-will-put-lives-at-risk/.
28

See EU Regulation no. 2019/1895, Article 46.5. Along the same lines, see the opinions of experts reported by Euronews, ‘Frontex border
operation in Greece 'lacks legal basis' after Greece suspends asylum law’,11 March 2020, at:

https://www.euronews.com/2020/03/10/frontex-border-operation-in-greece-lacks-legal-basis-after-greece-suspendsasylum-law.
Interview with members of the legal NGO HIAS on 10, 16 and 18 March 2020.
UN General Assembly, Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, 28 July 1951, Article 31.1
31
Goodwin-Gill, Guy S. "Article 31 of the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees: Non-penalization, Detention and Protection",
2001, para. 29, at: https://www.unhcr.org/3bcfdf164.pdf
32 Based on interviews with “Firas”, see footnote no. 27 and legal NGOs who managed to have access.
33
For the whole paragraph: Information from organizations operating in Lesvos. Also, interviews with the legal NGO HIAS on 10, 16 and 18
March 2020.
34
Interview with members of the legal NGO HIAS on 10, 16 and 18 March 2020.
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Legal NGOs in Lesvos also faced serious issues in accessing those on the ship or having meaningful
interactions with clients. 35 Given the large number of people onboard, it is unlikely that access to legal
information, representation or language assistance, as required by EU and international law, was secured for
all. 36 According to Firas, a Palestinian man from Damascus on the ‘Rodos’ since 4 March, papers served to
him were in Greek and no interpretation was available. Similar experiences were confirmed by legal NGOs’
reports. 37
Furthermore, those on the ship lived in deeply inadequate conditions. Firas, on the ship since 4 March,
explained that food was inadequate and hygienic facilities severely lacking. There were only eight chemical
toilets without running water and no showers. “We have been here 10 days with the same clothes, without
showering”, he told Amnesty International. 38 Medical care was inadequate, despite the presence of people
with disabilities or health issues, including a girl in need of dialysis. 39
On 14 March, 450 of those on the ship were eventually transferred to detention camps in mainland Greece
in Malakasa and Sèrres. 40
Amnesty International has also learned of new arrivals being held in various areas of Lesvos, including –
since the 5 March – on the beaches of Skala Sikaminias (42 people), later in Korakas (28), and in a building
in Eftalou (24), without registration, in unclear legal circumstances and deeply inadequate conditions. Those
in Skala Sikaminias and Korakas were left without any shelter nor access to washing facilities. As of 17
March, those in these groups including a new mother, had been delivered a three-day provisional detention
decision in view of an upcoming repatriation decision. 41
Those in these locations, together with the remainder of those held on the ‘Rodos’ were transferred to
detention camps on the mainland on 20 March. 42
However, to Amnesty International’s knowledge, hundreds of others have been held in conditions similar to
those on the ship in various other port locations across the other Aegean islands of Leros, Samos, Kos and
Chios.
On Leros, around 250 were held first in the yard of the coastguard and subsequently in the port area, in
inadequate conditions. 43 In Samos, 93 persons were held in a coastguard facility in the capital Vathy. 44
On the island of Kos, at least 220 new arrivals, many of whom were children, were kept in the port area.
Some were held in a building normally used as a waiting area, while some were left to stay in tents and
exposed to harsh weather conditions. 45 As of 18 March, all of them were moved to a building used for
customs controls. Pregnant women, children and people with disabilities were in the group. Manar, a Syrian
woman, told Amnesty International that medical assistance was inadequate and that people’s phones were
confiscated. Manar, who has renal calculi, says that during her stay in the facility the police mistreated her,
including by kicking her and forcing her to stand up from the floor and sit on a chair when she was too
fatigued to do so, and left her to wait for over an hour before she was transferred to receive medical
assistance. 46

Some NGOs who were prevented access were directed by the port authorities to the Public prosecutor, who confirmed their right to
access those on the ship. Phone interview with HIAS on 16 and 18 March and written exchange with RSA (Refugee Support Aegean) on 30
March 2020. See also Lesvos Legal Centre (LLC) report, ‘No man’s land for Europe’s undesirables’, 13 March 2020
http://legalcentrelesvos.org/2020/03/13/no-mans-lands-for-europes-undesirables/.
36
In violation of Article 13.3 the EU Return Directive.
37
Phone interview with Firas on 10 March 2020. The NGO Lesvos Legal Centre (LLC) confirms similar accounts from others on the ship
(report in footnote n.14)
38
Phone interview with Firas on 10 March 2020
39
Phone interview with members of the legal NGO HIAS on 10, 16 and 18 March 2020 and subsequent written exchanges.
40
From 13-17 March the Council of Europe’s Committee for the Prevention of Torture (CPT) carried out a rapid reaction visit to Greece to
assess the treatments applied to new arrivals since 1 March 2020. In addition to locations in Evros, the CPT visited the camp of Malakasa,
where many of those held in the military ship in Lesvos have been transferred, and the detention cells under the authority of the Hellenic
Police at the Coastguard premises in Samos. At: https://www.coe.int/en/web/cpt/-/anti-torture-committee-undertakes-rapid-reaction-visit-togreece-to-examine-treatment-of-migrants. See: local media (in Greek) on the new camp in Serres: https://www.stonisi.gr/post/7757/189apo-th-lesvo-gia-to-kleidi-twn-serrwn
41
Information from organizations operating in Lesvos. The legal NGO HIAS is assisting one person from this group: interview with members
of HIAS on 30 March 2020.
42
Full breakdown at Aegean boat report as of 20 March at: https://www.facebook.com/AegeanBoatReport/.
43
Interview with a solidarian working in Leros, on 11 March 2020.
44
Based on publicly available reports as to 13 March 2020: https://www.documentonews.gr/article/exwdiko-astynomikwn-sta-nhsiaenantion-xrysoxoidh-mhtarakh-kai-kikilia-eiste-aneparkeis-kai-tha-logodothsete.
45
interview with Kos local 18 March 2020
46 Phone interview and written exchange with Manar on 22 March 2020.
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In Chios, 254 were held in the port area. 47 Aliki Potamianou, a Chios-based lawyer working for the legal NGO
Equal Rights Beyond Borders, told Amnesty International that the prosecutor denied her access and her
requests for access to the police remained pending up until the transfer of detainees to the mainland. 48
As of 20 March, most of new arrivals held on the Aegean and other islands up to that point were transferred
to detention facilities on the mainland. 49 As of 23 March, sea arrivals to Greece for the month amounted to
2.281 people, 50 over 500 of whom arrived on the smaller Dodecanese islands. 51

4.3 ATTACKS AGAINST AND HARASSMENT OF REFUGEES,
NGOS AND JOURNALISTS
Within the context of these developments, tensions mounted within the local population in the Aegean
islands and in several cases led to attacks against refugees, NGOs and journalists and other organisations.
Even before Turkey’s announcement, the constant state of overcrowding of refugees’ facilities in the years
following the EU-Turkey deal had fuelled social tension on the islands. From 2019, the government began to
adopt a rhetoric of increased hostility and suspicion against NGOs working with refugees, in some cases
blaming them for episodes of unrest among the refugee population and putting them under stricter
controls. 52 In the words of the Greek government’s spokesperson Stelios Petsas, “many NGOs may have
helped decisively [...] but others operated in a faulty and parasitic manner.” 53
The root of the new friction appeared to be the government’s plans to create new ”closed” asylum facilities
on the islands, pursued despite opposition by locals. 54 As the government took steps to implement the plans
in February 2020, including by expropriating private land, clashes followed in Lesvos and Chios between the
islanders and riot police units. 55 Allegations of use of teargas and water cannons by the police against local
protesters, as well as attacks on the riot police, were reported in local media. 56
Turkey’s announcement of 27 February that it would no longer stop crossings into Greece occurred against
this backdrop. This set the stage for an escalation of locals’ reactions to new arrivals via sea, which also
increased over this period 57 and led to attacks by local vigilante groups on refugees, journalists and NGOs. 58
On 1 March in Lesvos a dinghy with 50 adults and children on board arrived in Thermi and was actively
prevented from disembarking by a crowd of locals gathered in protest on the dockside, verbally abusing
those onboard. 59 Giorgos Christides, a journalist for Der Spiegel there to report on the incident, was also
attacked. He recalls: “When I tried to report on what was happening and to record the scene on my phone, I
Local media reports: https://www.ethnos.gr/ellada/94470_hios-ta-mpofor-sikosan-ston-aera-ton-kataylismo-prosfygon-sto-limani. Partly
different numbers here: https://www.documentonews.gr/article/exwdiko-astynomikwn-sta-nhsia-enantion-xrysoxoidh-mhtarakh-kai-kikiliaeiste-aneparkeis-kai-tha-logodothsete.
48
Interview with Aliki Potamianou, of Equal Rights Beyond Borders, on 13 and 16 March.
49
Full breakdown at Aegean Boat Report (ABR) as of 20 March at: https://www.facebook.com/AegeanBoatReport/, specifically: People from
the Aegean islands and some Dodecanese islands were boarded on the boats “Aqua Blue” and “SuperJet” and transferred to the camps in
the area of Klidi, Sèrres, northern Greece, and Malakasa, north of Athens: “Arrivals in detention from Lesvos(192 people), Chios(283
people), Samos(129 people) and Kea(190 people), will be taken to Sèrres deportation center. Arrivals in detention from Leros(252 people),
Kos(237 people), Kastelorizo(106 people), Symi(21 people), Kalymnos(60 people) and Rhodes(43 people), will be taken to Malakasa
deportation center”. It should be noted that, also due to developments occurred in the meantime, final numbers reported by ABR differ
from numbers reported in the main text.
50
Estimates by Aegean Boat Report (ABR) as of 18 March 2020, 09:04 am, at: https://bit.ly/3dplFNb. Partly different estimates by
UNHCR’s, which, as of 18 March, indicated a monthly total of 2.368 arrivals.
51
UNHCR Aegean Islands Weekly Snapshot of 2-8 March and 9-15 March, at: https://bit.ly/2JcgUsf.
52
DW, Greece: NGOs accused of stoking unrest in refugee camp, 10 February 2020, https://www.dw.com/en/greece-ngos-accused-ofstoking-unrest-in-refugee-camp/a-52320720
53
Euractiv, Greece passes new law to better monitor NGOs dealing with migrationcat, 5 February 2020, at:
https://www.euractiv.com/section/justice-home-affairs/news/greece-passes-new-law-to-better-monitor-ngos-dealing-with-migration/. See
also: Punishing compassion. Solidarity on trial in fortress Europe, March 2020, p. 52, at:
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/EUR0118282020ENGLISH.PDF.
54
The Guardian, Greece to replace island refugee camps with 'detention centres', 20 November 2019, at: https://bit.ly/2y2Dzot. Also,
eece,
Michalis Chrysochoidis, 3 December 2019 at: https://bit.ly/3bkPLze.
55
The Guardian, Greek authorities scramble to calm tensions over migrant detention camp, 25 February 2020, https://bit.ly/3ds3xC1 and
‘Police and protesters clash on Greek islands over new migrant camps’, 25 Feb 2020, https://bit.ly/39hu4ij.
56
For reports of clashes see: Al Jazeera, Scuffles break out over migrant camps on Greek islands, 25 Feb 2020, at: https://bit.ly/2JmiiZf.
See also: https://www.keeptalkinggreece.com/2020/02/25/greece-islands-lesvos-chios-police-migration-centers/. For the attacks on the
police see: https://www.keeptalkinggreece.com/2020/02/26/lesvos-chaos-locals-weapons-against-riot-police/.
57
UNHCR Weekly Snapshots of 02-08 March and 24 February - 1 March 2020, at: https://bit.ly/2vR0LWf.Between 1 and 2 March reports
also emerged of dangerous practices by the Greek Coastguard: https://bit.ly/2Ulsms3. A refugee child drowned after a dinghy capsized off
Lesvos, 2 March 2020, at: https://bit.ly/3bqYK1Z.
58
For a comprehensive timeline of the attacks see: https://rsaegean.org/en/timeline-of-attacks-against-solidarity/.
59
For media reports see: https://bit.ly/2QKzXOo.
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was threatened, pushed and shoved by locals on the dock. A policeman on duty at the scene saw the
incident but failed to intervene. I complained to him but I was told ‘don’t provoke them’.” 60
Christides was also attacked at the many roadblocks patrolled by locals around Lesvos. A group targeted his
rental car, others tried to block his way and hit him twice on the hand with a stick through the car window.
He remarked to Amnesty International: “In general, you are not in danger working as a journalist in Greece. I
have been covering the country since 2011. This was the first time I was scared, that I felt I should be
looking over my shoulder”. 61
German journalist Franziska Grillmeier and photographer Julian Busch faced similar attacks on 2 March.
When driving towards Moria camp, they came across a big group of men carrying sticks, stones and sharp
pieces of glass. Grillmeier recalls: “When one of them noticed us and realised that I was a foreigner, he tried
to jump on the car and open the doors, calling the others in the group. We managed to speed up and leave,
although one man tried to throw himself on the car to stop it and others ran beside it throwing stones and
sticks”. 62
NGOs and international organisations have also been targeted by attacks in this period. MSF, which runs a
clinic outside Moria camp and a clinic for people with severe mental health issues in Mytilene, was forced to
suspend operations for two days, 63 because of the situation of insecurity and uncertainty and the limited
access to the camp due to the roadblocks in the area. 64
Other NGOs suffered more lasting damage. UNHCR’s “Stage 2” transit camp for refugees in North Lesvos
was set on fire on 1 March. 65
On 7 March, a fire also hit ‘One Happy Family’ (OHF) Community Centre in Lesvos. There were no injuries or
casualties, but substantial damage was inflicted on the property, as the Centre’s ‘School of Peace’ was
burned down as well as the two main offices of the NGO. “We had been closed for two weeks at the time of
the fire following the tensions on the island, so luckily nobody was inside”, OHF’s coordinator Julia Bürge
told Amnesty International “The fire brigade acted fast and did a very good job. Now we are trying to figure
out how to move forward. There are still many unanswered and open questions”. 66 On 20 March, the
Mytilene police classified the incident as arson and three individuals were charged. 67
In Samos, although to a lesser degree, attacks have also left a mark. The car of a nurse working at the
Samos hospital 68 and one of the vehicles of the NGO Arsis - implementing partners of UNHCR’s ESTIA
project 69 were set on fire.
In Kos, after clashes broke out in front of the RIC on 4 March, early on 5 March a group of locals attacked
the van of the NGO Metadrasis, as three staff members were transferring two refugees to Kos General
Hospital. 70 On 3 March in Chios a warehouse run by volunteers, providing non-food items to refugees and
marginalised groups, was destroyed by a fire, later determined to be arson. 71
Many other attacks have taken place across the islands. According to M., one of Chios volunteers, “a change
is happening on the island: we are starting to see negativity by locals towards NGOs and volunteers, whereas
in the beginning of the refugee crisis they were applauded”. 72 Following the incidents, many NGOs have
been forced to reduce or suspend operations, being unable to operate effectively or safely. This has

60

Interview with Giorgos Christedes on 11 March 2020. On 1 March, another journalist, Michael Trammer, and a member of UNHCR were
also attacked. See: VICE, ‘Video Shows Greek Mobs Attacking Migrant Boats and Aid Workers’, 3 March 2020, https://bit.ly/39nFdhs.
61
Interview with Giorgos Christides on 11 March 2020.
62 Interview with Franziska Grillmeier, 11 March 2020
63 See MSF statement condemning attacks, 29 February 2020, https://bit.ly/3bqZzb5.
64 Interview with MSF field coordination in Lesvos on 12 March 2020.
65 Stage 2 camp had been ordered to close on 31 January 2020 by municipal authorities and had been recently proposed for re-opening
temporarily, See: https://bit.ly/2wtcpXI.
66 Interview with OHF’s coordinator Julia Bürge on 9 March 2020.
67 Two foreigners and a national of foreign origin were arrested. See Police press release (in Greek) on 20 March 2020.
https://bit.ly/33QhQfp and OHF’s own reactive statement: https://bit.ly/2QEpm7R.
68 Also, an apartment where NGO volunteers resided had stones thrown at: https://bit.ly/33T6siT. Other media reports at:
https://www.efsyn.gr/node/234264. Criminal charges have been brought against 4 people found to have been involved in the 3 incidents,
see reports of 27 March 2020: https://www.efsyn.gr/node/236825.
69
Interview with a NGO member operating in Samos, on 12 March 2020. ESTIA provided accommodation to vulnerable asylum seekers:
http://estia.unhcr.gr/en/home/.
70 See Metadrasis’ own statement on 13 March 2020, at: https://bit.ly/2QvbZXh.
71 Local media report (in Greek) and photos see: https://bit.ly/2QIQxhK.
72 Interview with a volunteer operating in Chios on 11 March 2020.
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weakened the support system available to refugees on the islands, who increasingly turn to NGOs for basic
services like education or healthcare. 73
The restrictive measures adopted by the Greek Government in response to COVID-19, 74 including movement
restrictions in camps and rules preventing NGOs from working inside camps, further limited the rights and
freedoms of the refugee population in camps. This, combined with the temporary suspension of asylum
service operations, is likely to significantly affect the lives of the over 40.000 refugees on the islands. 75
In the midst of the above, the Greek authorities took some steps to address the attacks on NGOs. On 6
March two residents of Lesvos were sentenced to three months’ suspended prison sentences for threatening
a member of the NGO PIKPA on social media and planning to carry out attacks on NGO staff. 76 More cases
of attacks have been brought and investigated since, and while the attacks have fuelled fear and uncertainty,
they have also encouraged solidarity for and support to NGOs. “During this time support has been
overwhelming. Many locals have shown great solidarity” says Julia Bürge “We have been grateful for the
offers of support, however what we need most right now is political change”. 77

73

See also the UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants flagging concerns about the hostility against humanitarian workers,
HRDs and journalists in Greece (footnote n.7)
74
Restrictions in General on 17 March, https://www.stonisi.gr/post/7728/kleinei-h-moria.
75 Restrictions were adopted on 17 March: Ministry of Migration and asylum, Coronavirus protection measures at Reception and
Identification Centers, Hosting Structures and the Asylum Service, at: https://bit.ly/2JcQXJh. Since 22 March, the country announced a full
lockdown: https://bit.ly/39ohFsS.
76 Report (in Greek) on the case in local media, 05 March 2020, at: https://bit.ly/2UjohUZ.
77 Interview with OHF’s coordinator Julia Bürge on 9 March 2020.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

TO THE GREEK AUTHORITIES:
Urgently restore the right to seek asylum in the country.
Protect people entering Greece from land and sea borders: ensure safe access to the territory and
access to protection procedures and basic services. Refrain in all cases from pushbacks,
refoulement and collective expulsions. Conduct prompt, impartial and effective investigations into
allegations of such practices.
Ensure that measures such as restrictions on movement implemented in response to Covid-19 are
applied in a manner consistent with international human rights law and standards, including the
protection of the right to seek asylum and the principle of non-refoulement.
Ensure that despite the temporary closure of the Asylum Service in Greece, the right to asylum is
upheld at all times. People affected by the temporary suspension of the Asylum Service operations
should not be exposed to risks as a result, including risk of refoulement, and should be provided with
access to healthcare, accommodation, material support and other basic services. To this end, where
applicable, the validity of the documentation required to have access to health care and other
services should be automatically extended during this period.

WITH REGARD TO PEOPLE HELD IN DETENTION ACROSS GREECE AND NEW ARRIVALS FROM 1 MARCH:
Immediately release all people held in arbitrary detention conditions across the country and grant
them access to basic services, including adequate shelter, and access to protection procedures.
Halt the criminalization of irregular entry of asylum seekers, who should be exempted from both
criminal prosecution and detention and granted access to protection procedures.
Regarding those who entered Greece from 1 March and have so far not been registered with the
authorities or served with return decisions, Greece must urgently clarify their legal status, grant them
access to legal assistance and information and where applicable, release them from detention as
above and grant them access to protection procedures.
Conduct prompt, impartial and effective investigations into the allegations of mistreatment of people
held in the port facilities of Kos, as well as any allegation of mistreatment or abuse raised in relation
to the detention of new entrants.

WITH REGARD TO NGOS AND JOURNALISTS:
Protect humanitarian actors, members of NGOs, volunteers and activists working with asylumseekers, refugees and migrants. Create the conditions for them to operate effectively and safely in
Greece.
Protect journalists and media workers and ensure that they can exercise their role free of threats or
intimidation.
Conduct prompt, impartial and effective investigations into all incidents of violence, threats,
harassment or other undue interference with the activities of these groups.
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TO EU INSTITUTIONS AND MEMBER STATES:
Take urgent measures to ensure that Greece restores conditions that ensure the respect of European
asylum and fundamental rights law.
In view of the suspension of the asylum system in Greece for a month, of the evidence of pushbacks
and violence at the border, withdraw the deployment of EBCG’s border control and intervention
assets.
Affirm the right to asylum and respect for international law in Europe, and unequivocally condemn
pushbacks, collective expulsions and unlawful returns.
Uphold the principle of solidarity under EU and international law by effectively and meaningfully
relocating asylum seekers from Greece and resettling refugees from Turkey. While the relocation and
resettlement programmes may be temporarily affected by public health restrictions adopted in
response to Covid-19, this should not have the result of impeding the transfer of asylum seekers, with
priority to those in vulnerable circumstances, nor the continuation of relocation and resettlement
plans on the longer term. Such efforts should continue without prejudice to health screenings or
checks that might be necessary.
Recognise the vital role of HRDs helping refugees, asylum-seekers and migrants and insist that in
Europe, aid workers and journalists should operate unhindered and be protected from violence

TO THE TURKISH AUTHORITIES:
Press the EU and its member states and other wealthy states to accept their responsibility for hosting
refugees and asylum-seekers and to make greater financial contributions to countries such as Turkey
and others who host a disproportionately larger number of refugees, through negotiation and dialogue
in a way that does not threaten the rights of people seeking safety.
Refrain from making announcements or taking unilateral actions that are likely to result in greater
harm rather protection for people seeking safety.
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CAUGHT IN A POLITICAL GAME
ASYLUM-SEEKERS AND MIGRANTS ON THE GREECE/TURKEY BORDER
PAY THE PRICE FOR EUROPE’S FAILURES
On 27 February 2020, the Turkish authorities announced that their western
borders would be opened to asylum-seekers and migrants in the country
wishing to leave. Families and individuals from Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan and
other countries rushed to the land border with Greece, in the belief that their
borders were open. They were not.
The response of the Greek authorities was categoric. Across the country,
asylum applications were suspended for a month. At land borders, violent
pushbacks, water cannons, tear gas, rubber bullets and live ammunition
were used against those trying to enter, in disregard of international human
rights law. Border control measures at sea were reinforced.
In the face of these actions, EU authorities initially commended Greece for
being Europe’s “shield” and only in a second moment sought to address
human rights concerns. Meanwhile, some of those entering Greece
irregularly faced prosecution and prison sentences. Hundreds of people
reaching the Aegean islands were detained arbitrarily in various port areas
and threatened with return without having the opportunity to seek asylum.
Tensions on the islands mounted, with local vigilante groups engaging in a
spree of attacks against asylum-seekers and migrants, NGOs and journalists,
in a climate of increasing hostility.
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ORGANIZATIONS
Border Violence Monitoring Network is an alliance of grassroots groups and NGOs documenting and advocating for the end of illegal pushbacks from Greece and other countries along the Balkan Route. Participants in the Network take interviews with people-on-the-move, gathering first hand testimonies of collective
expulsions and violence in some of the most challenging border areas in the region.
Mobile Info Team is a Greek based organisation providing support to individuals caught within the inefficient and complex European asylum system. The team aim to improve the situation of refugees by providing
them with vital information, clarification and assistance for the full duration of their asylum procedure.
Mare Liberum is an organisation monitoring human rights in the Aegean Sea by ship. The group’s aim is to
observe, document and draw public attention to the dangerous situation at the European border between
Turkey and Greece and to strengthen solidarity and fundamental human rights.
No Name Kitchen is a group of independent people from different parts of the world with the intention of
covering one of the most basic and universal needs: food. The organisation work in various spots along the
Balkan Route, and in the Greek city of Patras, supporting people-on-the-move who live in informal settlements and have little recourse to institutional help.
Balkan Info Van is a collective aiming to support people-on-the-move in the Balkan Region and Greece with
a mobile hub signposting primary services, providing charging, respite and ad hoc assistance along the route.
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Introduction
The deteriorating situation at the Greek land and sea
borders represents an affront to the basic rights of
people-on-the-move - not only since Turkish President Erdogan’s decision to “open the gates” for refugees. This joint report summarises the most recent
findings of multiple organisations who are documenting violations at Greek borders, including first hand
testimonies from people suffering at the hands of EU
border externalisation policies. Of deep concern are
the commonalities in fundamental rights violations
across the Greek islands and the mainland, and the
fact that recent events show intentional and deliberate human rights violations against vulnerable transit
groups, instead of an emergency reaction as presented
by government and media within the European Union.

closing its borders, were disbursed behind schedule.
Finally, the EU has failed to honor its commitment
to re-invigorate Turkey’s membership process, and,
more importantly, to grant visa free entry to Turkish
citizens. Turkey’s unhappiness with the EU is thus
understandable and has been continuously expressed
by officials over the years – yet, it is not the full explanation for Turkey’s decision to open the border.

Domestically, the Turkish government is embattled
on three fronts. In 2018, it has faced off an economic crisis in the making by refueling its economy with
additional debt. The current growth appears unstable
and there is a strong sense that the country could slip
back into a recession at any time. Domestic opinion
has increasingly turned sour on Erdogan’s openness
Overview of Situation
towards refugees. After electoral losses in Istanbul
and other major cities, the government may feel that
Tens of thousands of people have attempted perilous it is time to respond to popular demand and to beland and sea crossings into Greece since the end of gin expelling people-on-the-move. Finally, Turkey’s
February 2020 and were met with a wall of violence. intervention in Northern Syria has led to an increasThe need for safe passage is evident for the transient ing number of casualties. Fearing popular backlash,
migrant and refugee populations stuck in Turkey. But the government temporarily shut down major social
Turkish President Erdogan’s decision on 17th Febru- media sites in the last week of February. Embedded
ary to “open the border” to Greece is also the culmi- in this military crisis is the fear that once Idlib falls to
nation of a perfect storm that has been a long time Assad, it could cause a mass exodus from the region,
coming. Publicly, the Turkish government justifies destabilizing Turkey’s domestic situation further.
its decision to open the border to Greece with humanitarian motives due to the further displacement With this context in mind, it becomes possible to unof Syrian civilians from Idlib towards Turkey and derstand what Erdogan wants out of thiscrisis. Simply,
with the EU’s failure to live up to its responsibility expelling people-on-the-move is part of the goal as it
under the EU-Turkey deal, concluded in early 2016. will satisfy popular anti-refugee sentiment. But more
importantly, he wants money – preferably disbursed
Turkey certainly has a point: the EU has barely carried directly to his government – in order to stabilize the
out any resettlement of people-on-the-move from country’s economy. Finally, geopolitical support from
Turkey to the EU, which it had promised - although the EU (and NATO) could increase the legitimacy of
this presents, technically speaking, not a breach of Turkey’s military action in Northern Syria and posthe agreement as resettlements are linked to the num- sibly tip the scales to affect the outcome of the conber of people sent back from Greece. The six billion flict through sanctions or limited military action.
Euros Turkey was meant to receive in exchange for
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Driven by a lack of European solidarity, economic woes, popular backlash, and geopolitical interest, Turkey has made people-on-the-move pawns in
a bigger power struggle between the EU and Turkey. As the remainder of this report shows, Greek
authorities under the conservative Prime minister
Kyriakos Mitsotakis known for his tough stance on
migration followed suit and responded with unspeakable violence against those who are most in
need of protection - with full support of the EU.
Suspension of Asylum Rights
As people began to muster at the land border and
the islands from 27th February onwards, the Greek
government dealt a swift and illegal rebuttal. On 1st
March 2020, the Greek National Security Council announced the “temporary suspension, for one month
[…] of the lodging of asylum claims by all people
entering the country illegally” and their “immediate deportation without registration, where possible, to their countries of origin or transit.” Since the
announcement, multiple international agencies and
NGOs have affirmed that the suspension of asylum
rights and the principle of non-refoulement is neither
permitted under international law nor European law.
The UN Declaration of Human Rights, the 1951 UN

Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, and
the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights all protect the right to asylum or non-refoulement. The
EU Commission has sent deliberately incoherent messages in response to Greece’s infringement
of internationally affirmed rights and principles.
The infringement and suspension of fundamental
rights by Greek authorities has facilitated and intensified a brutal border regime that has led to peopleon-the-move being shot and tear gassed at official
border crossing points and pushed back across the Evros river. Whilst, unfortunately, the practice of illegal
pushbacks is commonplace across Europe’s external
borders, the veracity with which Greece has enforced
these illegal procedures and the political will from the
EU to back such violations are particularly disturbing. Despite the documentation of widespread abuse,
violence and a host of human rights violations currently being carried out against people-on-the-move
by Greek border officials, multiple EU member states
have used the frame of a security threat to justify the
deployment of additional police forces to the region.
The ongoing support that member states are providing has allowed their Greek counterparts to act with
impunity during the current suspension of rights at
both the Evros land border and across the islands.

Areas considered in this joint report - Evros, island “hotspots”, and Patras (Source: BVMN)
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On Land:
Militarization of
the Evros Region

Diagram of Border Crossing Point (BCP) where thousands are stranded (Source: GoogleMaps)
Violence at Pazarkule/Kastanies Crossing fatalities. The Greek authorities made regular attacks
into no-man’s land during the first two weeks of March,
“We are cards and they are playing with us”, shared firing shots towards the Turkish side. One of these shots
the father of one Syrian family at the Pazarkule/ pierced the arm of a person-on-the-move as he tried to
Kastanies border crossing near Edirne where peo- assist another gun victim bleeding on the ground [1.1].

ple-on-the-move have been cynically maneuvered by
Turkey and violently outflanked by Greece. An in“They shoot me in the arm”
formal camp sprang up on 27th February 2020 with
the promise of safe passage across the border, but
an estimated 10,000-20,000 people, many of whom Meanwhile, a Syrian family (with children aged two
are women and children, then became stuck in ef- and four) describe their desperate situation [1.2]:
fective no-man’s land as Greece rejected their right
to apply for asylum. Camping in squalid conditions,
“[There’s] no escape, the Turkwith limited food and water, people face daily acts
of brutal violence by the Greek police and army who
ish Army close the gate so that we
sealed off the entrance to the Kastinies crossing.

could not get out”

Water cannons, tear gas, rubber bullets and live ammunition are among the methods used to target The combined actions of the Greek and Turkish milimen, women, and children alike by Greek military tary led to the cruel enclosure of thousands of people
and police personnel, already causing reported gun in a space where they are subject to ongoing teargas
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Left: Bullet wound from shooting by Greek authorities (Source: BalkanInfoVan).
Right: Greek authorities launch tear gas into no mans land (Source: Guardian)
attacks, causing severe irritation to eyes and
lungs. To compound these measures, the Greek
authorities drafted in large fans to blow the
teargas fired from both sides of the border,
concentrating it on the improvised camp and creating unbearable conditions for the people inside.
Sealed off by the Turkish Army and Police, one of the
few ways to exit the camp for people-on-the-move is to
leave on one of the busses offered by Turkish authorities allegedly going to Istanbul. But doubts have been
raised about the true destination of such transport
[1.3]. For journalists and humanitarian aid workers,
access has been increasingly limited since the standoff
at the border began. The permanent police checks on
the roads between Edirne and Pazarkule, have effectively blocked the dissemination of information from
the border zone. Alongside the arrests of two Kurdish
journalists, while sources inside the camp suggest one

member of the international press was also questioned
for seven hours inside the perimeter of the crossing.
After the initial efforts of Greece and Turkey to encourage media coverage of their respective actions, it
seems both are keen to suffocate objective coverage
of the humanitarian crisis they have willfully created. At the time of publication, some groups have attempted to leave the crossing, but thousands remain
stuck. Reports from inside suggest that free access to
and from the site is limited to one day a week, and
on the basis of fingerprinting by Turkish authorities.
Police have also reportedly offered up to 300 TL (43
Euros) for people to leave via bus to Istanbul, that
or the prospect of being forced to make a dangerous
crossing into Greece. The brutal border closure by
Greek authorities and the containment tactics applied by Turkey only support the statements of people inside that they are indeed “cards” being laid out.

Left: Greek authorities
Kastanies BCP (Source:
BalkanInfoVan)
Right: Children trapped at
the Pazarkule border crossing in dire conditions.
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Systemic Pushbacks from Greece to
Turkey

line with existent knowledge of human rights
abuses in the region, as footage published by Der
Spiegel proved in December. The notable differences between the current situation and standard
practice is the large scale on which these procedures are now being carried out, despite or perhaps because of wider media attention. Whilst
previous reports from BVMN field reporters have
only detailed collective expulsions of groups with
up to ten members, the border is currently overwhelmed by thousands of migrants who have made
their way by foot or bus from various sites across
Turkey. As a response to increased numbers, the
level of violence has intensified, as described in
the testimony gathered from Pazarkule/Kastinies.

For those who have been documenting the organised
and systematic collective expulsion of people across
the Greek-Turkish border around the Evros river, the
recent events described above have represented a continuation, and intensification of standard practice in
the region. A coalition of actors in Northern Greece
have been working over the last eight months to collect testimonies of push-backs, and draw trends from
the patterns of violence occuring at the land border.
BVMN’s August Report details procedural norms
such as the theft or destruction of personal belongings, physical violence, and the use of balaclavas to
protect the identity of perpetrators. Meanwhile in
autumn, Mobile Info Team released landmark findings on these heinous acts in a feature length re- Actors on the ground, such as Turkish outlet TRT,
port analysing 27 pushback cases recorded by their have shared images which have been widely disteam. Research found corroborating accounts of: seminated, showing large groups of migrants being
stripped revealing clear signs of physical abuse. This
is not an unusual phenomenon, and BVMN have
-Masked authorities in military style
previously shared reports of water immersion, arms
uniform
broken by security forces and serious baton attacks.
-Beatings and theft carried out by Greek
In March alone, the Network covered the pushback
authorities
of 76 people from Greece to Turkey, including two
-Unlawful detention of people in
cases where families were involved. On 8th February
unsanitary conditions
2020 over 50 people, including women and children,
-Collective expulsion via boats across the
were held in a detention facility in Evros where some
Evros river
of the group were beaten, and the Greek authorities
The events of the last two weeks are, therefore, in refused detainees food and water [2.2]. The following

Above left: A group pushed back from Greece stripped to their underwear (Source: TRT)
Above right: Torn clothes, shoes and bags on the Greek side of the Evros (Source:BalkanInfoVan).
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evening the respondent shared how 16 of the people
were loaded into a van and driven to the Evros river
where they were:

“forced to undress and then,
eight by eight, were loaded into a
boat.”
In two other cases recorded in March the respondents share how the Greek authorities held their
transit groups in inhumane and degrading detention
cells. One minor aged 16 years old recalls how the
“men were refused water and were only allowed food
if they paid €2” [2.2], meanwhile another person who
was denied access to a toilet shared, “if you want to
pee, you should to pee in one bottle” [2.3].

recent cases recorded by BVMN. Unfortunately, this
is not the first time where a criminal trial has been
based based on arbitrary arrests from the transit population, exaggerated criminal charges, lack of access
to due process and punitive pre-trial detention - a
trend that peaked in the infamous “Moria 35” trial.
Furthermore, in a context where right wing vigilante groups are freely allowed to operate in border
regions (and even praised by Greek Prime Minister
Mitsotakis), the move to imprison asylum seekers
is a crude demonstration of Greece’s intent to block
access to its territory.

The three cases portray familiar tenets: masked
authorities, inhumane detention and pushbacks via
boat over the Evros river. Such severe human rights
abuses, which in many other cases encompas acts
of beating and physical torture are nothing new in
this north eastern region of Greece. Erdogan’s recent
decision to “open the borders”, and increased media
attention have only illuminated these underlying
practices.
Imprisonment of Asylum Seekers
While human rights groups have called for adequate
accountability for the breaches outlined above, the
judicial response in Greece has represented a worrying continuity with the persecution of migrants and
refugees being seen on the ground. German outlet
Tagesschau recently published an investigation into
an alleged 50 persons who were charged with illegal
border entry, fast tracked before Greek courts and
handed sentences of up to four years imprisonment.
The youngest of those sentenced is reported to have
been a 12 year old Afghan girl.
The practice has led to the separation of families, and
calls from UNHCR and the Greek Refugee Council
for immediate adherence to the Geneva Convention
and its protections for asylum seekers. Such breaches
highlight a deep concern about the independence
of legal institutions in Greece, and the diminishing
rights of people-on-the-move as outlined in the
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At Sea:
The Situation at Greek
Maritime Borders
with relatives on the island, and to lodge an application for asylum, overlapping with the escalation of
With the signing of the the EU-Turkey Agreement draconian controls at Greece’s land border in Evros.
in March 2016, the former registration centers on
five “hotspot” islands in the Aegean sea were increas- Case Study: Struggles on Lesvos
ingly fashioned into wire-fenced camps. On Lesvos,
Chios, Samos, Leros, and Kos, so-called Fast-Track Since the summer of 2019 arrivals to the Aegean isBorder Procedures were introduced as well as a prior lands increased, while the accommodation structures
Admissibility Interview in order to quickly and effec- remained highly insufficient. The unbearable living
tively proceed people from the Islands and if applica- conditions in the camps and the continuous burden for
ble, admit them to Turkey. Supposedly a temporary the Greek population created an ever more tense situmeasure, the camps remain to this day ill equipped ation. After the Greek central government announced
to deal with the numbers of people arriving and are the construction of closed camps on the Aegean isconsidered by many to have become open air prisons. lands, the atmosphere on Lesvos has started to change
for the worse. Recently a local protest was confronted
In the last four years, arrivals to the islands contin- by riot police units sent from the mainland and the
ued - although stemmed through the intervention situation became increasingly more tense. It escalated
of the Turkish Coast Guard who prevented boats further when Turkey announced to open its borders,
from setting off from their shores - meanwhile the when between 29th February 2nd March more boats
Hellenic Coast Guard (HCG) permitted boats to carrying refugees arrived on the shores of the island.
enter Greek waters. As of 1st March 2020, with the
Greek government suspending the right to apply for On Sea the MARE LIBERUM, a ship monitorasylum, the HCG started to prevent boats from en- ing human rights in the border areas of the Aegetering Greek waters by firing warning shots towards an, continues to observe human rights violations
at least one boat, and cutting off other vessels from by Greek and FRONTEX authority vessels. In one
reaching the shore. One boat capsized as it was instance from March a boat of vulnerable people
overturned by its passengers when the HCG ap- was left stranded by Greek authorities off the south
proached, resulting in the death of a young Syrian boy. shore of the island. Despite being in Greek waters,
the vessel and its passengers were abandoned for
Meanwhile, refugees who arrived at the shores were ten hours, and rescue was dangerously stalled even
immediately confined in provisional detention cen- after HCG had been informed and pressured to reters. On Lesvos, 450 people were restricted to the spond by international actors. Only when water had
port until detained on a navy ship. On Samos, ap- already entered the boat and people were desperproximately 95 people are detained at the Port Police. ate did domestic and EU authorities chose to act.
The practice is similar in the other hotspots where
refugees have restricted movement to have contact
Update from the Greek Islands
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On 1st March 2020 the MARE LIBERUM vessel
observed several cases of severe human rights violations. For example, a boat carrying a large transit group was attacked by masked men who pursued boarded from their own vessel and destroyed
the engine. The damaged vessel still made it to the
shore of Lesvos by rowing, but there they were met
by right-wing local groups who prevented the people from landing in the small village port of Thermi.
In the early days of March, security was far from
guaranteed on land and at sea. Roads were blocked
by fascists, refugees were denied access to the camp
in Moria. The Stage 2 Reception Centre was set on
fire, and the same night several cars of NGOs support
groups were destroyed. On 2nd March 2020, monitoring vessel the MARE LIBERUM was threatened by
a mob that poured gasoline on the stern deck. Subsequently, the crew was forced to pass several days at
sea in the urgent need of a safe port, which the authorities didn’t provide until nine days later. On 7th
March 2020 the School of Peace inside the community centre of One Happy Family was burned down.
Since 1st March 2020, 555 people have arrived on
Lesvos by rubber boat from the Aegean the sea,
though arrivals decreased later into the month, due
to both the Greek and the Turkish Coast Guard operations. Rescue is not guaranteed any longer and
there are many reports of pushbacks and pullbacks.
For those able to arrive on Lesvos, there is no possibility to apply for asylum, there is no safe place to

stay and no supplies are being provided for
new arrivals. For the ones already on the islands, the situation is also worsening severely.
On 16th March 2020 a fire broke out in Moria camp,
another example of the dangers presented by willfully overcrowded camps, and a reminder of the need
to urgently evacuate all camps on the islands, create
safe passage for arrivals and respect human rights.
Across the other islands
Sources from other hotspots report that all arrivals from March were separated from the general refugee population on the islands. From a legal
perspective, they are not asylum seekers since they
are restricted from lodging an asylum application.
Chios: 296 refugees arrived on Sunday, 1st March.
124 were transferred to the camp and were confined
to the first reception area, where they are still being
held today. Other arrivals and subsequent arrivals,
136 persons the first week of March, were eventually
transferred to a narrow strip of land surrounded by
water from three sides, in front of the Port Police. Men
spent nights in the cold, while buses hosted women
and children overnight. On 14th March, UNHCR set
up 15 tents at the request of the Chios Police Directorate. The tents have been assembled on the same strip
of land and people have been detained since arrival.

Chios, 15 tents in front of
Port Police, Source: Alithia
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March arrivals are
moved from Port
Police premises to
the waiting area in
the port of Leros
(Source: Independent
Volunteer)

The police distributed NFIs and food donated by
NGOs and locals, and granted access to medically trained volunteers. One woman who had given birth some days prior to her arrival, was taken
to the hospital for tests, released, and is currently
housed in one of the tents. None of the refugees received legal advice and they were not allowed to
submit an application for international protection.

Samos: Beatrice Chioccioli, project coordinator for Avocats sans frontières France, reports that
there were around 90-93 arrivals in the first week of
March. Men, women, and children were all placed
in detention in the building of the Port Authority
of Samos, Vathy. Amongst the detainees, a 17-yearold unaccompanied minor boy from Afghanistan.
The detainees have not had access to water for baLeros: March arrivals were also placed on the prem- sic hygienic needs since their arrival. Legal counises of the Port Police. During their first days, wom- selors were not allowed to the detention area. Due
en and children were loaded in a truck at night for to lack of access, more information about medical
warmth, while men slept outside under the rain and conditions and demographics were not available.
in the cold. In the last days, the new arrivals were
moved to the waiting area of the port. Different sourc- Additional sources report that the arrivals are held
es report between 232 and 252 persons are currently in two-guarded holding cells, which measure, achosted in the space that has merely a roof, and was en- cording to a rough estimate, 25 square meters each,
closed with plastic from the sides as protection against and are closed off with bars. It is unclear which acwind and cold. In the absence of hygienic conditions, tors have access to the detention area. Some food has
infections started spreading, such as skin diseases and been provided, and a chemical toilet installed on the
stomach viruses. One pregnant woman was moved premises. The building floor on which the cells are loto the local hospital to give birth. Amongst the ref- cated has small windows for ventilation and daylight.
ugees, there are 28 children under the age of three.
In the second week of March, the Aegean Boat ReThe police allowed distribution of NFIs, in- port documented 37 arrivals. Volunteer sources recluding personal hygiene products for wom- port that their current location is unknown. Persons
en, and formula and diapers for children. Con- from either group were not allowed to register an
tact between the refugees and relatives on the application for asylum, according to local sources.
islands was not allowed. Additionally, asylum ap
plications could not be lodged with the authorities.
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Kos: Aegean Boat Report published 251 arrivals
since 1st March 2020 on the island. The 176 arrivals
from the first week were all placed inside the port’s
waiting area, a construction surrounded by glass.
Consecutive arrivals were placed in tents set up in
the same area. Police officers patrolling are restricting contact with outsiders. The Labor Centre offered
blankets and sleeping bags to refugees, including children, held at the local port on 14th March. The goods
were gathered by local residents and associations.

On the info board in the Vial camp, Chios, a bulletin was
posted by camp management, stating: “We would like
to inform you that in accordance with the instruction
of the General Secretary, those who hold cards without
geographical limitations and also those who are staying within the area of the First Reception and Identification, will be moved to other places of reception to
be accommodated in different areas within the country. This movement is compulsory” The bulletin was
removed afterwards without additional information.

Compared to other islands, the camp is remote, 15 km
far from Kos city. Sources state that since 1st January 2020, with the adoption of the new law on asylum (Law 4636/2019) all refugees have been detained
upon arrival and underwent the asylum procedure
in detention. Only once they have been granted international protection, they were released. Sources
confirmed they are being detained in the existing detention facility, with rare cases of extremely vulnerable persons being released without being supported.

On Sunday, 15th March 2020 approximately 76 people arrived on Kos, were restricted to the port area
and placed in tents together with previous arrivals.

The police and volunteers on both Chios and Samos
were informed by the central Government that transfers will take place, however there has not been any
progress so far. This led to the Associations of Police
workers from Chios, Lesvos, Samos, and the Northern
and Southern Dodecanese islands to make an out of
court declaration against the government for criminal
At Time of Publication
indifference. They called for “direct measures for the
relief of (our) islands”. The police officers condemn the
Entering the third week of March the situation re- government for instituting measures creating a health
mains dire. The tents on Chios collapsed due to hazard, in the context of the outbreak of COVID-19.
poor weather and the ill-advised setup on ex- They condemn the regulations imposed by the central
posed ground. On the night of 16th March, the government regarding the “immigrants custody rules
wind surged at 8 Beauforts and the waves burst and all the other relevant provisions for public health”.
onto the strip knocking down all UNHCR tents.

Above left: Collapsed tent on Chios (Source: politischios)
Above right: Info sheet Vial camp (Source:Anon)
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Port Violence in Patras
Despite the fact that the total numbers are not as high
as in other parts of Greece, violence at the port of Patras is also a cogent reminder of the established level
of abuse at various points along the maritime border
of Greece. In this coastal city on the western mainland, a rolling community of around 150 people live
in informal shelter near the boat terminal, hoping
to cross the Adriatic sea on the regular ferry departures to Italy (Bari, Ancona and Venice), where they
risk extreme violence from this precarious route.
The living conditions in the major squats already form
a backdrop to the violence exacted upon people at the
sea border, a mark of the systemic failings of the Greek
asylum system and Helios housing program which have
led to documented persons being made to sleep rough.
Coupled with this is the psychological and physical attrition faced by people forced into irregular routes on
the passenger ships. Reports taken by No Name Kitchen in Patras document a high level of internal violence
from Greek authorities preventing access to the ships
and attacking people in their informal settlements .
At the port transit groups report heavy security controls and the use of physical violence by port authorities and police to remove people from vehicle trailers. The border guards reportedly carry out beatings,
arrests and detention of captured groups. Some respondents also share experiences of being taken from
the port to detention centres, where they are held
without an interpreter or access to legal assistance.
Such acts marry up with other findings from Evros and the Greek islands in terms of their use of
disproportionate force and unlawful detainment.

and their impunity, form a microcosm of the wider problems highlighted in this report: that refugee
and migrant communities are facing widespread
measures to strip them of their fundamental rights.
European Union Support
The Commission and the Council’s main response
to the events at the Turkish-Greek border has been
unflagging support for Greece’s actions to brutally
repress transit to the islands and mainland. Calling
Greece “Europe’s shield”, Commission President von
der Leyen pledged 700 million Euros of financial
support as well as substantially reinforced FRONTEX missions, despite questions on the legality of
using FRONTEX in a context in which fundamental rights have been suspended. Despite UNHCR
criticisms, a Commission spokesperson claimed
that the Commission was unable to determine the
legality of Greece’s actions. This stands in stark contrast with the infringement procedures, the Commission has levelled against Hungary’s asylum laws.
Yet, the EU’s anti-refugee front is not fully united.

A Danish FRONTEX patrol boat refused orders to
pushback a transit group to Turkey despite orders – an
action for which the crew’s captain was lauded by the
Danish Prime Minister. Following New York Times
reports on Greece’s use of “blacksites” to facilitate illegal pushbacks, the Commissioner for home affairs,
Ylva Johansson, called on Greece to honor the right
to asylum and criticized the violence against peopleon-the-move. As the EU re-negotiates a future deal
with Turkey, it is important that voices in support of
people-on-the-move do not remain unheard, but as it
To compound this violence, Greek police also car- stands these critiques are hugely outweighed by pory out systematic harassment of the informal settle- litical and infrastructural support that fails to wane,
ments in Patras, appearing at the factory squats sev- despite the impact on human life on Greek borders.
eral times a day where they threaten the residents
while they are cooking, sleeping or eating. Officers
reportedly steal and damage the groups’ property,
breaking phones and charging ports as a crude method of hindrance. The police also beat people with
batons, and often internally disperse groups,to Athens where they are left outside police stations or near
Victory Square. The acts of Greek law enforcement,
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Conclusions
and
Reccomendations
The weight of evidence presented in this cross-organisational report implicates both Greece and the European Union in a raft of abuses against refugees and migrants. These findings are presented alongside evidence
of prior and systematic procedures targeted against
said communities such as asylum breaches, pushbacks and inhumane conditions on the islands. Events
in February/March 2020 are therefore an escalation
within a continuous set of illegal border practices. The
accounts presented here, taken from a wide range of
organisations observing at eye-level this physical, psychological and legal onslaught against transit groups,
advocate for immediate and substantive change.

Press Requests
For further information regarding this report
and the monitoring work of the organisations involved please see the relevant contacts below:
press@borderviolence.eu
advocacy@mobileinfoteam.org
press@mare-liberum.org
info@nonamekitchen.
balkaninfovan@gmail.com

This report calls on relevant institutions to adhere
to international law, specifically regarding: human
rights, asylum access and humane reception conditions. As teams observing illegal pushbacks and
border violence on the ground, the need for safe
passage for people-on-the-move and accountability
for those using violence and disproportionate force
against people at Greek borders is an absolute necessity. As it stands, institutional backing is being given
to a violent border system that includes acts such as
stripping, beating, shooting and potential drowning.
The events in early March on terrestrial and maritime borders question the integrity of Greece and the
EUs commitment to protecting human rights. Voices presented here from the land and sea border call
them to account, and demand substantive change.
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PDF EXPORT OF TESTIMONIES
DATABASE FROM THE BORDER
VIOLENCE MONITORING
NETWORK

Number of reports: 26 reports were exported
Filter settings: Start: 2017-01-01, End: 2020-08-03, Pushback from
Greece.

DISCLAIMER:
If you use or publish this data in anyway, please cite
'Border Violence Monitoring Network' (www.borderviolence.eu) as the
source.
This export is created automactically
The testimonies database does not represent all pushbacks happening
and cannot be seen as a statistical representation of a population of
pushbacks.
We can only report testimonies when the a ected persons are willing to
talk about what happened to them, if we have volunteers collecting
testimonies on the spots and if no repression stops our work.
For further information or for feedback on this export tool please contact
mail@borderviolence.eu

www.borderviolence.eu
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18/05/2019

“COMMANDOS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN
CARE OF HUMANITY; THEY PUNCHED
ME AND TOOK MY 400 EUROS”

Date and time: May 18, 2019 03:00
Location: Mandra, Greece
Coordinates: 41.243598 , 26.313322
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: Initially 3, which increased to around 40-45 a erwards. person(s),
age: 47 of the respondent, two other people around 20-25 , from: Syria
Minors involved? No
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), pushing people to the ground,
the of personal belongings
Police involved: 7 Greek policemen having Greek flag sewed on their uniforms. 2
Police Cars
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: detention, no translator
present, denial of access to toilets, denial of food/water
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: No
Reported by: Mobile Info Team

ORIGINAL REPORT
The respondent who is aged 47 started his journey on 15th of May 2019 from
Edirne (Turkey). He was with two other people aged between 20 to 25, making a
group of three. The group managed to cross the river which borders Turkey and
Greece with a boat. They continued their journey and passed through a village
which the respondent named Didymoteicho.
www.borderviolence.eu
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Google map of the village.

The group walked for three days until they were apprehended b y Greek police at
3:30 am on 18th of May 2019 in a forest which is separated by a road (approximate
coordinates: 41.243598, 26.313322), not far away from the Greek town Mandra.
According to the respondent, he saw two police cars with seven policemen
approaching them and they finally managed to arrest the group.
The group tried to explain their situation to the policemen, saying that they don’t
want asylum in Greece and just want to continue their journey towards Germany.
However, the o icers didn’t pay heed to what the group was saying. The
respondent tried to show them all the documents proving that his family had been
granted asylum in Germany, but the o icers didn’t reply to any of their comments.
The o icers took the group’s cell phones and never gave them back to their
owners. Soon they called a van with two civilian people on board. The van,
according to respondent, was not a police vehicle but a white civilian Volkswagen
van. He described the van to have been very small, making it di icult for them to
even breathe. They couldn’t see the front compartment of the vehicle as there was
a barrier between the front seats and the rear compartment where the group was
placed.
A er some 45 minutes of driving, around 4:15 am, the van reached a building
which the respondent called “prison”. They were put in a cell behind bars. The
group found out that there were already around 25 people present in the building
who also had tried to cross the border.
During their detention, the respondent wasn’t provided food, and neither did he
have access to a toilet. Moreover, access to translator was also not provided. The
next night, around 7pm, all the detained persons, including families with children,
were told to board a big van and were shi ed to an unknown place.
This time, according to the respondent, the people who put them into the big van
and accompanied them all the way were not the local police but “commandos”
who were eight in number with desert colored uniforms wearing masks with only
their eyes visible. All the people were told to remain head down while being put
into the van so that they could not have a closer look at the “commandos”.
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A er an hour journey, all the people were now taken out of the van at a place
which was near a river. As it turned out, the river was the border river between
Greece and Turkey. There were already some more arrested people lying on the
ground with their heads down. According to the respondent, now the total number
of people was around 40 – 45. This larger group consisted of people from Syria,
Egypt, Algeria and Tunisia.
At this stage of the interview, the respondent termed the behavior of the
commandos towards the people on the move as “inhuman”. The o icers in the
desert-colored uniforms punched, kicked and hit all the people with batons.
According to the respondent, one Egyptian refugee was hit with batons on his head
which resulted in a serious head injury as he immediately fell down on the ground
and started bleeding.
“Commandos should have taken care of humanity; they punched me and took my
400 Euros”.
A er gathering all the people together, the o icers made them cross the river with
a boat. There were two boats which were repeatedly used to shi the people to the
other side of the river, each time with one boat carrying ten people accompanied
by two armed o icers. This way, all the people were shi ed to the other side of the
river which was in Turkey at around 9:30 pm on 19th of May.
There were no Turkish authorities on the other side of the river. The respondent
then went to Istanbul to borrow some money from one of his relatives there as all
of his money along with personal belongings had been taken by the Greek
authorities.
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03/07/2019

“THEY ARRIVED IN TWO VEHICLES
WITH FOUR POLICEMEN. ONE WAS A
WHITE NISSAN PICKUP WHILE THE
OTHER ONE WAS A JEEP”

Date and time: July 3, 2019 11:00
Location: Komotini, Greece
Coordinates: 41.151944 , 25.432861
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 4 person(s), age: Respondent was aged 45, Algerian man 34 and
two Moroccans 26 and 37 , from: Morocco, Algeria
Minors involved? Yes
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), threatening with guns, the of
personal belongings
Police involved: 4 Greek Policemen (masked and in military uniform) with one
van, 2 police cars + an undefined number of Turkish police upon readmission
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: detention, photos
taken, personal information taken
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: Yes
Reported by: Mobile Info Team

ORIGINAL REPORT
On the 28th of June 2019, the respondent aged 47 from Algeria le Edirne, Turkey
at 21:00 by foot to enter Greece, with three other people, one from Algeria while
two others from Morocco. The transit group managed to cross the fence at around
22:30. While scaling the fence, the respondent felt that there were some chemicals
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on the fence which caused the group members body to become itchy. A er
entering Greek territory, the transit group walked for almost 40 minutes in the
direction of Greek-Bulgarian border.
A erwards, the group took some rest in a nearby forest and then continued their
journey. They kept on walking for five nights while resting during the day time. On
the 3rd of July 2019, at around 11:00 in the morning, in a forest near a road, the
group was caught by the o icers in green uniform whom the respondent termed as
“police”.

“They arrived in two vehicles with four policemen. One was a White
Nissan Pickup while the other one was a jeep”.

Police searched the bodies of the transit group and subsequently handcu ed
them. A erwards, they were transferred in the White Nissan Pickup’s trunk and
were transported to a building with two very dirty rooms having an attached small
toilet which respondent termed as “a jail in a police station”. The room in which
the transit group was put in had six people including children and women from
Iraq, Syria and Somalia. Meanwhile the respondent states that another room had
approximately 40 people and most of them from Pakistan and Afghanistan.
The group was detained for almost five hours and at around 19:00, four o icials
having a military uniform with their faces masked came whom respondent termed
as “Greek Military” personals. The military personnel, along with some Greek
policemen, put all the detainees of both rooms in a police van.
A er 1.5 hours of driving the police van reached a place which respondent termed
as a “camp” where more people were loaded into the van. According to the
respondent they were not allowed to get down from the vehicle while more people
were forcibly put into the vehicle.
At this stage the respondent termed the behavior of the authorities as inhuman,
because they were beating people to get inside the vehicle despite the fact there
was not enough room available. Once all the people were inside, the vehicle
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started moving, now also escorted by two police vehicles. One from the front while
the other one from the back.
At around 21:00, the group reached a place near a river where they were asked to
get down. Here they saw two wooden motor boats which were used to shi the
people to the other side of the river. With 10 people boarded on each boat
accompanied by two military personnel, the transit groups were dropped at
di erent spots on the Turkish side of the river. Thus, all the people were pushed
back to the Turkish side from Greek territory. Once they were all in Turkey, the
military personnel fired in the air to alert the Turkish authorities. Soon Turkish
authorities, which the respondent termed as Turkish military, arrived at the scene
and arrested all the people. However, some managed to flee. The respondent and
his friend were among the ones arrested.
According to the respondent they were taken to a police station in Edirne where
their personal data was taken along with photographs. A erwards, they were
moved by the Turkish authorities to Istanbul where they were released.
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24/10/2019

“BEATEN AND IMPRISONED BY GREEK
POLICE”
Arm broken by o icers during apprehension, showing horizontal contusion.

Date and time: October 24, 2019 00:00
Location: Nea Vyssa
Coordinates: 41.58101804671091 , 26.54130550193679
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 3 person(s), age: 18-25 years old , from: Morocco
Minors involved? No
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), the of personal belongings
Police involved: Greek police o icers, non-uniformed men in balaclavas
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: detention
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: No
Reported by: Philoxenia

ORIGINAL REPORT
The respondent crossed the Turkey-Greece border on the 24th of October, 2019
from the Turkish city of Edirne. The respondent was in a transit group with two
other people from Morocco (group members aged 18, 22 and 25 years old). On
route to the Greek village of Nea Vyssa, the transit group was stopped by two
police o icers. The respondent was able to identify the o icers as part of the Greek
police forces from their uniform.
The o icers violently beat the men in the transit group using batons. The beating
from Greek police o icers le the respondent as well as another man in the transit
group with broken arms.
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Arm broken by o icers during apprehension, showing horizontal contusion.

The group was then taken to a facility like a prison which the respondent described
as being very dirty. The transit group were not given any food during their
detention in this site.
O icers in balaclavas took the transit group back to the border of Greece-Turkey
and pushed them back to the Turkish town of Uzunkopru. The o icers took all
possesions from the transit group including money, clothes and mobile phones.
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06/11/2019

“THEY BEAT US WITH A BATON
WITHOUT CARING WHICH PART OF
THE BODY THEY WOULD HIT”

Date and time: November 6, 2019 00:00
Location: Orestiada
Coordinates: 41.50138413299929 , 26.53166787910152
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 5 person(s), age: 20-26 years old , from: Algeria, Tunisia
Minors involved? No
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), pushing people to the ground,
destruction of personal belongings, the of personal belongings
Police involved: Greek o icers wearing balaclavas
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: detention, denial of
food/water
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: Unknown
Reported by: Philoxenia

ORIGINAL REPORT
The respondent attempted to cross the Turkey-Greece border in a transit group of
five people during the evening in early November. The transit group consisted of
the respondent and his four friends. Four of the people were from Algeria and one
person was from Tunisia. The transit group was arrested in the Greek city called
Orestiada, which is close to the Turkish border, by police o icers wearing
balaclavas. The respondent describes them as having a strong and broad
physique.
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These police o icers treated the transit group in “ a horrific way – inhumane” . He
explains there were about five police o icers, but he is not able to say for certain
as he was being beaten so was unable to look up at the police o icers. The
respondent recounts that the police o icers beat them with batons, broke their
mobile phones, took any large sums of money and burnt their sleeping bags.

“They (police o icers wearing balaclavas) beat us with baton
without caring about what part of their body they would hit.
One of my friends was hit in the head. There was blood. They
were treating us in an inhumane way. We are refugees not
anything else.”

A er the beating, the transit group was tied up and taken to a camp close to the
border that the respondent describes as “ resembling a prison”. The transit group
were put in a dirty, small room that contained around 60-70 people.

“They didn’t provide us with food and the water we drank was
from the toilet.”

The transit group stayed at this camp for two nights and were forced to cross the
Evros river back to Turkey at midnight (approximately 24:00 on 6th November
2019). The respondent shared that he didn’t know exactly where the camp where
he had been detained or the precise pushback site because the police o icers
broke their phones when the group was arrested (and so he was unable to use a
GPS).
Note: The respondent in this incident stated he had been arrested by police on
three attempts at trying to cross the Turkey-Greece border, but this encounter had
been far more traumatic. The first two times the respondent attempted to cross
the border, he was push-backed to Turkey in a non-violent manner. However,
reflecting on this incident the respondent shared the level of violence inflicted
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during removal from Greece compared to previous experiences. The transit group
had been arrested by police o icers the previous two times (once in the Greek
town, Didymoteicho, and once in the Greek city, Alexandroupoli). On these first
two attempts, the police o icers brought the transit group back to a Greek camp
before pushing them back to Turkey.
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29/11/2019

“I DON’T KNOW IF HE IS DEAD OR HE
IS ALIVE. I HAVE NO IDEA”

Date and time: November 29, 2019 06:00
Location: Evros river, near Uzunkopru (est. loc.)
Coordinates: 41.329620651505046 , 26.600317092350565
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 3 person(s), age: 25-6 years old , from: Morocco
Minors involved? No
Violence used: water immersion, the of personal belongings, binding hands and
feet
Police involved: 13-4 balaclava o icers ("kagol") in Greek territory. Later handed
over to Turkish police o icers.
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: detention
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: No
Reported by: Philoxenia

ORIGINAL REPORT
The respondent attempted to cross the Turkey-Greece border on the night of 28/29
th of November 2019. The respondent was in a transit group of three other people
between the ages of 25-26 years old. They were all from Morocco. The transit group
attempted to cross the border from the Turkish city of Uzunkopru which is located
next the Evros River that runs along the border between Turkey and Greece.
The transit group crossed the border at around 05:00-06:00. On reaching Greek
land, the transit group saw o icers in balaclavas and proceeded to hide under a
tree. The police o icers caught one of the members of the transit group. The
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o icers in balaclavas tied this man’s wrists and ankles together using plastic cable
ties and threw him into the Evros River. The respondent states that he still does not
know what happened to this man:

“I don’t know if he is dead or he is alive. I have no idea”

The other members of transit group ran for about 200m but were arrested by more
o icers in balaclavas.
The respondent explains that there were about 13 to 14 o icers. The o icers took
the transit groups belongings and then took the group to a prison on the Greek
side of the river. The transit group was then pushed back to Turkey (on the same
day of 29th November 2019, where they were given to Turkish police. The Turkish
police took everything that the transit group had le including clothes, phone,
money and jewelry.
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11/12/2019

“DETAINED FOR TWO DAYS WITHOUT
FOOD, WITHOUT WATER”
Satellite view of the place of detention, Soufli (GRK), coordinates 41.190806,26.304000

Date and time: December 11, 2019 00:00
Location: Soufli, Greece
Coordinates: 41.128335 , 26.321678
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 20 person(s), age: 41 , from: Syria, Morocco
Minors involved? Yes
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), insulting, forcing to undress,
destruction of personal belongings, the of personal belongings
Police involved: 3 Greek police o icers and 1 van at initial arrest. Unknown
number of Greek police at site of detention and during push-back. 2 vehicles and 2
boats used in push back. Unknown number of Turkish o icers.
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: detention, denial of
access to toilets, denial of food/water
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: Yes
Reported by: Philoxenia

ORIGINAL REPORT
On approximately 9th December 2019, the respondent was at a supermarket
buying food in the town of Soufli (GRK) when he was approached by three male,
Greek police o icers. The o icers apprehended the respondent, asking him to take
o his shoes before placing him in the back of a police van. Here, he discovered
two other people from Syria who had been caught by the police earlier that day.
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The respondent was then taken to a “prison” (coordinates 41.190806,26.304000) w
here there were lots of large vehicles with people being detained in the back of
them. Here, the police stole everything from the respondent:
“all the phones, all the money, all the clothes, all the bag,”
The o icers also stole the food he had bought at the market and his friend’s
passport, which he was looking a er. The respondent was denied access to the
toilet while inside the detention facility and remembers being provided a dirty
blanket covered in urine (“have like pee”) . In relation to the lack of toilet facilities
the respondent said

“if you want to pee, you should to pee in one bottle. And you can
see a lot of old bottle from the pee. It was so disgusting”

The respondent also describes two incidents inside the detainment facility, one,
where the police began filming a 60 year old man (allegedly speaking Bulgarian)
who they had allowed to go to the toilet. And another, where the police beat
people for knocking on the doors of the cells where they were being held. The
respondent was detained for two days “without food, without water” but
encountered other people who had been held there for up to a week. During this
time, the police did not take the respondent’s details or fingerprints. However,
they did mislead him by promising to take him to a camp.
Satellite view of the place of detention, Soufli (GRK), coordinates 41.190806,26.304000

On 11th December 2020, at night, the police drove the respondent and a group of
around 20 people (men, women and children, from Syria, Morocco and Bulgaria) to
the Evros river (coordinates 41.128335, 26.321678). The police wore black and used
binoculars (this the respondent said was to look out for Turkish police).
The group was split in half and put onto two separate boats. Then, the police threw
a bag into the river claiming it had everyone’s phones in it, although the
respondent said he thought the bag looked like it was actually full of rocks. The
respondent was told, “Shut up, we don’t want to hear you. Be quiet.” Then, making
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as little noise as possible, the boats moved slowly across the river, and the two
groups were released onto Turkish land.
Satellite view of pushback, between Likofos (GRK) and Suba i
(TU), coordinates 41.128335, 26.321678

Approximately 500 meters inland, the transit group were met by Turkish police or
“army” who provided them with food and clothing, and helped to make a fire.
A erwards, people who were sick were provided access to medical care and taken
to the hospital whilst the others had their papers checked. Many people were then
removed to unknown locations, but those without documentation, like the
respondent, were provided with a “paper” .
At a later date when the respondent was able to successfully cross to Greece, his
transit group (eight men from Syria, Palestine and Iraq, between the ages of 18-46)
had to endure snowy conditions walking through the Greek mountains and said he
feared for their lives. They managed to reach Xanthi (GRK) where some passersby
o ered the transit group transport to Thessaloniki, before threatening them with
knives and stealing their money, phones and power banks. The respondent
compared this experience to that of the Greek police and suggested both were “like
mafia”.
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08/02/2020

“PEOPLE WERE FORCED TO UNDRESS
AND THEN, EIGHT BY EIGHT, WERE
LOADED INTO A BOAT”

Date and time: February 8, 2020 21:00
Location: Alexandroupoli, Greece
Coordinates: 40.981204 , 26.325298
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 16 person(s), age: 27-30 , from: Morocco, Algeria
Minors involved? Unknown
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), kicking, forcing to undress,
the of personal belongings
Police involved: Black uniforms and balaclavas; army uniforms
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: detention, denial of
food/water, physical violence (beating)
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: No
Reported by: Philoxenia

ORIGINAL REPORT
The respondent in this case, a 27-year-old man from Morocco, was in the city of
Alexandroupoli (GR) with other five men from Morocco and Algeria aged 29-30,
when they were caught by police, at approximately 23.00 on 7th February 2020.
Five policemen wearing black uniforms and ski masks forced the transit group
onto a bus where there were already around 30 people detained. This group was
composed of men, women and children, hailing from di erent countries, including
Pakistan and Syria.
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The people on the bus were transported to a “detention centre” near
Alexandroupoli. The respondent is not aware of the exact location. In total,
approximately 50 people were being held at the detention centre. There, six male
and four female o icers stole the detainees money and “everything”. Some of
these o icers were wearing the same black uniforms of those that apprehended
the transit group, whilst others were dressed in army uniform. In addition to the
the , the o icers beat some people with batons, “some people like a little bit, some
people too much” . The respondent himself was beaten with the baton and
punched. Access to both water and food was denied and only permission to use
the toilets was granted. No one asked for asylum.
People were detained until the next day, 8th February 202, at around 21.00, sixteen
of them were loaded in a big vehicle similar to a bus “closed like detention” and
were transported to a river (approximate coordinates 40.981204,26.325298). There,
four police o icers were waiting to push them back to Turkey. People were forced
to undress and then, eight by eight, were loaded into a boat from which they could
not see outside; because of this, the respondent does not know who was driving
the boat. When they reached Turkey, the Turkish police, “the army” saw them and
shot in the air, shouting at them “‘be there, don’t come”. So, the transit group
waited there for three nights close to the border area sleeping outside. Then they
managed to escape police control and headed to a town where they had previously
slept.
The same respondent also refers to a previous time when, still in Turkey, he tried
to cross the same river from which he was pushed back in this last case
(approximate coordinates 40.981204,26.325298) on, around 3rd February 2020. At
the time of this previous attempt, the respondent was caught with another eight
men (Morocco, Algeria, aged 27-32) by four Turkish police o icers wearing army
uniforms with the Turkish flag. The respondent and his group were transported,
travelling on a bus for roughly 30 minutes, to a nearby camp whose name the
respondent cannot recall. A er spending three days in the camp, the group was
transferred to a police station where no translator was present to facilitate the
ongoing procedures. There, the respondents had their fingerprints and pictures
taken and received a paper from the police containing personal information such
as name and age, which the respondent describes as a sort of “carta”.
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20/02/2020

“THE MEN WERE REFUSED WATER
AND WERE ONLY ALLOWED FOOD IF
THEY PAID Ä2”

Date and time: February 20, 2020 05:00
Location: Alexandroupoli, Greece
Coordinates: 41.625268 , 26.56536999999999
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 40 person(s), age: 16-35 years old , from: Pakistan, Morocco
Minors involved? Yes
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), the of personal belongings
Police involved: Police o icers wearing balaclavas and black uniforms
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: detention, denial of
food/water, forced to pay fee, denial of medical support
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: Unknown
Reported by: Philoxenia

ORIGINAL REPORT
The respondent attempted to cross the Turkey-Greece border on the 19th of
February 2020. The respondent is Moroccan and 16 years old. The respondent was
travelling with his friend who was male, 23 years old and also from Morocco. The
respondent and his friend arrived at the Greek border city of Orestiada where they
bought a bus ticket to Alexandroupoli (GRK).
The transit group took the bus to Alexandroupoli but were unable to buy another
ticket for onward travel because they had run out of money, hence they began
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walking out of the city. Approximately 10 kilometres away from Alexandroupoli
(GRK), the respondent’s friend fell over and injured his foot. Unable to continue,
the respondent and his friend sought help from three male police o icers. This was
at about 16:00 in the a ernoon on the 19th of February.
The police o icers took the respondent and his friend to a police station near
Alexandroupoli (GRK) which the respondent described was only for migrants and
was ‘very old’. In the police station, the men were refused water and were only
allowed food if they paid €2. The police o icers bandaged the injured foot but did
not o er the respondent’s friend any additional medical care. The respondent was
kept in detention for nine hours
At 05:00 the following morning (20th February 2020), the respondent was driven
from the location by Greek authorities and five o icers wearing black uniforms and
balaclavas pushed the respondent and his friend back to Turkey. The o icers
brought the respondent and his friend with a group of approximately 40 other men
from Pakistan and Morocco between the ages of 25 and 35 years old to the Greek
side of the River Evros (border between GRK and TU). The o icers asked all the
men where they were from and their ages as well as taking all of their phones.
The o icers in balaclavas pushed the group across the River Evros in one boat. The
respondent explains that conditions were ‘so cold’. A er the respondent reached
the Turkish border city of Edirne, the respondent and his friend were stopped by
Turkish army. They were kept in a camp in Bosna,close to Edirne (TUR) for one
night. The respondent’s fingerprint and photograph were taken. The respondent
explains that some of the people at this camp were punched by o icers.
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31/03/2020

“TAKEN FROM DIAVATA CAMP (GRK)
AND PUSHED BACK VIOLENTLY TO
TURKEY”

Date and time: March 31, 2020 00:00
Location: Meric river (btw GRK/TUR)
Coordinates: 40.70014283507027 , 22.859823015223206
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 40 person(s), age: 19 - 40+ (respondents aged 24, 30, 26) , from:
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Palestine, Syria, Iraq, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia
Minors involved? No
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), forcing to undress, the of
personal belongings
Police involved: Greek o icers wearing black uniforms, one large bus, large blue
bus with "police" written on the side, several smaller unmarked vans
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: detention, denial of
food/water
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: Yes
Reported by: Border Violence Monitoring, Balkan Info Van, Mobile Info Team

ORIGINAL REPORT
Reportedly on the 29th March 2020, 40 people were removed by Greek police from
inside Diavata camp ( Echedoro 545 00 ), close to the city of Thessaloniki in
Greece. Several persons who were removed gave matching accounts of Greek
police o icers who entered the camp and approached those specifically who were
staying in tents and improvised shelters in the grounds of the site.
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The respondent among friends in Diavata camp (GRK), photo taken in the weeks before the pushback.

One respondent, a man from Tunisia, explained how he was approached in the
camp by two police o icers (one man and one woman). They allegedly said to him:

“Where is your khartia? How long have you been in Greece?”

“Khartia” is the informal name for a legal document to regularize stay in Greece,
and was o ered to a number of people staying in the grounds of Diavata camp on
the conditions they came with the o icers. The respondent was told by the police
that he would be taken to a police station for 1-2 days and be issued this
document. He was told he would be returned to the camp and that he didn’t need
to bring any of his possessions. Another man from Algeria shared the same
experience, having been told by o icers:

“We are going to do khartia”

He was also denied the chance to collect his possessions and informed he would
be back at the camp within two days. Up to 40 persons were loaded into vans in
the camp on the basis of receiving a khartia from the police. The people in the
group were from a range of countries, including Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia,
Palestine, Iraq, Syria, Bangladesh, Afghanistan and Pakistan. The authorities drove
them a short distance (approx. 10 minutes) to a police station where they were
unloaded and brought inside.
But rather than being processed and issued the aforementioned paper, the 40
persons had their possessions removed (including phones, money, parts of their
clothing and shoes). One respondent recalls that people in the group vocalised
expression for asylum, but the Greek o icers in the station used physical
intimidation and hit people who continued to verbalise these requests. The same
day, the group was loaded into a large blue bus with “police” written on the side.
The people were not informed of the reasons they were detained, nor of their
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destination. The bus drove for around five hours and delivered them to an
unknown detention site.
The group were unloaded at this site at around sunset on the day they were
arrested. The respondent from Tunisia stated: “It did not look like a police station” a
nd it was an “old house” in the some trees/unpopulated countryside . Meanwhile
another group member stated that the detention space was also close to an
abandoned railway station, and was in the area of Alexandroupolis (GRK).
The detention conditions were described as very poor. The respondents recall how
they were held for two days in cramped conditions, and without enough food. One
suggests they were ordered by o icers to share some small amount of bread as the
only meal they received. Meanwhile another described the sleeping conditions as
20 beds per room, and that they were one of several rooms within the site. During
the two days they were held there, the respondents did not report receiving
violence directly to themselves, but state that other people in their group did
su er beatings from Greek authorities.
On the night of 31st March/1st April 2020 at least 20 persons were loaded into
vehicles (some into a large bus and some into a smaller van) and driven to the
Evros/Meric river. The respondents describe the journey as taking around 15-30
minutes. They were unloaded in the dark next to the river and ordered to strip to
their underwear. The Greek authorities used batons and fists to hit some members
of the group. A er the beating, the transit group were placed in a rubber dingy
(small plastic vessel) and transported to the Turkish side of the river.
This occurred in two stages, with around ten people transported each time. The
respondents describe the driver of the boat being a masked person that they
suspected to be Moroccan who was working with the Greek police. This person
steering the boat did not start the motor, allegedly to make “no noise” in order to
not alert the Turkish authorities to the pushback. The driver reportedly returned to
the Greek bank of the river with the boat a er conveying the second group across.
As they were pushed back to Turkey the Greek o icers shouted at them to continue
walking. In this way the total transit group was dispersed into several smaller
groups of around 6-7 people, meaning that when the respondent landed on the
Turkish side he did not find the group that was ferried before him.
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A er the pushback, the group approached o icers of the Turkish Gendarmerie who
were patrolling in the area. They were all taken to a detention facility somewhere
nearby and held for three day before being released. The respondents describe fair
treatment during this period, having been issued clothes, shoes and food.
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16/04/2020

“REMOVED FROM THESSALONIKI AND
PUSHED BACK ACROSS THE MERIC
RIVER”

Date and time: April 16, 2020 00:00
Location: Meric river GRK-TUR
Coordinates: 40.700484915197784 , 22.859056428505102
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 50 person(s), age: respondent aged 26 years old , from:
Afghanistan, Morocco, Algeria
Minors involved? No
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), electric shock, forcing to
undress, the of personal belongings
Police involved: Greek police in black uniform, civil o icers, white vans with
barred windows, large blue police coach, armed military o icer (masked with
guns)
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: detention
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: No
Reported by: Border Violence Monitoring, Balkan Info Van

ORIGINAL REPORT
On Wednesday 15th April 2020, the respondent – a 26 year old Afghani male – was
staying with other people in Diavata camp, close to Thessaloniki (GRK). He was
camping with others in an informal section of the site, made of tents and over spill
shelters built because the facility was already full.
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During the morning, Greek police dressed in black and several o icers in civil
clothing entered the camp. They arrived with several vehicles: small white vans
with barred windows, and a larger blue coach with “Police” written on the outside
of it. The o icers rounded up approximately 50 people from the camp.

“They catch us in the camp”

The respondent says the people taken included many Afghans, as well as North
African people from Morocco and Algeria. The police told the groups that they were
to be taken to the station temporarily to be issued “khartias” [informal name for a
short term legalisation document. Some had papers with an expired date, though
according the measures brought in by the Greek government, these remained valid
until the asylum o ice opened again a er the COVID-19 restrictions.
Papers held by one of the group members taken, evidencing
presence in Greek territory.

The respondent had a scheduled interview at the asylum o ice for mid March, but
this had been cancelled because of the health restrictions. He still had a hand
written note with the date and time of this appointment.
Appointment time and date.

The o icers loaded them into the vans and bus and drove them a short distance.
The respondent recalls the vehicles taking them onto the main road running into
Thessaloniki (Motorway 2) because he recognised the 81 bus line which he
regularly took. A er a short drive the 50 people were disembarked at a large police
station where many o icers and cars were stationed.
The group were taken inside the station, but rather than being processed and
issued “khartia”, the o icers ordered them to lie down and searched them. The
police took phones, money and other valuable possessions. The o icers also
reportedly used batons to hit the majority of the people, and also used handheld
taser devices to administer electric shocks to some peoples legs. The respondent
recalls how one of the o icers in civil clothes ordered them to lie on the floor:
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“Sleep here, don’t move”

Following this, many of the people were assaulted with batons by the o icers
present. The police then removed the group into an outdoor/parking area where
they were detained for approximately two hours. During this time it rained and the
group got very wet and cold.
The Greek o icers then loaded the 50 people into a large bus (blue with “police”
written on the side) and drove them for several hours. The group were
disembarked in the evening and held in a facility sta ed by Greek military
personnel. The o icers inside were described as wearing

“Military uniform, masks, guns, electric [taser]”

The people were held there overnight in shared cells. The respondent describes
how violence was used by the military o icers inside the detention space. The next
day, Thursday 16th April 2020, they were taken in a van and moved to another site
which was sta ed by similarly dressed authorities. A er this they were put in
several vans and driven to the Meric river. There, the Greek military o icers
removed them from the vans and forced them to strip near the bank of the river.
The authorities beat the group again with batons.,leaving visible bruising.
Lateral bruising le from assault by batons inflicted by Greek authorities.

The people were divided and ferried across in smaller groups in a boat. Once th
respondent had been pushed back onto the Turkish side he reports being found by
Turkish police who held them. The o icers told them they could not stay in Turkey
and had to reenter Greece. The Turkish o icials made them wait and said they
would bring the men a boat for them to cross back. The respondent and others
then ran away from the river to avoid this, and eventually found their way to
Istanbul.
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17/04/2020

“THEY WERE TOLD TO KEEP THEIR
HEADS DOWN”
Applicant card issued to asylum seekers in Greece

Date and time: April 17, 2020 00:00
Location: Greek-Turkish border, near Edirne
Coordinates: 41.67712969999999 , 26.5557145
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 50 person(s), age: 15 years old, 35 years old , from: Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Syria, Algeria
Minors involved? Yes
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), kicking, insulting, forcing to
undress, the of personal belongings
Police involved: Greek police o icers, 1 in civilian clothes
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: detention, papers
signed, no translator present, denial of access to toilets, denial of food/water
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: Yes
Reported by: Mobile Info Team

ORIGINAL REPORT
In this case, the respondent was picked up by Greek police around 09:00 in the
morning on 17th April 2020, about 100 metres from Diavata camp, a refugee camp
nearby Thessaloniki. He was told that he needed to accompany the police o icers
to the police station in order to be issued a valid document. He was taken together
with 15 other people who were circulating outside the camp. They were loaded in a
white van.
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The respondent had arrived to Greece in April 2018 and applied for asylum which
was registered in May 2018. While still going through the asylum procedure, he
worked as an interpreter for a Greek medical organization in a detention centre in
Greece. A er his contract had ended, without financial resources and
accommodation, the respondent relocated to Diavata camp.
On the morning of 17th April, the respondent was approaching Diavata camp when
he was stopped by the police. The policemen explained to him that since he was
not in the possession of a valid applicant card, he had to accompany them to the
police station to be issued a police note. The policemen loaded the respondent in
the van together with 14 other people. He explains that they were forcefully
pushed in the van while the policemen were kicking them with their legs and
shouting at them. The respondent declares that the nationalities of people in the
van were Algerian, Afghanistan, and Syria. Among them, 2 minors, an Afghan
national and a Syrian national.
A er a 40 minutes drive, they arrived at a police station. They were shoved into a
small room that could hardly accommodate the number of people present, to the
extent that they fell down when the door was closed. A erwards, one by one they
were taken into an o ice where they were forced to sign a document provided to
them in Greek, without the document being translated to them with the use of an
interpreter in a language they could understand. The respondent could
communicate with the authorities in English, however they refused to explain the
content of the document he was signing. He states that the policemen were
aggressive and refused to give additional explanations. During this time, all the
persons in questions were searched and their phones were removed together with
their headphones and any additional electronic devices and cables.
A er two hours and a half and once everyone was walked through the same
procedure, the group was taken outside and loaded into a bigger van. The van
proceeded to transport them to a place which the respondent describes as a
detention centre, surrounded by barbed wire and fence. He states that he could
not observe more details because they were told to keep their heads down
throughout the time they were kept there. The group was once again searched and
all their belongings were removed: backpacks, shoelaces, jumpers or sweaters,
and the money in their possession, respectively. They were le in light clothing
and they were loaded into a bus – the respondent describes it as – a police bus,
with individual locked cabins, without windows and complete darkness. The
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respondent recalls that additional people were taken from this location and
loaded into the bus. He estimates that around 50 persons were in the bus,
including the group of 15 which was taken from Diavata.
The bus drove for more than 5 hours and reached a place close to a railroad and
next to a river. The respondent and the others were taken out of the bus and
moved into another vehicle described as a military vehicle. Before the policemen
transferred the group from one vehicle to the other, they performed another body
search, this time hitting the persons over their heads and backs with batons. The
respondent recalls one person in the group fell to the ground because of the heavy
blows.
The respondent recalls waiting in the military vehicle for a long time, he estimates
to more than one hour, before being driven to a di erent location. He describes
that he was on the bank of a wider and deeper river. The police had also brought
along 4 or 5 boats which they inflated with a pump. The large group was separated
and was ferried across the river in groups of 9 to 10. The respondent says that the
boats were inflated one a er the other and launched quickly in the river to speed
up the crossing. He recalls that the 4 or 5 boats were launched almost at the same
time. The boats were ferried across with the help of non-police personnel. The
respondent recalls that one of the persons assisting the police was also an Afghan
national who confided in him that the police had told them that they will be given
an asylum card if they accept to work with them.
Due to the fact that the crossing was hurried to avoid the Turkish border guards
becoming aware of the operation, according to the respondent, one of the persons
in the boat fell into the river and almost drowned. He states that everyone in the
group had gotten wet trying to descend from the boats, at night, without visibility,
and that once crossed over they had to start a fire in order to stay warm.
Lastly, the respondent states that he spent around 3 days between the Greek and
Turkish border. The following day, the group was stopped by the Turkish border
guards who drove them back to the river bank and pushed them back to Greece.
Once again on Greek territory, they were captured by the Greek border guards,
they were beaten and pushed once again back to Turkey. In Turkey, they were
stopped by the Turkish border police who proceeded to send them to Greece one
more time. The respondent states that one of the persons in the group spoke
Turkish and was begging the Turkish commander not to send them back. The
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Turkish commander took out his gun and pointed it at the head of the person and
told him he has to go. Then they forcefully pushed the group back once again to
Greece, from where the group returned for a third and last time. Avoiding the
border guards and the police, they managed to reach Istanbul, on foot, walking 3
days and 3 nights.
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18/04/2020

“THE OFFICERS USED BATONS AND
STICKS FROM TREES TO STRIKE
THEM”

Date and time: April 18, 2020 00:00
Location: btw Soufli (GRK) and Meric (TUR)
Coordinates: 41.2053735774063 , 26.319997467922697
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 40 person(s), age: Respondent aged 21 years old , from:
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Morocco
Minors involved? No
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), electric shock, forcing to
undress, the of personal belongings
Police involved: Greek o icers dressed in blue uniforms with a patrol car, large
blue "police" bus, o icers in green uniform and masks at the border
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: detention
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: No
Reported by: Border Violence Monitoring, Balkan Info Van

ORIGINAL REPORT
The respondent – a 21 year old man from Morocco – was by the central train station
in Thessaloniki along with two friends from Morocco on 17th April 2020. The group
were approached by Greek police o icers wearing blue uniforms and accompanied
by patrol car. The o icers stopped the men and asked them for their papers.
Having none, the authorities informed the men they would be taken to detention
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where they would be issued a “khartia” (temporary regularisation document) and
then released.
Location in central Thessaloniki where the respondent was
apprehended.

The respondent said this apprehension happened at around 17:00/18:00, a er the
group had been at a food distribution run by outreach volunteers. The respondent
usually attended this food drop every day by taking the bus from the suburb
Diavata where he was staying in an improvised shelter in the grounds of the camp.
On the day in question, the police stated they could not return to the camp and
were instead taken in a vehicle a short distance to what the respondent described
as a “commissariat” building. The men were taken inside and had all their
possessions removed by police o icers. This included phones, overclothes,
powerbanks and a combined total of around 300 euros.
The three men were not informed further about their detention or whether they
would be issued a khartia. They were detained in this police station overnight in a
cell. On 18th April 2020 the police removed the three, taking them in a vehicle to
another station where they were held for around 30 minutes.
At this location around 40 people were detained (including the three originally
caught in this incident). The respondent said that he spoke with some of them and
they stated they’d been subject to similar processes of being taken of the street by
police with the promise of khartia during the previous 24 hours. The respondent
says the people were from Morocco, Pakistan and Afghanistan. He stated he was
the youngest at 21, meanwhile the eldest was around 40 years old.
A er half an hour at the station a large blue coach was brought (with “police”
written on the side). All 40 were loaded into the bus and driven for around three
hours. The respondent describes how they arrived to a location close to Soufli
(GRK) and were unloaded and recieved by a new set of Greek authorities. The
respondent says these o icers were wearing green uniforms and face masks. The
authorities were described as “cagoule” and were holding batons, tree branches,
and some had tasers. The respondent says there were approximately 12 o icers
waiting at the border for them.
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The group of 40 were walked to the river bank of the Evros. The o icers used
batons and sticks from trees to strike them as they walked. The respondent says
that some o icers used tasers on some of the Pakistani and Afghani people
(targeting the exposed sections of the neck). The people were then transported in
smaller groups across the river to Turkey using a small boat. The respondent said
there were around ten in each turn, so the same boat went back and forward four
times.
Red line, border area where pushback happened. Red pin, the town of
Meric where the respondent first arrived to in Turkey.

On the Turkish side, the group found the Turkish army who took them to a village
and gave them some food. The respondent states that they were brought a short
distance, and the village was called Meric (opposite the Greek town of Soufli). The
respondent alleges the pushback must have taken place somewhere along the
nearby section of border river (marked in red on the map).
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23/04/2020

“THEY TELL THEM, 'WE WILL LET YOU
FAST WITH ERDOGAN'”

Date and time: April 23, 2020 00:00
Location: Near to Uzunkopru
Coordinates: 41.26595271024839 , 26.689067219808223
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 24 person(s), age: 20-50 years old , from: Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia
Minors involved? Unknown
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), electric shock, water
immersion, pouring water over one's head, destruction of personal belongings,
the of personal belongings
Police involved: 30 Greek o icers, 2-3 females, the rest male. Wearing army
uniform, face-masks.
Taken to a police station?: no
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: Unknown
Reported by: Wave - Thessaloniki

ORIGINAL REPORT
The respondent and and his friend had a white card regularizing their stay in
Greece. He had been in the Drama Paranesti Pre-removal Centre for 10 months,
and in Greece for 3 years. The respondent shared that he knew people who had
been in the centre for longer than 10 months and met people who had ended up
there because Greek authorities had promised to give them papers, but then taken
them to detention and later pushed them back to Turkey.
In Drama Paranesti he shared that people were provided with food and medicine,
but were regularly beaten by authorities inside. Many people took part in a recent
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hunger strike in the centre, but the respondent suggests that people stopped
because they were scared it would result in them being pushed back to Turkey as
well.
As Ramadan was approaching, the respondent was told by camp authorities: ‘We
will let you fast with Erdogan’, clearly intimating the intent of o icials to carry out a
removal during the fasting period. During the hunger strike the o icers closed all
the doors so no one was allowed outside. Approximately one month ago, people
began to get sick inside the centre and the o icers refused to take people to the
hospital, so people started to fight. This led to the riot police being called on two
occasions.
On the 23rd April 2020, police o icers removed at least 24 people from the centre.
The Greek authorities told them they would take them to Athens but they were
instead taken to the border in a blue truck meaning they were unable to see where
they were being driven. They le the site at approximately 10:00 in the morning.
The respondent believes he interacted with around 30 o icers, all male except for
2-3 who were women. He said the female o icers lied to him and other people in
Drama, promising to provide them a paper lasting six months.
The group were driven by bus to the border with Turkey were they were confronted
with an unknown number of army o icers wearing surgical masks who then used
electricity tasers and water immersion to torture the entire transit group across a
period of six hours. The respondent says authorities held his head under a body of
water as a punishment, and also administered electric shocks to the group.
The evening of the same day, the group were taken to the Evros river by
authorities. The masked military o icers beat the group with batons and
threatened them with knives. Then the 24 people were put onto a boat in groups of
around seven to be ferried across the Turkish side.
The respondents asserts that three Afghan men were driving the boat and wearing
military attire. During the push-back the o icers told them:

‘Be careful to come back’.
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Many in the group su ered injuries as a result of the treatment from the Greek
authorities, and the respondent stated some of the wounded were in hospital in
Uzunköprü (TUR) which was the first large town they reached a er being pushed
back. He also alleged he knew two people who were pushed back in the group that
had been in Greece for up to 10 years and were removed from the Drama Paranesti
Pre-removal Centre.
When they arrived on Turkish land they were met by three Turkish police who took
them to five military personnel. The o icers told them they have two options: 1) to
cross the river back to Greece 2) to walk 230km to Istanbul. The group of
approximately 24 people decided to spit up into two smaller groups and walk to
Istanbul.
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23/04/2020

“HE WAS COMING OUT OF THE
SHOWER AT THE TIME AND THE
POLICE SURPRISED HIM”

Date and time: April 23, 2020 22:00
Location: Evros border
Coordinates: 40.7011416 , 22.86361669999999
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 22 person(s), age: 16, 18, 22 years old , from: Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia
Minors involved? Yes
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), kicking, forcing to undress,
the of personal belongings
Police involved: 15-20 Greek police o icers
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: no translator present,
denial of access to toilets, denial of food/water
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: Yes
Reported by: Mobile Info Team

ORIGINAL REPORT
The respondent, an Afghan national, arrived in Thessaloniki (GRK) two months and
a half before he was illegally removed on April 23, 2020. He was living in Diavata
camp. He was issued a “khartia” (temporary regularisation document) on 12th
February 2020, which was valid for one month (until March 13, 2020). He was
unable to submit an asylum application, considering that all asylum applications
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were suspended by the Greek government in March, and the Asylum Service was
closed due to restrictions imposed during the Corona pandemic.
The respondent declared that on 23rd April 2020, around 12:00, the Greek police
came to the camp and informed people that they would be issued a “khartia” or
they could receive a new “khartia”, if the period of legal stay in the country had
expired. The respondent agreed to accompany the policemen and be issued a new
document. He describes that around 15 to 20 policemen were in the camp the day
in question and rounded up multiple persons. The respondent recalls that he was
coming out of the shower at the time and the police surprised him. He states that
they picked up all the others from their tents and that everyone was forced to
comply and go with the police.
Once he accepted to enter the van, he was repeatedly hit by the police. He recalls
being taken to a police station in Thessaloniki and on the way another person was
picked up by the van at the train station in Thessaloniki. In the police station, he
and others were body searched, their phones and money confiscated. The
respondent stated that among the persons in the group, there were asylum seekers
in possession of an applicant card, which the policemen destroyed by tearing the
document.
A erwards, they were taken outside the station where a bus was waiting for them.
The newly arrived policemen searched them once again, and then proceeded to
load everyone in the bus. They took their jackets, leaving them in light clothing.
At night, they had already reached the border and they were being ferried to
Turkey. There were around 22 persons pushed back, among them Afghan
nationals, Pakistan nationals, and from Northern African countries. Among the
Afghan nationals, there were 2 boys, one 18 years old, and the second, a minor of
16 years old. During the bus ride, one of the detainees asked to have a bathroom
break but the policeman refused. When the person in question insisted, the
policeman got up from his seat and hit the person in question as well as the others.
The Greek authorities placed the group in a boat and ferried them across the river.
The respondent recalls it was around 20:00 or 21:00 of the same day he was taken
from the camp. He recalls that the “captain” of the boat was working with the
police and that he spoke various languages like Pashtoo, Arabic, and Farsi.
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25/04/2020

“THEY WERE BEATING THEM WITH
THE STICK WHEN THEY PASSED NEAR
THEM YOU HEAR THE SOUND OF THE
ELECTRIC GUN”

Date and time: April 25, 2020 00:19
Location: Evros delta
Coordinates: 40.64573047997234 , 22.917981916896647
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 50 person(s), age: 15 - 42 years old , from: Afghanistan, Pakistan,
Iran, Syria, Morocco, Algeria, Sri Lanka
Minors involved? Yes
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), electric shock, forcing to
undress, the of personal belongings
Police involved: Greek o icers dressed in navy blue uniform, 1 white transit van, a
blue coach with "police" written on the side, o icers in green uniforms with masks,
a large metal truck, three toyotas, and inflatable boat
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: detention, papers
signed, no translator present, denial of food/water
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: Unknown
Reported by: Border Violence Monitoring, Mobile Info Team

ORIGINAL REPORT
In this incident, 70 people were removed from Greece to Turkey across the Evros
river. Two respondents were interviewed: a Moroccan man arrived who had arrived
in Greece on 24th February 2020 and was issued a “khartia” two days latter, and
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another Moroccan man who had arrived in March but did not hold any documents
in Greece. The two men were living in squats in Thessaloniki when they were
seized by the police on 24th April 2020 alongside a large group of other people.
The first respondent (who had received a khartia in February) was stopped by
Greek police o icers close to the Media Markt shop on
, Thessaloniki 546 27. He was with a friend walking close to the shop and
Greek police o icers captured them both. The o icers made them put their
valuables (phones, money) in a plastic bag and then put the men in a car. Once put
into the vehicle, the pair found that others friends they knew from the area where
already detained inside.
Location in central Thessaloniki where some of the a ected group were seized by Greek police.

The police drove away and proceeded to make a tour of the city collecting more
people of the street. The respondent describes the use of a white Transit van and a
regular patrol car to pick up 12 people in total. A similar process resulted in the
pickup of the second respondent. He described being outside a cafe near the
central train station (Thessaloniki 546 29) and a police car drawing up, and two
o icers exiting the vehicle. The o icers, dressed in blue, asked him “do you have
khartia” and then took him along with a Pakistani teenager aged 19 who was stood
outside the same cafe.
Neither respondents knew where they were being taken. One describes being
taken through three police stations. In the first station, at around 19:30, he had all
his possessions removed by police (15 euros, powerbank, mobile phone, rings, a
sliver bracelet, an asthma inhaler). In the second station he was held for three
hours with no information or processing. In the third station (which he arrived at
around 23:00). the respondent passed one night and was made to sign some
paperwork in Greek along with having his fingerprints taken. He was not given any
food or water.
Both captured persons were transferred along with others in vehicles to a larger
detention space around two hours away from Thessaloniki. One respondent
shared that in this space, which was described as a “prison” , the Greek authorities
removed more of their possessions. This time clothes and shoes were taken,
leaving the men in only their trousers and shirts.
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Inside the facility the o icers didn’t let the detained persons speak or raise their
heads. One respondent alleges a person received a broken hand a er being struck
violently by the police in the detention space. There were other people held in the
detention space and the police brought a large blue bus to the site, loading it with
approximately 36-40 people.
The bus was blue with barred (partially covered) windows. Inside was 10 divided
compartments which were used to hold small groups of people.

“They collected them from other jails, the other people in the
bus, as they collected them in the street, you are not allowed to
look but I looked and I saw the rooms were full”

The bus le the detention space in the morning on the 25th April 2020. It drove for
around 3/4 hours. Inside were people from several countries, including Algeria,
Morocco, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran. Most were aged between 20-40 years old.
There was one woman from Iran aged around 42.
The respondents describe being unloaded at a site near the border with Turkey. It
was suggested not to be a formal prison, but like an “isobox” with windows. They
could not recall many features of the space because they were ordered to keep
their heads down while waiting.
At the detention space, between 40-60 people (including women, children, minors)
were already being held. The respondents recall seeing people from Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Syria, Iran, Sri Lanka and Morocco. They suggest there were minors aged
around 15-16 and women in the detained group. There were around seven
unaccompanied minors also. Some people had injuries from the Greek authorities,
the respondent said the people followed the authorities orders because they
thought the police would give them papers or move them to another place.
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“If someone don’t walk or don’t move or ask something they
beat the person, you can see a lot of people with broken arm in
the commandos area”

The authorities were described as “commandos” or “cagoule” because of the
military attire and face masks they were wearing. The respondents report being
held a short time at this location until a larger dark metal truck was used to load
between 50-70 detained persons inside. This occurred at about 18:30 on 25th April
2020. The people were taken by the Greek authorities to the Evros/Meric river. The
drive time was approximately 40 minutes. The respondents describe passing
divisions of the Greek military on the way who stopped and spoke to the drivers of
the vehicle.
At the river, described as in the delta area between Ipsala and Uzunköprü, the
group were unloaded by a further division of Greek authorities at around 19:00.
Some of these o icers were dressed in the same military uniform, while others
were in civil clothes. The authorities apparently had at least one inflated boat and
three Toyota vehicles with them.

“commandos speaks all the languages, speak English, speak
German, if you raise your eyes they will beat you, we were like
animals, only look down and if you try to do anything they beat
you”

The respondent said the o icers spoke in English with them, and when one of
them asked for his friend for a lighter, the o icer replied “sorry” in German. One
respondent also suggested that some of the plain clothes o icers could also speak
Bulgarian.
Close to the river the group were made to wait on the floor, o icers shouting:
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“sit down! sit down! shut up! sit down!”

They were taken in groups of around 10 to the boat. The respondents recall being
forced to approach the boat in a kneeling position, shu ling on their knees in an
uncomfortable fashion.
The o icers were carrying guns and batons. Some of them were also reportedly
holding electric taser devices. One respondent recalls being threatened with the
taser close to his ear as he was at the river bank.

“they were beating them with the stick when they passed near
them you hear the sound of the electric gun [taser], put it next
to your ear, put it next to your head, because you are supposed
to hold your head down”

The respondents recall being loaded into the boats and then driven quietly across
to Turkey. The drivers of the boats were described as Pakistanis or Afghans from
the transit community. The boat docked on the Turkish side and the a ected
groups dispersed, looking for help from locals in the nearby villages. One
respondent sough help at a local mosque where he received food, shoes and
clothes.
Of the approximately 50 persons pushed back, a small group of friends who had
known each other in Thessaloniki recrossed into Greece on the a ernoon of 25th
April 2020. The group, composed of adults from Morocco and Algeria, traveled for
12 days in order to reach Thessaloniki. On the way however, close to Xanthi, one
Moroccan man was the victim of a hit and run by a Greek driver who swerved to
injure the group as they walked along a road that ran close to the highway number
2. The driver, who allegedly had two children in the passenger seats, swiped the
one mans legs, causing a severe break.
The Xanthi area where the hit and run incident occured, resulting in the missing group member.
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The driver then escaped without stopping. Frightened for their friends wellbeing,
the rest of the transit group tried to stop multiple cars in order to alert the
emergency services. Eventually one member of the public stopped and helped to
call an ambulance. The friends waited with the injured man, but then concealed
themselves in some nearby bushes when the ambulance arrived because it was
accompanied by Greek police. The ambulance took the man away, escorted by
police. At the time of interview, the transit group had no further information where
their friend was or what his physical condition was like. The man was not
contactable by phone and the group had no idea which hospital he had been taken
to (only that he had been picked up by the ambulance in the area of Xanthi.
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28/04/2020

“IN TEN MINUTES THEY TOOK ALL
PEOPLE TO TURKEY”
Police note of the respondent issued on 12/03/2020 valid for 30 days, until 12/04/2020

Date and time: April 28, 2020 22:00
Location: Evros border
Coordinates: 40.699936345819665 , 22.85918023809816
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 30 person(s), age: 19 years old , from: Afghanistan, Syria, Morocco,
Algeria
Minors involved? Unknown
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), kicking, insulting, threatening
with guns, the of personal belongings
Police involved: Greek border guards, green uniform
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: personal information
taken, denial of access to toilets, denial of food/water
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: Yes
Reported by: Mobile Info Team

ORIGINAL REPORT
The respondent states that he was picked up by the police, early in the morning
from his tent in Diavata camp, on Tuesday, 28 April, 2020. He was 19 years of age
and he had set up a tent in the minor’s section, while, like many others, he was not
registered in the camp. He was in possession of a valid “khartia” (informal term
referring to the police note) when the police had taken him. His “khartia” is still
valid at the moment of publication of this report.
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The respondent tells how he was woken up by the police, picked up from his tent
and shoved into a van together with ten other persons from the camp. He told the
policemen, in the basic Greek he learnt, that he does not want to be deported.
They reassured him that they will only issue him a new document. A er a short
ride, he arrived at a police station.

They didn’t take us inside, just outside, and they took our stu
and then they transferred us.

In the yard of the station, there were around 30 people who had been picked up
from the camp. The policemen proceeded to performing body searches and
confiscated all their belongings: phones, money, shoelaces, belts, and others. He
states that the policemen were cruel and were hitting people. Ten minutes later,
everyone was loaded into a bigger bus. The bus he describes was
compartmentalized into di erent locked sections.
The bus drove for about three hours and a half the respondent estimates, but says
he cannot know since he did not have his phone. They arrived at the destination
and were told to wait in the bus. They were not allowed bathroom breaks. The
group were unloaded from the bus and taken to the river bank. They were hit again
while they were being loaded in boats. Asked if the policemen were hitting them
for not obeying orders, he answers that they were hitting them randomly and that
they hit him so many times over the hands that he sustained injuries to his wrist
(pictured).

They were ferried to the other side of the Evros river in smaller groups in three
boats, arriving into Turkey within one day of being picked up in Diavata. Describing
the episode at the border the respondent stated:

“In ten minutes they took all people to Turkey. If I knew they
were going to deport me, I would have killed myself.”
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03/05/2020

“A NEW PRACTICE IN NORTHERN
GREECE - FROM IGUMENITSA TO
TURKEY”

Date and time: May 3, 2020 00:00
Location: Feres
Coordinates: 40.742790221978034 , 26.041011630939707
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 60 person(s), age: 23 years old , from: Afghanistan, Pakistan, Syria
Minors involved? Unknown
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), kicking, insulting, electric
shock, forcing to undress, destruction of personal belongings, the of personal
belongings
Police involved: Igumenitsa: 5 in cover clothes plus the captain; 2 police o icers
driving the van; 3 o icer in border uniform; 6 army o icers
Taken to a police station?: no
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: detention, no translator
present, denial of access to toilets, denial of food/water
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: Yes
Reported by: No Name Kitchen

ORIGINAL REPORT
“G.” is asylum seeker in Greece who arrived to the country towards the end of 2019
and he asked for asylum in Filakio; he also states that he spent several months in
Drama centre. He was the primary respondent for this report.
On the 3rd of May at a little a er midnight, the respondent, along with two other
people, were going to buy some food in a 24 hour grocery shop in Igoumenitsa.
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Within the group, there was a man who had been waiting for o icial papers in
Greece for just 20 days. They were celebrating Ramadan. People-on-the-move
staying in the city o en live in a forest which is colloquially referred to as the
“jungle”. It is a bit outside the city centre, but near to the main gate of the Port
(see picture). When the men came to the inner-city area for their errand, they were
stopped by “private security”. “G.” and the rest of the group could not see them
well because they were in a car with black windows. According to the respondent,
the “private security” wore civilian clothing: one of them was in red jacket, blue
pants, wearing cap. They said: “Come with us” and, a erwards, they arrested
them. When the respondent asked where they were taking them, the “security
guy” answered they would send them to Athens. Far from the truth, they instead
were brought to a building which the respondents described as “Comando house”.
At this building, they found another 14 more people who had been arrested within
the city that evening with similar methods.
One or two hours later, another vehicle arrived to the building. The respondent
described it as follows:
“Like a bus, blue color, a jail car, with separate cells which you cannot run away
from. When you are inside, you cannot see outside”
“Door is lock, door is lock, door is lock” (see drawing) .
They put them inside and two police o icers were driving. The respondent states
that the travel lasted around 10 hours.
An image obtained of the “jail car” which the respondent described as
transporting the group to the Turkish border

A drawing of the “jail car”

According to “G.”, the bus transported them all the way back to the border with
Turkey, but they were still on the Greek side (see map). When they were told to exit
out of the vehicle, three Greek police o icers were outside: two men and one
woman. The woman had an electro-taser and she was described as shocking the
individuals of the group as they were getting out. Besides that, these police
o icers also were described as physically hitting them as the le the vehicle. It was
the first out of three times that the group would be beaten during their ordeal.
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According to the respondent, the perpetrators were wearing border police
uniforms. A erwards, they “put them in jail” nearby the border for between 5 and
6 hours.
A er this, an o icer wearing an army uniform arrived to their cell and asked the
group for their money; he also broke their phones and started to “hit too much”. It
was the second time the group were beaten. The respondent further described
that they were ordered to give over much of their clothing of their bodies and
some people had their papers torn up.
“There is a room like Comando where they wear black mask” ( balaclavas ). There,
they took the clothes even the shoes, just having the shorts, they hit again.”

The respondent described being held in a container immediately before being pushed back.
He believed that this detention location may have been where the arrow designates

A erwards they were brought to a “container like those of trailer” on foot (see
drawing). There were around 60 more arrested people, among them were Afghan,
Pakistani, and Syrian nationals. The respondent recalled that they were “close to
die because the lack of oxygen, you know, container is locked”.
Eventually, they were all brought out of this container and were brought even
closer to the border, next to the Evros river. At this point once, 6 o icers clad in
army-like fatigues beat them for the third time with batons:

“Break hands, break legs, hit too much”.

Close to the river, they put them “in plastic boats”; around 30 – 35 people in each
boat. The respondent described them as “Comando boats.”
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“Comando boat, they have them in the border”.
During this time, the respondent recalled that the Greek authorities were looking
around to make sure that there was not any people witnessing the actions, such
Turkish border police. Once they checked that out, they sent the boat across the
river to Turkish territory, towards the other side of Evros river, with the help of
what the respondent described as a non-Greek person.

“There is a place, forest, we put out in the wood. The weather was
warm, too much mosquitos”

In Turkey, the group became fractured and the respondent walked almost a half a
day to reach a small city in Turkey, without shoes and clothes. They only had on
their t-shirts and underwear and were afraid that they would be arrested again.

“We walked, walked, walked, we were in shock.”

It is important to be mindful here that the memories a er being pushed back can
o en get blurred, therefore the events once they were in Turkey are not precise.
The respondent recalled that they continued walking and at one point entered a
forested area.
Finally, several Turkish police o icers found the respondent and his companions
and they brought them to a “when people [get] pushed back, [they] bring here”.
The location of this camp remains undetermined. At the time of the interview, the
respondent and the group are still in Turkey.
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06/05/2020

“THE POLICE COME TO THE CAMP,
PICK UP PEOPLE AND DEPORT THEM”

Date and time: May 6, 2020 00:00
Location: near Ipsala, Turkey
Coordinates: 40.92923200000001 , 26.393941
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 70 person(s), age: 16, 20, 26, 29 years old , from: Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Syria, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia
Minors involved? Yes
Violence used: no violence used, the of personal belongings
Police involved: Unknown number, Greek police o icers
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: detention, no translator
present, denial of access to toilets, denial of food/water
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: Yes
Reported by: Mobile Info Team

ORIGINAL REPORT
The respondent a ected by this pushback was living in Diavata camp, close to
Thessaloniki. He had a constant presence at the food distribution place in
Thessaloniki where assistance was provided to transit groups on the street. O en,
he would interpret for his fellow Urdu speakers because his language skills were
good and he would facilitate the flow of information between the English-speaking
volunteers and the Urdu-speaking people in need of medical help or practical aid.
The respondent had a khartia – the police note issued to people who had entered
irregularly until they can access the Asylum Service – valid until March 20, 2020.
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The Greek Asylum Service shut down all activities on 13th March 2020, and before
that, the Government had announced that starting March 2020 all arrivals are
prevented from submitting an asylum application. The measure was eventually
li ed at the beginning of April.
When the lockdown measures were implemented, the respondent was living in the
overspill area surrounding Diavata camp. He kept in contact with volunteers
requesting information about the suspension of the asylum procedure, regarding
the renewal of his khartia , and general information regarding the restrictive
measures during the Corona outbreak. At the end of March, cold rains hit
Thessaloniki and he sent around a video of the state of Diavata camp, of persons
having to live in tents where they are neither warm, nor protected.
https://www.borderviolence.eu/wp-content/uploads/Trimmed-video-1.mp4
He describes the conditions while he is filming, shivering and laughing ironically,
and he adds:

“Many people think that we are in Europe living the luxury…
enjoying the luxury life of Europe, but the situation is di erent,
totally di erent.”

On 26th April 2020, the respondent got in contact again and reported that every
one or two days, “ the police come to the camp, pick up people and deport them”. He
added that the police were beating the persons as well. He asked for clarifications
about the situation as well as for help from the NGOs to prevent these seemingly
unlawful arrests. He wanted to help out himself by providing information that 29
people had been “deported” in the last 6 days, at the time, and he forwarded the
social medial profiles of persons he alleged had been “deported” . He could not
forward their phone numbers because everyone had their phone taken during the
operation by the perpetrating o icers.
On 28th April 2020, the respondent reached out again and he explained that the
police had raided the surrounding area of Diavata camp and taken many people in
vans. He explained that everyone would certainly be sent back to Turkey. In the
days following the raids, the respondent and many others did not return to their
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tents out of fear that they would be taken. None of the persons previously taken
had returned.
Despite his precautions to sleep in the fields farther from the camp, on May 5th, at
15:30, he tried to reach out and sent a short message saying:

“ police caught us i don’t know what going do with us/ please on
your data”

Two days later, he messaged again: he was in Istanbul. The respondent would
describe at a later date, when it became possible to interview him, that he was
stopped outside the camp by the police while trying to reach the bus station to
take a bus into Thessaloniki. The police asked for his documents and he showed
his expired khartia . The respondent explained that indeed his police note is
expired but that the Asylum O ice has been closed because of the quarantine. He
describes that then they put him in the same white van former respondents
described and that he was taken to a police station where he spent the night. The
following day, he was driven to the border and pushed back to Turkey.
The respondent tells how he was moved from police station to police station and
subsequently loaded into a bus, 32 people in total. Asked as to how he is so sure of
the number of people, he explains that the bus is separated into 8 contained
spaces with 4 people capacity for each, and that makes 32 in total. He said that
among the persons there were Afghans, Pakistanis and Arabs, and four underage
minors from Afghanistan. He cannot be more precise with the information because
the “situation was stressful”, in his own words. The bus brought them close to the
border, to a detention place where they spent an additional 4 or 5 hours, and
where a larger number of people were waiting. Among the group, more
nationalities were represented including two Syrian women.
When the night fell, everyone was loaded into two big metal vans, 35 people in one
and 35 in the other. They were driven for a half an hour to arrive at the river bank
where the boats were waiting for them. They were loaded in the boat in numbers
of 9 or 10 while 2 armed men were driving the boat on the other side. He explains
that they were police o icers who looked like border police, but that he could not
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observe more details because it was night time and because he kept his head
down in order not to be hit by the Greek authorities. Also, the perpetrators
involved in the pushbacks were all wearing a mask, a balaclava.
On 12th May 2020, the respondent was eventually available to be interviewed. He
cannot be reached easily because his phone was taken and he has to use his
friend’s phone. He describes the experience with a sense of irony. He states he will
try to cross back into Greece at a certain point. He adds that he did try to go to the
Asylum O ice in Thessaloniki one day before the quarantine and they turned him
away telling him that the O ice will be closed starting the following day. His will to
apply for asylum was never recorded.
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14/05/2020

“PUSHED BACK WITH A BROKEN LEG
FROM A HOSPITAL IN XANTHI”
Side photo of the corrective splint.

Date and time: May 14, 2020 00:00
Location: Xanthi hospital to Evros river
Coordinates: 41.101205974654945 , 24.859105595593654
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 30 person(s), age: 6 - 50 years old , from: Palestine, Syria, Morocco,
Somalia, Eritrea
Minors involved? Yes
Violence used: forcing to undress, hit by car driven by member of the public
Police involved: Greek police o icers with car, multiple "commandos"
(authorities in green uniforms with masks), large truck
Taken to a police station?: no
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: detention
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: No
Reported by: Mobile Info Team

ORIGINAL REPORT
The respondent re-entered Greece from Turkey on 26th April 2020 a er being
violently pushed back from Thessaloniki in the days before ( see report ). He is a
man from Morocco, and traveled in a small transit group with other North Africans,
attempting to return to Thessaloniki where he was staying prior to the first
pushback.
The respondent traveled westwards with the group for several days. On 2nd May
2020, close to Xanthi on a stretch of B road near the motorway, the group were
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subject to a car crash by a Greek driver who swerved to hit them. The respondents
legs were swiped in the incident, causing a severe break.

“it wasn’t like an accident like he tried to do that”

The respondent stated his friends were close behind him, but were fortunately not
hit by the car (though it seems the driver intended to hit all of them). The friends of
the victim tried to help him, but it was a very severe injury, so they were forced to
stop members of the public and ask someone to call the emergency services.
Eventually a driver helped them to do this. They waited with the injured
respondent, and then hid nearby, scared that they would be caught and pushed
back if the police found them at the crash site.
The Greek police arrived but did not seem interested in investigating the attack or
arresting the driver. They just simply called the ambulance to attend, which came
a er a little while and took the respondent to a hospital in Xanthi. The o icers took
the respondents clothes, and he was dressed in hospital garments. The respondent
described being treated well in the hospital and that one of the doctors could
speak German with him, and was reassuring. He was operated for the injury and
fitted with bolted metal splints in his lower right shin.
Metal splint fitted in the hospital in Xanthi.

Side photo of the corrective splint.

On 12th May 2020, the police arrived and took the respondent out of the hospital,
despite him still having large sections of exposed metal bolted in the leg (and
requiring follow up operations). The o icers loaded him into a windowless vehicle
and took him to what the respondent described as a “jail” , where he was held for
one and a half days.
The respondent described the detention space as having cells with around six
person per room. He was alone in one room because of his injury, but he could
here many others were being held in the facility. On the second day he was
removed by Greek authorities who took him to another detention space, which he
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termed “the commandos place” because it was run by masked men in green
military uniform.
The respondent said this place was heavily guarded. The location was in remote
farmland and he couldn’t see many houses nearby. The respondent says that
through the bars of the cell he was held in he could see the police come several
time, and take approximately 30 people at a time in truck. The respondent saw
around 80 people being held at this site, composed of multiple nationalities
including Eritrea, Somalia, Syria and Palestine. There were also many children
between 6-7 years old, and old people and he met at least two single women from
Morocco.
The respondent described the setting of the second detention space as “horrible”
and alleged it to be a big farmyard with stables for animals. He said he was held in
one of these stables as a cell, alongside 50-60 other people. All were being held
without shoes, and many had their clothes removed before arriving.
A truck came and loaded around 30 people, including the respondent and drove
them to the Evros river. Because of his severe injuries, the respondent had to be
carried to the car.
At the river he was unloaded and four people from the pushback group helped
him, holding his legs and arms, and placed him in the boat. He crossed with these
four people to the Turkish side
Describing this incident in comparison with the pushback he had su ered a week
earlier, the respondent said:

“the same commandos, the same tactic, the same plan, the same
guns, just di erent place where they crossed”

A er two days of sleeping in the forest on the Turkish side the respondent along
with others met people who had been pushed back from Paranesti Drama Preremovals Centre. While the Turkish police passed by and refused to help them,
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they managed to get a local to drive them to Istanbul (though they were charged
500 euros).
At the time of interview, the respondent remained essentially bedridden, unable to
walk. He stayed with friends in rented accommodation and was forced to carry out
his own wound dressings with the help of others who collected bandages and
iodine for him from the pharmacy.
Respondent cleaning his own wound in Istanbul.
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16/05/2020

“100+ DETAINED WITHOUT FOOD
FOR MULTIPLE DAYS BEFORE
PUSHBACK TO TURKEY”

Date and time: May 16, 2020 00:00
Location: Ladochori, Greece
Coordinates: 39.489598356872534 , 20.261736604062424
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 120 person(s), age: 16-30 years old , from: Afghanistan, Kurdistan
(Iraq)
Minors involved? Yes
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), forcing to undress, the of
personal belongings, destruction of papers
Police involved: 8 greek police o icers during arrest (some in Greek police
uniform); police bus (with cells); at least 7 o icers in detention camp (greek police
uniform); large army van; 5 to 6 m long boat
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: no translator present,
denial of access to toilets, denial of food/water
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: Yes
Reported by: josoor

ORIGINAL REPORT
The respondent in this case is a 24 years old, male from Afghanistan. It was his
second push-back from Greece within that last year. He was documented by the
Greek Asylum O ice and the UNHCR and also had an appointment in order to
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receive his Greek “white card” (International Protection Applicant Card) for
refugees on 7th August 2020.
Email exchange with asylum o icer regarding an appointment for
the respondent.

On the evening of 15th May 2020 he was arrested together with another 14 people
in the streets of Ladochori (harbor city of Igoumenitsa). At that time he was on a
pedestrian walkway close to a street with his friends, when they saw Greek police
o icers and understood, they were about to be arrested. They attempted to escape
but were finally caught by o icers coming from the opposite site. There were eight
o icers in the streets, some in uniform, some in civil clothing.

“They don’t want you to have a phone, so you can call no-one to ask
for help. […] If you were trying to escape, they would take you to
the side and beat you so much. […]”

Two minors of the ages around 13 or 14 years were allowed to leave. A group of 15
young men between 16 and 30 years of Afghan and Kurdish (Iraq) origin were
arrested. Their phones were taken from them. Then the police handcu ed and
escorted them to the police station which was within 8 or 9 minutes walking time
from the spot of the arrest (most likely Astinomiko Tmima in Ladochori: https://
goo.gl/maps/TsFgszAkoTqYdah59 ). Attempts to escape by people in the group
were followed by beatings from the police.

“Papers were torn apart and thrown in the paper bin. […] When
they arrest you they don’t listen to you. They know you have the
papers, they checked the papers. They don’t allow you to ask for
water. What would happen if you asked for asylum.”
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At the police station, each of the group-members was searched thoroughly by two
police o icers. They had to take all clothes o (except for underwear), shoe-laces
were taken out of their shoes and whatever they carried with them was taken
away.

“[…] at police station, we were beaten a lot. […] If someone was
trying to shout or scream or simply asking for something they were
beating them […] for example asking for toilet.”

They only got their clothes back a erwards. Then they were put into one cell
together. Whenever someone raised their voice or simply asked for assitance (e.g.
to go the toilet) the police would come and beat the person heavily. Out of fear
they did not dare to claim their rights and status according to their papers.
The group was kept in the cell for one night. In the early morning of the next day
(16th May 2020) at 06:30 they were put into a police bus. It had very dark cabins
inside from which the respondent couldn’t see the outside. Four people were put
in each cell and the doors were locked. They drove for around 10 hours until they
arrived at the “camp”.
Image of the type of bus identified by the respondent.

With “camp” the respondent referred to a “very dirty, nasty place” in the forest
close to the river Evros. There was a building which had one floor only, and had a
big hall. The group was put there a er they had to take their clothes o again for a
second search of all their belongings. In the hall there were more than 100 other
people waiting. They had stayed there for one or two nights in some cases, others
for almost an entire week, during which they didn’t receive food, water or anything
else.

“whenever we were trying to look in another direction, they [the
o icers] were coming and beating”
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The o icers at the place were “very violent and cruel”. All detainees in the camp
had to keep their heads down at all times. Otherwise they would be beaten with
heavy batons. (This in combination with the short time the respondent spent in the
“camp” are the reasons why he is not perfectly sure about the other groupmembers of the push-back, other authorities present, other buildings or the
environment.)
The o icers mostly had their faces covered with ski masks and wore uniforms
which the respondent compared to those of the police that arrested him the other
day (“Greek city police”). As he was not allowed to look up, he is only sure about 7
or 8 di erent o icers being present.

“In the camp, most of the police faces were covered, but one wasn’t.
He had a baton in his hand. He was beating every refugee when
they were embarking them in the car.”

The images below depict some of the bruising conferred onto the body of one of
the individuals during the pushback:

The group of 15 was “lucky” as they only were kept in the main hall for some
minutes. Then the entire group of detained persons departed. They were put in a
van. It was described as a big, old military car of green color. About 120 people
were forcefully loaded on the car which was far beyond its capacity.
Then they drove for 40 to 50 minutes. The car only had two small windows through
which the respondent could see the forest, small villages and farming lands. They
arrived at a place close to the river. The respondent remembered thousands of
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mosquitoes were flying around. 15 to 20 people at once were embarked into a 5 to
6 meter long boat and taken to the other/Turkish side.
The Turkish army, when finding them, gave some old jackets and other clothes to
those who were insu iciently dressed during the cold weather in an obvious way.

“[the soldier] told us that Turkey was under Quaratine or Lockdown
and they couldn’t take them to a camp or shelter. So they told them
to go to wherever they wanted.”

The respondent stayed outside at the site close to the river for the night. The next
day (17th May 2020) a josoor partner team got in in contact with them and
provided them with food and goods. Then they started walking towards Istanbul.
They walked about 150 km themselves. At three di erent occasions di erent cars
drove them for some distance a er stopping next to them on the motorway they
were walking at.
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25/05/2020

“THEY DID NOT ONLY DENY US
WATER, THEY ALSO THREW AWAY
THE LITTLE FOOD WE HAD”

Date and time: May 25, 2020 00:00
Location: Nea Vyssa, Greece
Coordinates: 41.5863678 , 26.5428404
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 9 person(s), age: 12-52 years old , from: Syria,
Kasmir
Minors involved? Yes
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), kicking, pushing
people to the ground, insulting, forcing to undress, theft of personal
belongings
Police involved: unknown number of Greek police o

cers in

uniform; unknown number of Commandos dressed in black with
masks
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention:
detention, no translator present, denial of access to toilets, denial of
food/water
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: No
Reported by: josoor
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ORIGINAL REPORT
On 15th May 2020, a transit group of 11 people crossed the Evros
River from Edirne (TR) into Greece. After watching a group of
approximately 70 people on the move get pushed back the night
before from Greece to Turkey, the transit group decided to walk to
another location where they successfully crossed the border.
They slept for one night and then walked for ten days; by the ninth
day (29th May 2020) the respondent advised the group were
starving so two group members decided to enter a village to buy
food. They never returned, and after waiting many hours, the group
decided to continue walking. When they reached the next village,
again two members entered town to buy food, but were caught and
beaten by police until they gave up the location of the others. Police
arrived, arrested the transit group and violently beat them.
The transit group were taken to a police station where they stayed
from the morning of 29th May 2020 until 20:00. The respondent
alleges that at the police station, the o

cers took everyone’s

belongings (including money, bags, documents, food and water),
stripped the men totally naked and beat them in a degrading
manner. They were then put in cells with other women and families
who were caught somewhere else, in order to humiliate the transit
groups (according to the respondent). The police did not o er the
transit group food, water, or access to a toilet, and they also threw
away the food and water they had bought from the village.
Afterwards, the transit group were transferred to another police
station for 30 minutes. At approximately 20:30 (29th May 2020),
they were taken to the GR-TR border where they were pushed back
to the Turkish side across the Evros River. The transit group were
handed over to authorities who the respondent described as men
wearing dark uniforms with black masks; he alleges they were
Commandos. These ‘Commandos’ pushed the transit group back
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across the river with rubber boats and beat and kicked them until
they reached Turkey.
The respondent alleged that he recognised one of the o

cers

involved in the push-back as someone who tortured him when he
went to a police station to try to report that his documents,
passport, and residence papers from Austria were stolen from him
during his visit to Greece in 2016.
From here, the transit group walked to the closest village (the
respondent alleged it was close to Edirne). They walked until spotted
by police, who took them to the bus station in order to get to
Istanbul. At the bus station, the transit group could not

nd help

from anyone to take them to Istanbul because they did not have any
money with them, so the police took them to a gas station nearby
and told them to try to

nd help there. The next morning (30th May

2020) a man with a van agreed to drive the transit group to Istanbul
in return for €100.00 per person upon arrival.
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03/06/2020

“THEY ARE READY TO PUSH US BACK
AND BACK AGAIN AND AGAIN”

Date and time: June 3, 2020 02:00
Location: Lesvos, Greece
Coordinates: 39.386211790672405 , 26.432889184765635
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 32 person(s), age: 2-50 years old , from:
Afghanistan, Syria, DR Congo
Minors involved? Yes
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), insulting,
reckless driving, engine destroyed or removed, waves created to
push dinghy back
Police involved: HCG in navy blue uniform, masked men dressed in
black and camou age uniform on RHIB and Panther boats
Taken to a police station?: no
Treatment at police station or other place of detention:
detention, personal information taken, no translator present
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: Unknown
Reported by: josoor

ORIGINAL REPORT
The respondent, a 17 year old male from Afghanistan, was apart of a
transit group instructed to spend two nights in the forest,
somewhere between Izmir and Çanakkale in Turkey. On the night of
2nd of June 2020, smugglers told the transit group to walk to the
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shore which took roughly two hours. At 20:00 they arrived at the
shore where

ve-six Turkish people were preparing a dinghy which

they made the group carry into the sea. At 21:15, the transit group
boarded the boat and left the Turkish coast.
At approximately 02:00 after

ve hours at sea, the Greek Coast

Guard (HCG) detected the transit group, who were allegedly
minutes o

ve

the coast of Lesvos. The respondent alleged he saw a

large boat but was blinded by a strong spotlight so he could not
make out any descriptive details. A smaller boat approached the
transit group and destroyed and removed their dinghies engine.
With a hook on a stick (like a spear), the transit group were beaten
by authorities; one group member was injured during the attack,
with several cuts on his head and face. The HCG then attached a
rope to the dinghy and towed it towards Turkish waters.
The respondent alleges that the Turkish Coast Guard (TCG) tried to
intercept the pushback and described it as if the TCG and HCG

“were creating waves trying to drown each
other”

The TCG cut the rope between the HCG and their dinghy, after
which the HCG withdrew from the situation. The TCG asked the
transit group which countries they were from and where the HCG
had picked them up. After answering these questions, the TCG left
the transit group in their dinghy in the sea; t hey spent the rest of
this

rst night and the next morning alone at sea.

On 3rd June 2020 around 12:00-13:00, another boat with three
people approached the transit group and advised they would help
and take them to a camp if they threw their life-vests and rubber
rings away. Some transit group members complied, however others
did not so one of three individuals entered their dinghy and threw all
of their rubber rings and life-vests into the sea. The man who
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entered their dinghy was wearing a mask and dressed in all black;
the other two were wearing navy blue uniforms. They attached a
rope to the dinghy and told the transit group they would be taken to
a Greek camp, but started towing the dinghy towards Turkey. The
TCG intercepted the situation like the night before and created
waves until the Greek boat drove away; again, afterwards, the TCG
left the transit group out in the ocean alone, however this time,
water was entering their dinghy. The respondent alleges that the
transit group could see Lesvos but not Turkey, so they decided to try
and paddle towards the island.
Throughout their journey, the respondent alleges members of the
transit group were calling 112 and the HCG as instructed; the TCG
advised the transit group that they were in Greek waters and were
unable to intervene. During this time, members of the group became
desperate and emotional. One member was a woman with a small
baby, who was unconscious on board for a few hours.
The respondent alleges that the HCG was constantly watching the
transit group and created waves to block them from reaching the
island. The respondent texted his friend in Turkey, saying that if he
did not hear from him again, he should call his siblings to tell them
he had died so they would not wonder where he was. The
respondent alleged he was trying to organise help for the transit
group, so he felt that he could not show his emotions as the other
members were relying on him; he did not want them to see that he
was crying too, so he turned his face towards the water, pretending
to paddle, when in reality he was crying.
On 4th June 2020, from 05:00, the respondent alleges he attempted
to contact the UNHCR numerous times but was unsuccessful. After
this, he streamed the situation live on Facebook and requested
access to two groups for support. Two-three hours later he was
accepted to the Information Point for Lesvos Group where he posted
his videos from their situation and went live with a new video.
In one of the videos, the respondent describes and

lms one large

and two smaller vessels of the HCG as they created waves to push
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the dinghy back to Turkish water. The respondent can be heard
saying,

“another boat is coming also, and it will push
again. And a third one is behind them. You can
see clearly. And they are ready to push us back
and back again and again. We were just near
there and they are pushing us back, back and
back towards Turkey. This is not fair”

At 11:00 a German vessel approached their dinghy and immediately
told the transit group,

“don’t worry we are from Germany and we will
help you“

The respondent described everyone on the dinghy crying in relief.
One o

cer asked the group where they wished to go; the

respondent said somewhere safe and happy. The o

cers gave the

transit group water and chocolate, and asked if they wanted to go to
Turkey or Greece; the respondent told them to Greece, as they were
closer and had just spent 38 hours at sea after leaving Turkey. After
ve minutes of talking on a radio, the o

cer told the group that

their videos had been seen –

“don’t worry, be patient, you are safe”
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The German boat’s towed the dinghy towards shore, with a second
German boat trailing behind (as shown in image below).

On shore, an old woman and some men who had been swimming
came to meet the transit group. They had a camera and gave the
transit group water. Some of the group member were scared and ran
away, however the swimmers were from an NGO which had been
helping refugees for 40 years.
One hour later, police arrived and told the transit group to clean
their mess up; so they collected the trash from their journey
(including rubbish and their dinghy) and threw it away. The p olice
made them walk for one hour to a spot where they reunited them
with those who had run away earlier. Together the transit group
walked another 30 minutes to a spot, where police told them they
would stay for the next few days. The respondent alleges it was in
the middle of nowhere.
A man waiting at the spot advised he was from the United Nations
(UN), and asked the transit group for their personal information
(names, age, nationality). The respondent alleges this man called
the Afghani’s Taliban; the respondent said maybe he was trying to
joke, but it wasn’t funny. The man gave the transit group food and
sleeping bags, but told the group he would punish them if asked
again, after a group member requested cigarettes. The police
remained at the spot with the man and watched the transit group in
shifts.
On 5th June 2020,

ve o

cials approached the transit group and

tested all members for COVID19. The UN representative also came
back twice to give them food, however on the second time, the
respondent alleges the police took the food for themselves.
On 6th June 2020 at 22:00, police o

cers arrived and took the

transit group in multiple vehicles – seven in a police car (including
the respondent) and the rest on a bus. The respondent described the
car as one that is made for arrests – no windows and just a small
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hole for air. The o

cers did not tell the group anything except

repetition of the same message,

“you will be deported”

The respondent alleges the vehicles arrived at a camp and were
welcomed by others. Some individuals claimed they had been there
for more than a month. The respondent alleged that there were
roughly 250 people at the camp, with no shower or electricity, and
no where near enough tents.
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05/06/2020

“[THEY TOLD US] WE DON’T
CARE...DIE... WE WANT YOU TO DIE”

Date and time: June 5, 2020 10:00
Location: Aegean Sea, Lesvos-Turkey
Coordinates: 39.42442846288276 , 26.363677503974447
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 21 person(s), age: 2-47 years old , from:
Afghanistan, Iran
Minors involved? Yes
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), insulting, engine
destroyed or removed, creation of waves, holes cut into the dinghy
Police involved: unknown number of Greek Coastguard (HCG),

ve

Greek masked men ("Commandos") in grey shirts and camou age
pants; unknown number of Turkish Coastguard (TCG)
Taken to a police station?: no
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: No
Reported by: josoor

ORIGINAL REPORT
At 02:30 on 5th June 2020, the transit group left their location in
Turkey, walked to the shore and boarded a boat at approximately
05:00.
After 20 minutes (still in Turkish waters) when the transit group was
500 meters away from Greek waters, they were approached by one
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large and one small Greek Coastguard (HCG) ship. The HCG created
waves in an attempt to push them transit group from Greek territory
into Turkish waters. The small boat approached the transit group’s
dinghy with

ve men on board wearing black masks, grey shirts and

camou age pants. The respondent alleged one was driving; one kept
an eye out for the Turkish Coastguard (TCG); and two had long sticks
which they used to beat and threaten everyone in order to prevent
the transit group from stopping the third man, who had a knife and
used it to cut a hole in their dinghy and fuel hose. When the TCG
approached, the HCG left. The respondent alleged t heir dinghy was
slowly sinking and that the transit group used their shoes and water
bottles to scoop the water out.
A few hours later when the light was better, the respondent went
live on Facebook and posted three – four videos of their situation.
Some group members jumped into the water and helped to push the
boat towards Greek waters. The respondent alleged the HCG was
observing the situation with one large ship and several smaller
boats, and drove between their dinghy and the TCG to prevent the
TCG from taking footage.
After this, the TCG left and the small boat with the same

ve men

from before came back; one got into the transit groups dinghy and
told the respondent to give him his phone. The man attacked him
with a stick and searched his pockets, but the respondent had given
the phone to someone else on the boat to hide it. The respondent
alleged the man beat him so badly that he was about to jump into
the water; in response the man said “don’t do it” and stopped the
attack. T he masked men then dragged the transit groups dinghy
back into Turkish waters. The group pleaded with them to let them
go, said that they have kids and they will die. One of the masked
men replied by saying,

“We don’t care…die…we want you to die”
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Once back in Turkish waters, the attackers let go of the dinghy; it
was sinking and there were strong waves made from both the HCG
ship and the weather. At approximately 10:00 on 15th June 2020, t
he TCG took the transit group onto their ship after a Turkish
speaking member of the group begged them to. On board, the TCG
gave the transit group masks and water and left the dinghy
abandoned at sea.
Back on land, Turkish police took the transit group to a camp in
Ayvacik and gave them some water. The camp manager told them
they would have to pay money if they wanted to leave the camp and
that they could only leave to go to Bursa. The respondent alleged
that usually the bus ticket for that trip would be 70TL, however the
authorities wanted 200TL per person; they advised that if the transit
group did not pay, they would start deportation procedures and
threatened,

“as soon as there are planes again, you will be
on them”

The respondent and the transit group had money sent to them and
gave it to the camp manager and police to pay for their journey to
Bursa. Authorities then took them to the bus stop in Ayvacik and put
them on a bus to Bursa; they paid 3500 Lira in total.
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06/06/2020

“A THESSALONIKI POLICE
INTERVENTION LEADS DIRECTLY TO
A MASS PUSHBACK TO TURKEY”

Date and time: June 6, 2020 01:00
Location: Meric river, Ipsala
Coordinates: 40.92923200000001 , 26.393941
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 35 person(s), age: 19, 20 years old , from: Afghanistan, Pakistan,
Syria, Morocco, Algeria
Minors involved? Unknown
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), kicking, forcing to undress,
the of personal belongings
Police involved: 6 police o icers at the border, 15-20 police o icers in
Thessaloniki
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention: detention
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: No
Reported by: Border Violence Monitoring

ORIGINAL REPORT
On 5th June 2020, people were gathered at a regular food distribution where
outreach groups provide material support to transit populations in the
Thessaloniki area. During the a ernoon distribution, an intervention by the
Thessaloniki police force took place.
O icers arrived at the distribution on motorbikes and in cars, fully equipped, in
large numbers, between 15 to 20, “in the context of the implementation of
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operational planning to deal with delinquency and the identification of persons
residing illegally in the country” , as stated in a press release announcing the raid.
The police o icers arrived in a coordinated group and blocked side roads,
entrances and exits to prevent people from fleeing.
O icers blocking and monitoring access points to the scene where
approximately 20 people were removed.

The o icers were dressed in black uniforms with “police” while others were in civil
clothes with o icial vests. The police seperated those with papers and those
without. The o icers rounded up around 20 persons without documents and took
them away to a police station in the Thessaloniki area with the promise of issuing
them a document to regularize their stay in Greece for a period.
Video of people being rounded up from the area and walked away by police:
https://www.borderviolence.eu/wp-content/uploads/VideoJune5.mp4
On the 6th June 2020, one of the individuals who had been taken in this incident
contacted a BVMN volunteer and informed them that he and others were in
Istanbul, Turkey. This person provided a full oral testimony on 7th June 2020,
describing the events that passed: from their capture, to their pushback from
Greek territory.
The respondent is 19 years old from Algeria and shared his story alongside another
person aged 20 years old also from Algeria. The respondent states that he entered
Greece in mid-May, about 15 days before he was apprehended.
He described how he was attending the food distribution in the area of
Thessaloniki close to the industrial port on 6th June 2020. The respondent says
that the police arrived and surrounded the people in attendance. During the police
intervention, the policemen informed every person without temporary documents
that they would be taken to the police station and issued a “khartia” (a short term
document regularizing their stay) until they can submit an asylum application. The
asylum service in Greece is not registering new asylum applications at this
moment. The Skype service is also unavailable, meaning that asylum seekers
cannot arrange an appointment to register their asylum application.
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O icers pictured blocking tra ic in nearby street. The authorities are dressed in black and wearing
white motorcycle helmets, matching those in the video who remove people from the abandoned house.

O icers with motorbikes blocking another access point to the area subject to the raid.

A er being apprehended, the respondent describes how he was taken to a police
station and held for one to two hours in the courtyard, sitting on the ground. In
this time his belongings were taken, including his phone, 15 euros, his jackets and
other items. His shoelaces and trousers belt were also taken. At the police station
were 20 others taken from the food distribution, as well as an additional 15 people
who had been detained prior. The people came from a variety of places, including
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Syria, Morocco and Algeria.
The respondent describes how a blue bus arrived, “the prison bus” , and 35 people
were pushed and kicked to enter the bus with excessive force by the o icers in the
courtyard area. The bus le Thessaloniki and drove for approximately four hours.
The bus proceeded to transport the people to a place he calls the “caserne” – transl
ated into barracks – where the 35 people were detained for half an hour. He
describes how at this location there was a di erent unit of o icers present,
wearing dark blue uniforms. He cannot describe them fully because he did not
look up from the ground in the position they had to assume.
Half an hour later, they were taken to the river Evros which borders Turkey. The 35
people were divided up by Greek authorities and crossed via boat in groups of 5-6
to the Turkish side of the river. A police o icer wearing a balaclava was driving the
boat, taking people in groups to the other side of the border. The respondent says
five Greek authorities were present at the border during the pushback and that
they hit the group with batons and with hands, and kicked them as well before
loading them into the boat.
The pushback occured at night at what the respondent suspects was
approximately 01:00 on 6th June 2020. The people were removed across the
border in the vicinity of Ipsala (TUR) where they then sought help from locals.
Summarising his feeling in the period a er the pushback, the respondent states he
was shocked. He adds saddened:
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“15 days [to arrive to Thessaloniki] and they take us to Turkey in five
hours”

The respondent gave his testimony in English, from Istanbul. He reached Istanbul
the following day a er his pushback, driven by a Turkish national who agreed to
assist the group in exchange for cash. The two young men did not have money on
them since all their belongings were taken by Greek o icers, so they decided to run
away once they arrived in Istanbul. They spent two nights sleeping on the streets
and had only biscuits to eat.
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20/06/2020

“PLEASE BE SILENT, IT IS OUR
GOVERNMENT DECIDING WHAT WE
DO WITH YOU, I AM SORRY”

Date and time: June 20, 2020 01:00
Location: psala, Edirne, Turkey
Coordinates: 40.9562697 , 26.2680259
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 60 person(s), age: 20-50 years old , from: Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Iran, Syria, Iraq
Minors involved? No
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), insulting, sexual
assault, forcing to undress, theft of personal belongings
Police involved: 12-14 police o

cers; 20 police o

cers, some in

uniform and some in black clothes with masks
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention:
detention, no translator present, denial of access to toilets, denial of
food/water
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: Yes
Reported by: josoor

ORIGINAL REPORT
The transit group of 15 left Istanbul at 23:00 on 17th June 2020 and
headed towards the GR-TR border. At 22:00 on 18th June 2020, they
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left I psala towards Greece, crossed the border and proceeded on
foot through eggplant

elds for one and a half hours nearby to a

highway. At 00:00, the respondent alleged police o

cers (some in

black uniforms wearing masks) apprehended the transit group and
ordered some group members in German and Albanian to take o
their shoes and clothes; the respondent believes they were
‘Commandos’. Whenever anybody in the transit group looked at the
o

cers, they were beaten. Several members of the group (including

the respondent) repeatedly asked for asylum; the o

cers laughed at

them and said,

“you have no reason to be here…shut up”

When the respondent asked where her human rights were, the
o

cers replied,

“you don’t have any rights here, it’s our country,
we don’t want you here…you are lying”

The o

cers forced the transit group into vehicles and repeatedly

beat the men on their backs before taking them to a police station.
Here, they forced the transit group to hand over their phones,
documents, backpacks and money. They were ordered to undress to
their underwear and had their bodies searched; the respondent
alleged the male o

cers searched the two women’s underwear and

repeatedly touched them inappropriately. When the o

cers did

nd

anything on a person, they ordered them to fully undress in front of
the whole group. The o

cers handed the transit group disinfectant,

gloves and papers (some with the UNHCR logo) in a foreign
language. No one in the group signed any of papers, no
were taken and no fee was paid. After this, the o
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transit group into a container, roughly

ve-six meters long, with a

total of 60 people inside.
For 36 hours the transit group were detained in this container
without water and food. The two women were allowed to go to the
toilet but none of the men were; the respondent alleged it was very
hot and felt the oxygen level inside was extremely low.
Approximately 12-14 o

cers were involved in this event at the

police station.
At 01:00 on 26th June 2020, everyone in the container was removed
and taken were taken to the border. The respondent alleged that 20
police o

cers (some dressed in black) were involved in the

pushback. Some threatened they would kill members of the transit
group if they did not stay absolutely quiet during the pushback; one
of them told the respondent,

“please be silent, it is our government deciding
what we do with you, I am sorry. Tell them
Germany paid lots of money to protect us from
you, many German soldiers here”

The transit group were taken to psala by boat, where Turkish police
apprehended them and forced them to return back to Greece. The
respondent started crying and was desperate, with no shoes, phone,
and no money left. She was released by authorities while the rest of
the transit group were forced back into Greek territory.
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21/06/2020

“WITH OUR HANDS HANDCUFFED,
THEY THREW US INTO THE WATER
OF EVROS RIVER”

Date and time: June 21, 2020 21:00
Location: psala, Edirne, Turkey
Coordinates: 40.93975254650879 , 26.37059505273438
Push-back from: Greece
Push-back to: Turkey
Demographics: 80-90 person(s), age: 6 months to 50 years old ,
from: Afghanistan, Iran, Syria, DR Congo
Minors involved? Yes
Violence used: beating (with batons/hands/other), kicking, pushing
people to the ground, insulting, forcing to undress, theft of personal
belongings, handcu ed, thrown into river
Police involved: Around 20 o

cers involved, some in blue Greek

uniform, some dressed in black with masks, a few speaking Turkish
Taken to a police station?: yes
Treatment at police station or other place of detention:
detention, no translator present, denial of access to toilets, denial of
food/water
Was the intention to ask for asylum expressed?: Yes
Reported by: josoor
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ORIGINAL REPORT
The respondent had been living in Greece for many months and had
applied for asylum, settling in Athens. He had his

rst interview and

had been issued a white card which is valid until September 2020.
He had been waiting for his

nal interview, set for May 2021. He

went to Alexandroupolis from Athens as part of his job. The purpose
of the trip was to visit a stables where his employer wanted to buy a
horse (the respondent works in a pro esional stables in Athens).
On the morning of 21st June, at around 10:00, police in blue uniform
stopped him in a town 20km from Alexandroupolis and asked to see
his papers. He did not understand as he couldn’t speak Greek.
Because he was unable to answer the police responded by beating
him with a wire. After several minutes, a white van came, driven by
a man dressed in black and wearing a black mask. The respondent
was forced to get in the car and was taken to a police station, the
drive took about two hours, there were no windows in the van so the
respondent doesn’t know where it was.
He was detained there for two hours and then taken to a detention
center where 80 to 90 other people were detained. This included
both men and women from Afghanistan, Iran, Kurdistan and di erent
other nationalities.
Police there took everything from them – money, mobile, belt,
clothes, shoelaces and whatever else they had – and put the people
into cells.
Two policemen in uniform and one “commando soldier” (dressed in
black and wearing ski mask) were taking refugees one by one to a
room. Whether he/she was man or woman, they were beating him/
her violently and brutally before loading them into a dark green
camou age lorry.
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They were beating them not with batons, but with thick wooden
sticks. The police took o

their clothes and left them naked. The

respondent was severely hit on his torso, arms, knees and head. In
his case it was speci cally one “commando” man cooperating with
two uniformed o

cers.

Other than these three, around 20 policemen and other sta

were

present at the detention center. The respondent says that all of
them spoke Greek and some spoke Turkish as well.
Access to toilets, water and food was denied throughout:

“From the time I got arrested till the time we were
brought to Evros river, we were not allowed to have
access to any basic needs.”

After eight hours in detention, the military style lorry took them to
the Evros river. The drive was around 30min. They proceeded
beating them for one hour and used zip ties to handcu

them. With

their hands handcu ed, they threw them into the water of Evros
river. The respondent and some others couldn’t swim, other refugees
helped them stay a oat. This was around sunset, approximately
21:00 on 21st June 2020.
When they arrived on Turkish territory after crossing the river by
swimming, the respondent was unconscious. Afghan, Kurdish, Syrian,
Arab and Iranian guys with their money helped them reach Istanbul
by paying a driver to take them.
The respondent can’t remember anything after they threw them into
the river but his friends told him that from the border they went by
foot to a place where they called a taxi from the phone of a Turkish
local and arrived in Istanbul a few hours later.
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The respondent only woke up once they had arrived in Istanbul. He
says he is still in unbearable pain. His whole body is bruised due to
severe blows (pictures and video of the bruises available). He was
beaten and kicked on his head, torso, abdomen, arms and legs by
the one commando man at the detention center that he had to
throw up several times.

The respondent later took a video of his injuries and said:

“This is what they did to us. Do we have the right to
asylum or not? Does the international law not say that
every human being has the right to ask for asylum?
What kind of right is this? Does the European Union
have the right of beating and torture? How can the
commandos beat us like this! And then put you in the
river while your hands are tied! This is our situation as
refugees. They beat every part of your body with a
stick. They take you to a room and then beat
everyone. They have neither mercy nor compassion
towards women nor men. They are taking your money,
phones and then put you in river while you hands are
cu ed.”
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